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PREFACE

THIS PUBLICAI ION is part of a Center for National Policy project called
"Investing in Prevention." Under a grant from the Primerica Foun-
dation, the Center conducted a series of pri%ate meetings in four
metropolitan areas around the country, to seek the views of young
corporate and community leaders about the problem of tht under-
class in the United States, and how this problem relates to the issue of
what happens to children born in poverty.

Peter D. Hart, an opinion research specialist. guided these discus-
sions, as participants expressed their Yiews and attitudes on the issues
involved. A summary of the results of the four sessions is included
here as an appendix to this volume.

Essentially, we found a high degree of concern, strongly contradict-
ing the conventional view of this group of younger leaders, members
of the baby boom generation, as self-interested. We also found,
however, that there is a lack of information about the problem. New
program designs, and the accumulating research results of recent
years, especially as they relate to the importance and the effectiveness
of earl) intervention, are not well known or understood. This is a
particularly important finding; it has encouraged us to as,emble this
book of essays as a means of bridging the information gap.

We believe that this issue is at the core of the challenge we face as a
nation in ensuring a healthy society and a productive economy in the
future. We are most 14-fateful to the Primerica Foundation for its
support for the project as w hole, as well as for this publication.

Edmund S. Muslin,
li'ashmgton, D.C.
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INTRODUCTION

George Miller

THE TIME HAS cOME. for America, as a nation, to invest in the future
of our children. As a society, we have traditionally relied on the family
and its informal networks of support to pros ide young children with
the nurturing, education and economic sustenance they need. But
for many families today, that system of childrearing is under enor-
mous pressure. The sweeping economic and demographic changes of
the past 20 years have affected families at every income level, and in
every ethnic group and geographic region. Only now are policy mak-
ers realizing the extent of the effort that w ill be necessary to deal w it h
those changes. .-

Tbday's parents, many of w hom are overburdened in their efforts
to provide both care and economic support for their children, are
increasingly asking for help in the task of caring for their children.
And large numbers of children growing up in povertynearly one in
four children todayneed social, medical and educational set % ices
that their parents cannot provide. At the same time, business and
labor leaders, local elected officials and national policy makers from
both political parties have become increasingly aware that if we ale to
forge a productive, economically secure f uture for our country, we
must invest now in developing the capacities of the children who will
run that filmic economy. In Washington, 1).C., and across the coun-
try, the needs of children have become the focus of both political and
policy interests, w ith voters joining the experts to urge that child care
and other children's programs be among our highest national priori-
ties.

Underlying an emerging new consensus, but rarely expressed, is
the recognition that children matter in then oa n r ightas human
beings, as well as future citizens, employees, consumers 01 taxpayers.
All children, regardless of the income level of their parents, desei ve
and need decent nutrition and health care, a safe place to live and an
appropriate education. Iiiday, too many children are not recek ing
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x INTRoDu( noN

those basic human necessities. It is our moral responsibility, and it is
also our national interest, to see that those needs do not go unmet.

Policymakers' growing interest in the problems and needs of their
youngest constituents has been paralleled by a nen underrtanding in
the academic community of children's earl) developmental needs,
and an outpouring of empirical ey idence on the effectiveness of early
childhood health and education programs. Since its creation in 1983,
the bipartisan Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families of
the U.S. House of Representatives has accumulated a vast record of
testimony documenting the worth of prenatal and early childhood
development programs, pal titularly lot children from low-income or
distressed families.

Our challenge now is to translate this convergence of knowledge,
political consensus and public necd into a national policy best suited
to meet the needs of America's children, their families and the needs
of the nation as a whole.

AN ERA OF RETRENCHMENT

The early 1980s brought an administration to Washington commit-
ted to reducing federal spending and to decreasing the influence of
government in private affairs. While President Reagan did not suc-
ceed in persuading either the public or Congress that federal activities
should ice reduced across the board, he did achieve a major reorder-
ing of national spending priorities, shifting significant resources out
of discretionary domestic spending and prop-tins aiding the poor,
and into massive weapons procurement programs)

In agreeing to the President's budget priorities, Congress and the
public accepted a number of the administration's arguments about
the nature and effectiveness of federal social programs. Those argu-
ments included the notion that people should largely be left alone to
help themselves rattle' than receive any assistance from government;
that the a uipoverty programs of the 1960s and the 1970s did not
help people escape poverty; and, that the entrenched welfare-de-
pendent population was created by welfare itself. These at guments
have lingered long after their fundamental premises have been
proven false by statistical and scientific analysis.

In fact, a number of' federal ef fbrts aimed at reducing the negative
effects of poverty on children have been demonstrably successful.2
These induce Medicaid, which has extended the benefits of medical
advances in xenatal care and childrearing to women on welfare;
Head Start, which has greatly improved children's success rates in
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school; and nutrition supplementation. pros ided through programs
like WIC, which reduces health risks for pregnant women, nursing
mothers and young children.

Although children are the one population group patently unable
to improve their own economic status, programs directed at hn% -
income children have suffered severe cutbacks unckr the Reagan
administration. At the same time, the numbers of children in need of
services increased, the President's stated commitment to the social
safety net notwithstanding. Since 1980, 2.5 million more children
have slipped into povertya total of almost 13 million children in
1987 lived below the federal poverty line.' Today., the richest nation
on earth consigns one out of our children to live in poverty by the
time they reach 18. Millions of babies. pregnant women and school
children go through the day without adequate food, housing or
medical care. This is a sad legacy of an era that has conferred great
prosperity on many Americans.

It will take years to reverse the negative effects of the past, and the
process will be even slower because of the massive budget deficits
created during this administration. Fortunately, we have a clearer idea
than ever before of what it takes to help lift fitmilies out of poverty,
and what children need to develop to their f ull potential. But the task
will be formidable.

THE REALITIES FACING TODAY'S FAMILIES

Since the late I960s, families have been radical!) affected In several
maim demographic trends. Vomen of childbearing age have entei ed
the labor force in record numbers, postponing ha% ing children until
Wei and sometimes altogether. The national birthrate has declined
steadily, resuming a decades-long downward path that was inter-
rupted by the post-World War 11 baby-boom phenomenon. Divorce
has become commonplace. Medical ad%anc es, improted income and
healthier lifestyles have contributed to longer lies for the elderly.

As a result of such changes, the basic family unit of popular lore
working fitthei, inothei at home, several childrenis no longer basic
in any real sense. Children are nm bout into and grou up in smaller
families; they are cared tot, increasingly. outside their own homes.
and they are far less likely than before to i emain in the same family
situation throughout childhood. They are fat likelier now to spend
some of their growing up years with just one parent, and they are Cu
likelier now to li%e in marginal economic circumstances at some
point.'
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These trends. ( °nibbled %%ill' 111)SLIIII inc I (*.NC' in the propm
lions of teen-age mothers %dui ate immat ried. ate I"( teasing the
numbers of .mrican children %%110 begin life in significant hat (Ishii,.
and %chose fill III e Is less hopeful .11 hall. Hie high Inds of skill and
educational attainment demanded In .1 technologicalb sophisticated
societ) are reducing the prospects for man% .1merican %omit lot
making it in the mainstream.

At the same time. the pool of .nailable %cot kers is declining. Ameri-
can corporations hae begun to take an aggressne interest in lun% %cell
our SI pools are doing in training .1 %%cm Is lone capable of Let:ping out
nation competitive in tomot cm's tough global ecommo. Educators
and state. 10(.11 and II:Hit/nal Of lit lab 11.1%e pt ()posed .t %ide arra% of
actions: higher stand uds in math. science and languages. intim-cued
technological competence at the tthhrsit) loci; more el fectne :4.1%-
in-school and so 11001-to-wit k nansition Mous. and «mtintied im-
provment in elemental% sc 11001 o ur t is alum and teat hing. .1s Mm' -
tant as am outer effort. lumel. %%ill be .t no% focus on earls
childhood.

EARLY CHILDHOODKEY '1 0 LAYER SUCCESS

Over the past no, decades. child (In elopment t esean het s and
theoreticians haw established bound all doubt that the logic mulct-

ing earl) childhood education ptogtams such as I lead Stat t is n
mote critical than 01 iginalh thought. I he Mimic bon bet wen c hild
and its Cm ironment to age Inc. and nen before birth. is u uc ial in
determining %% het het that child %%ill be able to tealue lull human
potential. nom the most contribution of adequate intuition to
brain. Ilene cell and muscle dot-lupine'''. to the most complex
application of emotion and understanding to the tasks of leai ning
higher cognitn skills. the en% honment an infant millet its has an
ext ram dinarik intput tam of fec t on its fibre.

Aion itan families of %asth dif f rt eat et ()mimic and sot um-
stances are finding that the challenge of pi tu 'ding the light kind of
en%itonmental whet itant e is not as simple 01 as stiaight I tn %cat d u

once seemed.
Main %cot king patents of nocboi 11, have adequate health Insin am e

coverage as a lob - relied benefit. and can take achantage of essential
prenatal care smite,. wt. latge number s have no sic h c mei age.
Eat l detection of health and delopmental pr oblems. I egulal in c-
wntne health tat e inchiding ininumiiations and .1 continuous rela-
tionship %%lilt a 'minim cat egkei ate essential to .1 %el% %cuing child's
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Introduchon Xiii

chances for healthy physical, mental and emotional development; yet,
access to preventive health care services and to high-quality out-of-
home child care is far from universal. Parental leave to care for
newborns and sick children is legally mandated in most Western
European countries; yet it is only in the discussion phase in the United
States.

At present, low-income parents on welfare have little access to
quality child care, without which they cannot seek education, training,
or work, or establish economic independence. Welfare reform legis-
lation passed by Congress guarantees child care during participation
in education and job training programs, and help parents pay for
child care during the transition period.

A decade ago, the greatest challenge was identifying which services
could effectively address the problems of inadequate nutrition, educ-
tion, social services and health. Today, we know what works: the
challenge is to provide those resources to those in need. The Supple-
mental Feeding Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC),
Head Start and prenatal care, among all others, are still woefully
underfunded. Less than half of the women eligible for WIC services
receive them; only 18% of the children eligible for Head Start are
enrolled. This lack of funding is especially shortsighted because these
programs deliver proven cost say ings dow n the line. For every federal
dollar invested in WIC, $3 is saved in avoided hospitalization costs.
For every dollar invested in preschool education, $6.00 is saved in
reduced crime, special education and welfare expenditures.

The question of access to an adequate preschool program poses
significant challenges. Effective preparation for the start of formal,
abstract learning is frequently pros ided by parents and other family
members as a natural part of their daily interactions. For children
whose families provide an education-oriented atmosphere in the
home, organized preschool programs are a useful component of the
overall preparation for elementary school. But for parents YY hose own
schooling was weak and who may have neither the time nor the
capacity to give their children constantly attentive responses, pre-
school can be essential. Yet these are children whose parents can
rarely afford to pay for such a program. Several states have instituted
their own Head Start and preschool programs to fill in the gap left by
inadequate federal funding, but much more needs to be clone.

Finally, good parenting often requires more help and support than
our increasingly mobile and diverse society provides. Many young
people begin families yy hen they are liY ing far from their own parents
and siblings. Suburban developments are not places where extended
families thrive. One can turn to books, magazines, health care provi-
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ders, neighbors or coworkers for advice and information, but these
resources rarely are full substitutes for the help, guidance and emo-
tional support that families traditionally provided. Such support
ought to be more widely available to all young parents than it now is,
either through community-based family support centers or existing
institutions. For the highly stressed, very young, unmarried welfare
mother, support and education in parenthood is essential if her
children are to have a reasonable chance of healthy development.

Our decades of experience with early childhood programs, as well
as new research, have told us what needs to be done. Getting it done
will require the investment of large amounts of time, money and
imagination by every community, every organization, every business
and every level of government. We must not allow the federal budget
deficit or lingering inaccurate views about social programs to deter us
from investing in comprehensive health and education services for
young children in every community and at every income level.

It is far less costly to serve these needs than it is to ignore them,
because ultimately we will pay for that ignorance: in hospital bills, in
crime, in school dropouts, in poverty, in teenage pregnancy, in
unemployment, in homelessness and in welfare dependency.

TOWARD A NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR CHILDREN

We are moving as a nation toward a new view of public responsibility
toward families and children. We have seen this first in the child care
field, where working parents are actively seeking action to help
redress the lack of supply, quality and equity in the child care system.
We are now moving, in Congress, at the state level and in communities
throughout America, toward creating a flexible, high-quality child
care system that is universally available to all families, at prices they
can afford.

NA7ork has begun on other pressing needs of children as well. We
must assure that new initiatives are not fragmented or haphazard.
but are implemented in a coherent, efficient and cost-effective man-
ner, directed by a strategy that addresses the national need. Thus all
children, no matter where they live or how much money their parents
earn, will have access to the best possible care and education, and the
best possible hope for a bright future. The articles in this volume
contribute both evidence and argument to this cause.

In the first article, Bernice Weissbourd and Carol Emig lay out in
detail an overview of the problem of inadequate attention to child
development issues and a strategy for setting out to solve it. James
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Garbarino explains the importance of such a strategy, linking the
development of intelligence to the more general process of a child's
developing person, and the success of this development in turn to the
nature of the care-giving environment.

Articles by Eleanor Stokes Szanton and Sara Rosenbaum provide a
comprehensive survey of the data on children's health and welfare,
and on services in the United States. These articles place in context
the difficult task of making a reasonable start in life equitably available
to children across the income spectrum in a nation that directly links
the availability of basic services to level of family income.

Two articles address the special problems and special needs of
children in families outside the mainstream. James Cotner addresses
the unique experience of the black family in American history and
sets out a programmatic strategy for helping underclass minority
children and their families prepare to take advantage of educational
opportunity.

Stanley Greenspan deals with multi-risk families where parents
with severe life stresses and specific psychological problems exhibit
behavior toward their children that is likely to be more dysfunctional
than helpful. He, too, offers a specific program model to address the
problems of such parents.

Finally, articles by Lisbeth Bamberger Schorr and by Judith Musick
and Robert Halpern review the concept and practice of "family
support" programs that have been established in various communities
around the country, along the lines of efforts described by Comer
and Greenspan. Schorr stresses the positive, detailing successful ex-
perimentation and suggesting guidelines for successful replication,
while Musick and Halpern sound a note of caution, identifying the
significant challenges that confront us in tackling the most serious
and most difficult problems families face.

The unique Peter D. Hart 'focus group' inter. iews with baby-boom
generation corporate and community leaders that appear as an ap-
pendix to this volume provide important insights into the nature of
the communications challenge facing those who care about this issue.
In all, the material in this publication should make a significant
contribution to meeting that challenge successfully.

Fundamentally, Americans value independence and the duty to
individual responsibility that accompanies it. Families that need help,
be it finding a job, paying for child care, or educating their children,
want that help provided in such a way that it enhances their potential
for self-sufficiency, rather than diminishing it. It is our duty to help
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America's children get a strong start in life. and to do it in such a wa
that their families are strengthened in the process. At no other time
in our histor have we had the opportunit% to make such a positive
difference for an entire gene, ation of children. If we fad to make use
of this opportunity, it t -ill be a national tragedy.

NOTES

1. John L. Palmer and Isabel V. Sm.-hill (Eds.), The Reagan Record: An
Assessment of America's Changing Domestic Priorities. New York: Ballinger Pub-
lishing Co., 1984.

2. Select Committee on Children. Youth. and Families. U.S. House of
Representatives. "Opportunities for Success: Cost-Effective Programs for
Children," Washington, D.C.: Gmernment Printing Office. 1985.

Select Committee on Children. Youth and Families. U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives, "Opportunities for Success: Cost Effective Programs for Children.
Update. 1988." IVashington. D.C.: Gmernment Printing Office. 1988.

3. S11,612 for a family of four.
4. See Frank Le)). Dollars and Dreams: The Changing American Income Distri-

bution, New lbrk: Russell Sage Foundation, 1987: and. Select Committee on
Children. Youth. and Families. U.S. House of Representathes. "America's
Families in Ibmorroh's Econono.- Washington. D.C.: Gmernment Printing
Office, July 1. 1987.
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EARLY C777 itl,1D PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN
IN POVERTY: A GOOD PLACE TO START

Bernice Weissbourd
Carol Emig

POOR CHILDREN in the United States have captured the attention of
politicians in both parties and policy makers of many persuasions. In
the 1988 presidential election child care centers became almost as
popular a campaign stop for presidential candidates as senior citizen
centers and factory gates. A call for a children's tax credit to help
low-income parents pay for child care, and increased funding for
Head Start,' were countered with support for the Act for Better Child
Care, which would pros ide grants to states to subsidize and upgrade
child care, and for early childhood education.

This is just the latest in a series of efforts by politicians and policy -
makers to focus attention on poor children. Democratic Governor
Mario Cuomo of New York used his 1988 State of the State Address
to launch the Decade of the Child, proposing preschool programs for
all four-year-olds and an extension of Medicaid coverage to poor
children who are presently ineligible to participate in the program.'
One year earlier, Republican Governor James Thompson of Illinois
challenged his state to meet the needs of children in poverty, warning
that, if we lose the child, we lose the adultto mental hospitals,
penitentiaries, crime, poverty and ignorance." These gubernatorial
declarations %%ere buttressed by policy statements from the National
Governors' Assoziation, including a report on welfare prevention
which recommends a program of comprehensive ser ices for poor
children: prenatal care, nutrition, quality child care and preschool
programs and family resource centers.'

Congress' recent welfare reform efforts %%ill bring pressure to bear
on absent parents v% ho fail to pros ide adequate child support and

Portions of this chapter are taken from Carol Emig. Lai-mg for .1tnerira's Children.
Evanston. IL: Emil% Foots. 1986
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2 GIVING CHILDREN A CHANCE

would require states to provide some child care and health coverage
as parents attempt to become self-sufficient) Liberal Senator Chris-
topher Dodd (D-CT) and consersative Senator Orrin Hatch (R-UT)
have introduced competing bills to pros ide federal support for child
care.6

Nor have the media been silent on the issue of children in poverty.
Several New York Times editorials have urged public support for exist-
ing early childhood programs as well as for innovative efforts to break
the cycle of poverty by supporting children in the earliest years of
life.' U.S. News at t,! Mild Report and Newsweek both highlighted the
potential impact of children's issues in the 1988 presidential cam-
paign.8

In the political arena, poor childrenwho cannot vote and whose
parents are among those least likely to be involved in the political
processare emerging as a new and generally accepted "special
interest." A poll commissioned by KidsPac, the political action com-
mittee devoted to children's issues, resealed a surprising depth of
support for children. Sixty percent of voters surveyed would find a
candidate who gave special attention to issues of early childhood
health and education appealing. The same percentage indicated
support for full funding of these programs, even in the face of
budget deficits."

An earlier poll by Louis Harris reported that almost two-thirds of
Americans say that, as a society, we expend too little effort on the
problems of children; slightly more than two-thirds said the same
about the problems of the poor. Almost 90% waned government to
provide more child care for the children of poor working mothers
and to provide health coverage for children who do not have health
insurance)"

Finally, support for poor children has surfaced in what many would
consider an unlikely quarter. The leaders of seyeral of America's
largest corporations, under the tutelage of the prestigious Committee
for Economic Development, hate challenged our political leadership
and the rest of the business community to accord "the highest priority
to early and sustained intervention in the lives of disadvantaged
children.""

What's going on here? As the Bible so accurately predicted, the
poor have always been with us. So why hate their children suddenly
become the object of such intense and high-level attention? The
reasons range from compassion to astute politics, from pragmatism
to just plain common sense.

Children in need have always been recognized as deserving of our
compassion and charity, even when that concern has not translated
into action. Social reformers from Jane Addams to Mother Theresa
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have admonished us to treat the poor with dignity and to cherish and
nurture their children. In the political arena, many advocates for the
poor concentrate their efforts on advancing programs for children,
at least in part because poor children often evoke more sy mpathy and
support than poor adults, who too often have the unfortunate expe-
rience of being blamed for their economic circumstances. It is, after
all, hard to accuse an infant of sloth.

Demographic developments in the past decade also hate contrib-
uted to the public's discovery of childhood poverty. There are simph
so many more poor children now-14 million in 1986, accounting for
nearly one in four children in the country.'2 This represents the
highest child poverty rate since the early 1960s.'3 Children have
displaced the elderly as the largest single group living in poverty
comprising about 40% of the poor in this country.' '

The overwhelming presence of children in what many now regard
as a permanent underclass and the seemingly insurmountable barri-
ers erected by a childhood in poverty have left both casual observers
and serious students of poverty with a sense that the problem has
spun out of our control. Among the indicators that leave even the
most determined and optimistic feeling helpless are:

A nationwide infant mortality rate in 1985 of 10.6 deaths per 1,000 live
births, higher than that of most other western industrialized countries.''
Nonwhite children in Chicago, Boston, Detroit, Washington,
D.C., Indianapolis, Memphis and Philadelphia had infant mortal-
ity rates in 1985 that exceeded 20 per 1,000 live births." Preven-
tion of infant mortality is highly con-elated with access to health
care which, in the United States, is correlated with family income.
Births to teenagers amounting to 13% of all babies born in 1985.'7
These mothers are at high risk of dropping out of school, face
poor employment prospects and often confront a future of long-
term dependency for themselves and their children.
Nearly one million youngsters failing to complete high school, entering
the labor market each yew barely literate and lacking in most basic skills.
They are joined by about 700,000 who receive diplomas but who
are no more competent than their drop-out counterparts."

In the midst of these profoundly troubling indicators, there is
nevertheless reason for hope. A re) iew of anti-poverty policies en-
acted in the last 25 years reveals a consistent and encouraging fact:
Positive efforts to support children and then fannhes in the lust few years of a
child's life are among the most effective, and the most cost-effective, methods of
breaking the cycle of poverty. A comprehensive strategy to combat the
long-term effects of childhood poverty would include prenatal care;
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acute and preventive health care for children; adequate and proper
nutrition; family support programs to help parents establish a family
environment which nurtures young children and promotes health)
physical, social and emotional development; and quality, child care
and preschool programs.

Of course, early childhood programs, in the Asence of effective
policies to promote full employment, safe and affordable housing,
adequate health care and a decent minimum standard of living, will
not eradicate poverty. What a comprehensive early childhood strategy
can do, however is place a large percentage of poor children on the
same physical, social and educational footing as children from more
economically advantaged families, thus increasing their chances of
succeeding in school and securing a job.

As the following pages indicate, a foundation already exists of
successful, cost-effective children's programs, in spite of an erratic
federal funding history. The Reagan years brought severe cuts in
social programs which benefit children, although a resurgence of
legislative interest in children appears to be underway now. Building
on this foundation by expanding, improy ing and refining existing
programs will be expensive in the short-term.. but will, in relatively
quick fashion, yield cost-effective results. Failure to do so will be
infinitely more expensive and, ultimately, more damaging to our
society.

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH

The health problen.s of many poor children begin before birth,
with inadequate prenatal care for man) low -income expectant moth-
ers. Pregnant women sy ho receive no prenatal care are three times as
likely to deliver a low birth weight baby as are women who receive
adequate prenatal care.'" Low birth weight, in turn, is highly corre-
lated with infant mortality and morbidity, retardation, developmental
problems, cerebral palsy and other disabilities.2" The Children's De-
fense Fund estimates that nearly a quarter million children who were
low birth weight babies enter school each year at much higher risk of
being educationally impaired of c%periencing major 'problems at
school='

Prenatal care which begins early and continues throughout a preg-
nancy can eliminate or idle% iate many of these poor outcomes, reduc-
ing the risk of a low weight birth by 25 to 50 %.22 Seventy-five percent
of the risks associated s ith low birth weight can be eyi,luated in the
first prenatal visit and addressed in subsequent interventions."
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Comprehensive prenatal care is also among the most cost effective
forms of medical care. The 54,300 average cost of complete prenatal
care and a hospital delivery for a healthy mother and baby increases
almost threefold when a child is premature and experiences major
complications and more than sixfold when an infant is extremely
premature.2' The Institute of Medicine found that every dollar spent
on comprehensive prenatal care saved $5.38 in just the first year of a
baby's life. -5 In 1986, the estimated cost of delivering comprehensive
prenatal care to all poor pregnant women in the United States was
about half of the $2..3 billion we paid for hospital care fel sick infants
in their first year.26

Failing to provide prenatal care to expectant teenagers has partic-
ularly tragic and costly consequences because sery young mothers
run the greatest risk of complications during pregnancy and delivery .
The younger a pregnant woman is, the less likely she is to receive
early prenatal care. While 34% of all pregnant women receive less
than adeqi ate prenatal care (e.g., cal e that does not begin before the
second trimester), the figure for pregnant teenagers approaches
60%.27 One consequence is that teenage mothers account for a dispro-
portionately high percentage of all low birth weight births.

Most children in the United States routinely receive periodic check-
ups, immunizations and timely care when illness or accidents occur.
Health professionals who work with loss-income students, however,
report that as many as 80% of their young patients suffer from at
least one untreated health problemincluding ision, hearing and
dental problems; anemia; mental health problems; and developmen-
tal disabilities.28 Routine pediatric care (regular medical check-ups,
screening for sision and hearing problems, dental examinations,
follow-up treatment when problems are uncovered and timely im-
munizations) can prevent or ameliorate many of these problems.

Preventive pediatric care is also cost-effective. The Children's De-
fense Fund reports that preventive health care delivered to Medicaid
children reduced overall program costs for these children by almost
10%.2" Childhood immunizations, an important component of a
preventive health regimen, have yielded dramatic and highly cost-
effective results. Between 1960 and 1982, for example, there was a
more than 99% decline in reported cases of polio, diphtheria and
measles." The Centers for Disease Control repot ted that every dollar
spent to immunize children against measles saves more than eight
dollars in reduced illness and hospitalization costs." (Severe measles
cases can lead to hearing impairment, retardation and other prib-
lems.)

Adequate and propel nutrition, especially for young children and
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pregnant and nursing women, is the third essential component of any
preventive health system. Several evaluations of the federal WIC
program (which provides supplemental food to low-income pregnant
women, nursing mothers and to infants and children up to age five)
have provided strong evidence linking nutrition assistance to im-
proved birth weights and growth rates and to decreased rates of
anemia. They have also established the cost-effectiveness of nutri-
tional assistance to low-income mothers and children:

Every dollar invested in the prenatal component of WIC saves
approximately three dollars in short-term hospital costs.32
In 1985, it costs $30 a month to provide a WIC nutritional
package to a pregnant woman, $35 a month for an infant. In
contrast, it costs at least $1,400 a week to hospitalise a malnour-
ished infant.'"

The benefits of a preventive health strategy are well established and
widely accepted, both as a sensible course for individuals to follow
and as wise public policy. The nation's public record of action in this
field, however, has been erratic. The 1960s saw the creation or
expansion of several major health programs for poor children, with
some continued growth in the 1970s. In the 1980s, however, the
federal government's ,onnnitment to he.11th services for the poor
declined dramatically, ironically at the same time that an abundance
of research on these services was producing evidence of both their
success and cost-effectiveness.

Access to prenatal care among poor women began to improve in
the years following 1965, when Medicaid and federally-funded com-
munity health centers were created and maternal and child health
services expanded. As a result, infant mortality rates fell precipi-
touslythey dropped almost 50% from 1965 to 1980, compared to
only 15% in the 15 years prior to 1965. For black infants, the
improvement during this period was even greater. Black infant mor-
tality also fell almost 50% between 1965 and 1980, after declining
only five percent during the previous 15 years." Recently, however,
progress in reducing infant mortality has slowed. In the 1970s, there
was a five percent annual rate of decline in infant mortality. From
1981 to 1983, that annual rate slowed to three percent, the poorest
performance in 18 years," and the period between 1984 and 1985
saw no statistically significant decline.'"

The creation and expansion of public health programs between
1964 and 1975 also resulted in an increase in physician services to
poor children of almost 7 5% .'7 By the late 1970s, poor children
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participating in public health programs were seeing doctors almost as
often as other children." Nevertheless, comprehensive pediatric care
remains unavailable to many poor children who lack either public or
private health coverage. Medicaid, the major source of health financ-
ing for poor families, reached about three-quarters of children in
families with incomes below the poverty line in 1986." Nor did private
health insurance, which often does not include preventive pediatric
care, catch all or even much of the remainder.'"

The first few years of the 1980s saw a significant reduction in public
support for health programs for low-income families. The Medicaid
progam in particular came under attack, with the charge led by the
Reagan administration and its congressional allies. Medicaid is the
nation's largest public health program for children and accounts for
55% of all public health funds spent on children." In general, to
qualify for Medicaid, a family cannot have income exceeding AFDC
levels, which vary from state to state.'2 In 31 states, upper limits on
AFDC income eligiblity (and thus Medicaid eligibility) are less than
50% of the federal poverty leveland in five states, income eligibility
is held to less than 30% of the poverty level)

In 1981, Congress accepted Reagan administration proposals to
reduce federal funding for both AFDC and Medicaid. As a result of
the AFDC cuts, state eligibility levels (never generous to begin with)
were tightened further, denying thousands of working poor families
access to both AFDC and Medicaid. In addition, some states l'inited
the number of hospital stays or doctor's visits for which they ,vould
pay, or limited the reimbursement rates for health professionals
treating Medicaid patients." This last step often leads doctors to
restrict the number of Medicaid patients they will treat, or to refuse
to accept them at all.

Significant expansions in Medicaid eligibility have been enacted
since that early retrenchment. largely over the objections of the
Reagan administration. Legislation was enacted in 1984 requiring
states to provide Medicaid coverage to all pregnant women anu
children under age five whose family incomes were below state AFDC
eligibility levels, regardless of whether their families participated in
AFDC. Legislation passed in the fall of 1986 gave states the option to
extend coverage further, to include pregnant women and children
under age five whose family incomes are below the federal poverty
level. Now, states may extend this coverage even more, to include
pregnant women and young children with family incomes up to 185%
of the federal poverty' level. Most states leapt at this opportunity to
extend coverageby mid -1988, 43 states and the District of Columbia
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had expanded coverage to at least sonic of the newly-eligible popula-
tions.

The budgets of other federal health programs benefiting poor
children and pregnant women have eroded over the course of the
Reagan administration. In 1981. Congress approved an administra-
tion proposal to merge several separately-funded health programs
fin- poor children and pregnant women into the Maternal and Child
Health Block Grant. Howevel, total funding for the Maternal and
Child Health Block Grant in 1981 was less than the sum of the
individual programs it replaced. Although funding has increased
since then, it has not kept pace with inflat;on or fully restored services
to their 1981 levels."' Maternal and child health ser% ices therefbre
reach only a fraction of the women and children who need them.

The highly successful WIC program has seen funding increases in
recent years, but continues to deli%er find and nutrition counseling
to only 44% of the eligible children and pregnant women in the
country.17 Federal spending fin- childhood immunizations increased
by about one and two-thirds between 1982 and 1986, but the cost of
immunizing a c hill increased fivefold, resulting in a steady decrease
in the number of children served by the federal immunization pro-
gram."'

PRESCHOOL.

Enrollment of three and foul -eat olds in nurser \ school and early
childhood development programs doubled between 1970 and 1983.'"
Many parentswhether they use out-of -home child care or stay home
to care for their children% iew quality preschool programs as impor-
tant developmental experiences fin' their children.

An extensive body of research attests to the %attie of quality pre-
school programs fin' children from low-income families. The best
known is a longitudinal study of pan is in the Perry Preschool
Program in Ypsilanti, Mk higan «ull ,y the High /Scope Foun-
dation. Perry Preschool was establisheu co examine the long-term
effects of participation in a high-quality eddy childhood education
program. Participants were low -income black children, ages chi cc and
four, with low IQs. They received two years of center -based preschool
education for two and one-half hours a day from a highly trained
teaching staff'. This was supplemented by weekly home % isits by the
teachers to work with both mothers and children. The most recent
evaluation, released in 1984, reported on pal ticipants at age 19.'"

Like sonic Head Start assessments (discussed below ), the Perry
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evaluations found that imprmements in IQ attributable to preschool
education lasted onh about two or three }ears. This seeming!) shot t-
lived boost. lumr%(i. as enough to help the children pet kirm better
in their earl} school experiences. thus inc reasing then sclf-«mfuleme
and their teachers' expectations for them, and imprm ing then pla-
cemei in school. As a result. the Perry children reported a sti tinge'
attachment to school than did chiklren from similar backgrounds
who had not had a preschool experience.''

Additionalh, Perry participants were significanth bent,' off on
several n;!asures of success than were members of a «inn ol group
who received no eat h hue' %ention. Members of the Pei Preschool
group:

spent less time in special education classes:
had higher high school graduation rates:
were more likeh to enroll in post - secondary education:
had higher rates of employ ment at ages 16 to 19:
scored higher on a test of functional competence:
had [owe' pregnanc and bil th rates among female participants:
and
were less likeh. to have been arrested.'2

The Pei r oaluation also included a cost-el fectheness anahsis
which concluded that the benefits of onc }ea' of preschool exceeded
costs lh seven times. Resean hers were able to measure the benefits of
reduced special education em ollments and to estimate f tutu,: saings
resulting from higher le)els of emplmment. less reliance on public
assistance and fewer arrests."

Studies of the !lead Start program )ield similar findings. Head
Start. one of the most (imp! ehensie early childhood education
programs. %%as established b) the federal gmeinment in 19(55. It

pros ides high quality educational plow ams for low -inune child' en.
along with health. nun ition and odic' social set-% ices. 1 lead Start is
also one of the feet f edei all% -suppot ted programs for pool child' en
which explicitly builds in parental imokement. One tangible result of
this involvement is that 80(,i ,f Head Sum parents are program
volunteers. and 31(,,; of Head Star is paid staff are parents of pi esent
or former 1-lead Start chikiren."

Unlike most federall)-funded human set )ice programs. I lead Start
has had nu ?eased funding, from S820 million in fiscal yea' 1981 to
$1,130 billion in fiscal }ear 1987." This increase. howevel. has 0111)
enabled the plow ant to keep pace with inflation. not expand se' %ices.
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In 1986, Head Start served 451,000 childrenonly 18c; of the 2.5
million children %%ho were eligible to participate in the program.'"'

Fortunate!) fOr some of the children %%ho cannot get into a Head
Start program, man) states in recent )ears have begun to establish
early childhood education programs for children from low- income
families. By 1985, at least 28 states had enacted early childhood
initiatives, man) of %%Inch were deliberately focused on poor chil-
dren.';

Senator FOlvard Kennet!) (I) -MA) introduced legislation in 1988 to
expand existing state and local earl) childhood el ucation programs
to full -day, )ear-round programs to accommodate children of work-
ing parents. (Most earl) childhood education programs, including
Head Start, are part-da) programs.) Kennedy's proposal, dabbed
"Smart Start," would require programs receiving funding to have
nutrition, health and social service components, to ensure parental
involvement and to pro% ide acti% hies and an en% ironment which are
developmental!) appropriate fin young children Programs recening
Smart Start funding would also have to reserve at least 50% of their
slots for hildren from low-income f'amilies, until all lo%%-income
children in a locality are served. More affluent families would pa) a
fee based on a sliding scale fot then children to participate in a Stuart
Start program.'''

CHILD CARE

The demand for child care among families of all incomes far
exceeds the supply. About half of all women %% ith children undet the
age of thtee won k. '' and that pet «-ntage is expected to increase in the
coming decade. Sint) -five percent of single mothers %%id% children
under the age of three work full-time.")

Child care is an essential set %ice fin families in %%Inch both parents
or a single parent must %vot k to support a family. Access to Linkd care
enables teenage parents to complete high school and parents with
few job skills to pat ticipate in training pograms. The absence of
child care is pet haps the single most important hart ict keeping low-
income parents out of the %vorkfOrce."'

Child care is a cost!) sere ice to pro% ide. Full-time care in a child
care center can cost front $3,500 to S5.000 a )eat fur children under
age five. Several states have begun to realise, however, that an invest-
ment in child care fin parents seeking to leave welfare and met the
workforce costs them less than the extended AFDC, and Medicaid
payments that ma) be inc in led if parents remain ont of the work-
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force. In Colorado, for example, the Department of Social Services
estimated that providing child care to families who need it in order
to remain in the workforce costs about 38% of the total costs of
keeping these families on the AFDC and Medicaid rolls.62

Unlike most industrialized countries, the United States does little to
subsidize, encourage or provide child care. Extensive child care
legislation was passed by Congress in 1972, but was vetoed by Presi-
dent Nixon. Since then, no major national child care legislation has
succeeded. At present, only two forms of federal assistance are avail-
able to families needing child care servicesthe Dependent Care Tax
Credit and the Social Services Block Grant. The first is of little
practical value to poor families, while the impact of the second has
diminished considerably as a result of Reagan-era budget cuts.

The Dependent Care Tax Credit is the largest federal program
providing help to families to defray the cost of child care services. It
provides indirect support for child care by granting a tax credit equal
to a portion of income spent on care for a dependent family member,
including expenditures for child care services. The amount a family
can claim for this credit is determined by a sliding scale based on
family income, but in no instance does it exceed $2,400 for one child
or $4,800 for two or more children." Because the Dependent Care
Tax Credit is nonrefundable, families receive credit only up to the
amount of their tax liability. Thus, poor families who pay little or no
taxes (because their incomes are too low) cannot take advantage of
this credit, even though they may have significant child care expendi-
tures.

Some subsidized child care and several other services for families
were for years funded through the federal Title XX Social Services
Program. In 1982, Congress created the Social Services Block Grant
at the behest of the Reagan administration to replace the existing
individual Title XX programs. As is true with other block grants
created during the Reagan administration, funding for the Social
Services Block Grant has never matched the sum of the funding in
1981 for the separate programs which were then subsumed into the
block grant. In real terms, funding in 1985 was only 72% of the 1981
level."

Some states have responded to the reduction in federal child care
funds by increasing their own funding or creating new programs to
provide child care to low-income families. According to the Children's
Defense Fund, 30 states increased funding for child care for low-
income families between fiscal years 1985 and 1986.61 In real terms,
however, child care budgets in 29 states were still below 1981 levels.`'''
As a result, by fiscal year 1986, 23 states were providing publicly
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subsidized child care services to fewer children from low-income
families than had received services in fiscal year 1981. even though
the number of poor children had increased over the same time
period."'

The immediate problem caused by reduced Social Services Block
Grant funding is the further limiting of decent, affordable child care
for low-income families. A longer-term problem is the potential this
holds for the further development of a two-tier system of child care.
As subsidies disappear for lower-income families, these families will
increasingly turn to less expensive and often lower quality care for
their children. Middle and upper-income families, in contrast, will
continue to demand (and to varying degrees be able to afford) higher
quality care for their children.

Ensuring poor families access to child care is only a partial step in
an anti-poverty sad' .4-y which focusc., on ,oung children. If the care
is of low quality, it w ill not benefit children and may very well harm
them. Publicly subsidized child care for poor families is a less than
optimal investment if it does not include measures to ensure that that
care meets high standards.

The 1980s have seen an explosion of research on the importance
of the early years. yet we have largely failed to incorporate that
knowledge into policy, particularly child care policies. Quality child
care depends on skilled prodders with chum children and parents
are comfortable: small groups of children and appropriate staff-to-
child ratios; clean, safe surroundings; and a family resource compo-
nent to pros ide parents with information on parenting and child
development and to promote trusting relationships between parents
and child care N

One way to ensure that poor families are not limited to substandard
child care is to establish and enforce standards for all child care
providers. In 1979, the fedeal government took some tentative steps
in that direction. The Departmcnt i !edict] and Human Services
commissioned a National Day Care Studs and issued regulations for
federally subsidized child care based on the Commission's recommen-
dations. The regulations included staff/child ratios of one to three
for chiklren under age two and one to four for c hildren between ages
two and three. small group sizes: and staff training in child develop-
ment.'" Congressional action in 1981, howeet, prevented the imple-
mentation of these regulations. and HUIS withdrew them. Since then,
the regulation of child care services has been pi law, ily the responsi-
bility of individual states.

State licensing has been limited in both ,,cope and enforcement.
Child care center s, which account for about `23`,_ of all child care
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provided,69 are licensed in every state, but the standards in place fall
far short of those recommended by professionals in early childhood
development.7'' Only three states (Kansas, Massachusetts and Mary-
land) meet the standard generally recommended by child develop-
ment experts that no caregiver should care for more than three
infants at one time, and many states allow ratios as high as eight to
one' The federal funding cuts initiated in 1981, moreover, induced
a majority of states to cut back on their efforts to regulate child care
providers or enforce standards for quality care. By 1985. 33 states
had lowered standards for child care centers receiving Title XX
funding; 32 states had reduced their licensing and monitoring ef-
forts.'2 Family day care, the form of care used by about 40% of
families needing out-of-home care and most often found in poor
communities, is largely unlicensed."

High-quality child care also depends on well-trained staff who are
knowledgeable about and responsive to the rapidly changing needs
and abilities of young children. Unfortunately, child care workers are
the lowest paid of all human sell ice proYiders." In 1986, the average
child care teacher narking full-time in a center earned less than
$10,000 a year. (The poyerty line for a family of four that year was
$11,203.) Family day care prodders, on average. earn less than half
that."

Low wages for child care workers adyersely affect children in seyeral
ways. In some cases, low wages force skilled staff to drop out of the
profession or discourage talented individuals from entering. Fre-
quent turnovers in staff prevent children from forming the kind of
stable and long -term relationships with caregiyers that enhance the
quality of care. Low iv-ages also make it difficult for individual pros i-
ders to afford additional training, and 1m rates for child care set-% ices
make it difficult for man; centers to offer training to their staffs.

Recent congressional debate on welfare reform revealed a strong
national consensus in layor of mot ing AFDC parentsincluding
mother s of very voting childreninto the workforce. The Family
Welfare Reform Act of 1988 requires parents of children mer the age
of three to work. to be in school or to participate in a training
program, and giy es states the option of requiring parents of children
older than one year to participate. The bill also requires states to
pro% ide child care to these patents for 12 months after parents begin
working."'

These child care pros isions are a welcome indication that policy
makers I ecognize the importance of child care to poor parents
seeking to support their families. but seYeral concerns remain. Any
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genuine welfare reform must include safeguards to ensure that the
children of poor parents moving into the workforce receive high
quality care. Tiro steps are critical to bringing this about: sufficient
reimbursement rates to permit parents to purchase good quality care,
and provisions to strengthen standards for child care providers.
Without these, we risk placing the children of the poor in sub-
standard care which could cause both short and long-term harm.

Child care for both poor and middle-income families became a
prominent political issue in 1988. Republicans generally advocated
various tax credits and refunds to help parents pay for child care or
to compensate them for lost income when one parent stays out of the
workforce to care for a child. Democrats generally preferred the
approach taken b} the Act for Better Child Care (the ABC bill) which
calls for financial assistance to states to increase the availability of
affordable child care and to improve the quality of care. Specifically.
the ABC bill would provide funding to states to do the following:

provide child care assistance to families with incomes up to 115%
of a state's median family income, with subsidies based on a
sliding income scale;
provide funds to start and expand child care programs and to
train new family day care providers;
train and prov ide technical assistance to child care prov iders,
supplement salaries for child care workers. and establish pro-
grams to help parents to make informed child care decisions;
and
improve standard licensing standards and hire sufficient staff to
enforce those standards.77

FAMILY RESOURCE PROGRAMS'"

Whether poor families live in high-density. high-crime urban
neighborhoods or in remote rural communities, the stress. frustration
and isolation of everyday life can overwhelm even the most mature
and confident parents. Parents in poor communities know better than
anyone else that their children are at risk every day of an array of
serious problems, including school failure, poor health and nutrition,
child abuse and neglect. teenage pregnancy. delinquency and sub-
stance abuse.

Unfortunately, there al e virtually no supportive services to help
families of any income cope w ith the stresses of daily life before a crisis

3)
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erupts. This is particularly true for families with very young children,
even though research and experience indicate strongly that much of
a child's important physical, social and intellectual development oc-
curs in these early years. This is the period in which positive support
to parents in the form of parenting education, child development
information, peer support and links to other community serb ices can
increase parents' confidence and competence in their parenting abil-
ities. Their children, in turn, benefit from a more secure and nurtur-
ing home environment.

In some communities across the country, families and voluntary
community-based organizations are beginning to respond to this lack
of supportive sers ices by organizing family resource programs which
are significantly and deliberately different from traditional social
service programs. Rather than focusing primarily on a limited and
carefully circumscribed group of families who are in the midst of
severe problems, family resource programs reach out to wide range
of families, with the goal of helping them function better so as to
enhance their quality of life and avoid or lessen problems which
might develop later.

Family resource programs exist in a range of settings. including
community centers, schools, the workplace, or wherever it is conven-
ient for families to meet. In some cases, "traditional" social service
agencieschild care centers, community mental health centers, Head
Start programs or health clinics, for examplehave added family
resource components to their existing programs.

While the specific see ices provided by family resource programs
vary from program to program, depending on the needs of the
community- and the financial and human resources available to the
program, one or more of the following services are generally found
at a family resource program:

parent education and support groups for parents;
parent/child joint activities which focus on child development and
promote healthy parent/child relationships:
classes and discussion groups on issues of concern to parents
e.g., family budgeting, dealing with stress in families. health and
nutrition, etc.;
a drop-in center, which offers unstructured time for families to
be with other families and with program staff on an informal
basis and which lessens the isolation many families experience;
child care while parents are engaged in actin ities offered by the
family resource program;
information and referral to other services in the community,
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including child care, health care, nutrition programs and coun-
seling services.
home visits, generally designed to introduce hard-to-reach fami-
lies to family resource programs; and
health and nutrition education for parents and developmental
exams or health screening for infants and children.

While a few well-established family resource programs may receive
some federal funding for specialized projects, the federal government
and most state governments currently provide no funding for these
programs. Two notable exceptions are Mary land. whose network of
family resource programs reaches mainly adolescent parents, but
extends to other parents as well, and Minnesota, which assists local
communities wishing to establish Early Childhood Family Education
programs through their school systems for all families with children
under the age of six.

As a result of the general lack of public financing, most programs
depend on localgenerally pri)atesupport. Man) are struggling to
keep their doors open, some have been forced to close and others are
unable to expand or to reach families most in need of services. The
most troubling consequence of a lack of funding, however, is that it
prevents family resource programs from developing or expanding in
poor communities, where families are most in need of the innovative
support services they offer. Any effective anti - poverty effort which
focuses on children must include generous support for family re-
source programs.

CONCLUSION

With the exception of family resource programs, most of the
elements of a comprehensive attack on childhood poyerty are already
recognized parts of our social welfare policy. Medicaid provides some
pregnant women and some poor children with the health care they
need. Child nutrition programs supplement the diets of a fraction of
children in low-income families. Head Start prepares a handful of
disadvantaged children for school. The federal Social Services Block
Grant helps a feu poor parents afford out-of-home care for theii
children while they work or complete their education.79

What is missing is a deliberate and sustained effort to ensure that
every poor child receives every service he or she needs to prevent long-
term problems from developing. If poor children are to have a
fighting chance of succeeding, they need access to all of the services
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discussed above. One or two is not enough. Preschool programs for
children in poor health will not be effective; a well-fed child in a
chaotic or neglectful family will not thrive. Unfortunately, our present
system of delivering servicescharacterized by fragmentation and
insufficient fundingvirtually eliminates the possibility that most
poor children will receive anything close to a comprehensive set of
services.

A successful approach to combatting childhood poverty also needs
to recognize and reinforce the importance of the family. Tradition-
ally, Americans have resisted governmental involvement in family life,
except udder extreme circumstances such as instances of child abuse
and neglect. While respect for the privacy of families should not be
taken lightly, it also should not discourage policy makers from consid-
ering ways in which government can support the efforts of parents to
raise healthy children. Our present policies too often overlook the
fact that children thrive or don't thrive in families and that a parent's
influence can have lasting effects on a child. Family resource pro-
grams offer an important model to policymakers searching for posi-
tive ways to support and assist the parents of poor children in their
efforts to raise healthy children.

While early childhood programs alone will not eliminate poverty,
research and practical experience indicate strongly that they are
among the most effective weapons we have for combatting the long-
term effects of poverty. We know, for example, that children who
receive preventive health care from the prenatal period and beyond
are less likely to suffer from undetected health problems and disabil-
ities which will hinder their development and jeopardize their ability
to succeed in school. We know that children with supportive adult
careboth from parents and from other care providersare less
likely to lack confidence, feel alienated and distrustful, or suffer from
long-term learning and behavioral problems. We know that adults
who feel supported and valued in their role as parents will pass their
security and self-esteem on to their children.

Yet ve continue to tolerate a situation in which millions of poor
children exist without the basic health, nutritional and developmental
supports which middle and upper-income families routinely provide
to their children. We cannot accept this on moral grounds, andas
the evidence in this chapter and elsewhere in this book indicateswe
cannot accept it on fiscal grounds. Preventive health care for poor
children and pregnant women saves the public money, often within
just a few years. Quality preschool programs for poor children save
the public money, with the saviags recognized both during the time a
child is in school and in the years beyond. Access to decent child care
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enables parents to work to support their families. Family support
programs lessen the isolation and insecurity of many poor families
and increase parents' confidence and competence in their parenting
skills, resulting in more stable families and more secure children.

Expanding and extending these services to every family in need is
a costly proposition only if one thinks (as many of our policymakers
regrettably do) exclusively in the short-term. This penny-wise and
pound-foolish attitude toward the children of the poor has overbur-
dened our schools, our welfare system, our mental health facilities
and our prisons. It robs us of productive, creative citizens. For our
sake, and for our children's, it must stop.
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EARLY INTERVENTION IN COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT AS A STRATEGY FOR

REDUCING POVERTY

James Garbarino

WHEN WE SPEAK of cognitive development, we are talking about the
way children acquire and use knowledge. There are two major themes
in the study of cognitive development. Both have something to say
about the way a child's mind works and the way it changes and grows.

The first is concerned primarily with measuring the speed and
power of the child's capacity as an information processor. Why and
how are some children more effective and efficient in processing,
storing and discerning patterns in the information available from
their senses? This has been the organizing question for traditional
intelligence testing. The second theme, in contrast, emphasizes the
styles of knowing that people exhibit in their ideas about the world.
How do ideas, or abstract concepts, and the ability to generate and
use ideas, arise? This is the second theme's central question.

A concern with the whole child incorporates both themes: ideas
without calculation are chaotic; calculation without substance is ster-
ile. Research and theory about cognitive development have matured
substantially in recent decades, in both thematic areas.

The nineteenth century saw the development of tests to measure
an individual's intellect. In the late 1800s, Sir rran, i, Galton prepared
a battery of tests designed to determine how effective different
individuals were in discriminating among sights, sounds and other
sensory input. Within a few decades, derivatives of these tests were
being used by the military and other institutions to categorize and
classify people, and to place them in different jobs or schools. In the
20th century researchers and testers have placed great emphasis on
an individual's score on such tests in relation to standardized expec-
tations for a given agethe Intelligence Quotient (IQ score). The IQ
score is constructed so that 100 indicates a match of performance
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with agethe average around which scores are distributed. This
distribution means that most scores are found between 90 and 110.

One of the important issues in research and theory dealing with
intelligence has been the degree to which intelligence is a more or

single general characteristic or attribute, or whether it is not in
fact a collection of different abilities. This is an area in which the field
;ias shown a great deal of maturing in recent years. Early in the
twentieth century the dominant view was that intelligence consisted
of an inherited "general factor" that characterized a person's ability
to think abstractly and to verbalize. Louis let man proposed this view
and labelled this factor "g." for general. Later Charles Spearman
hypothesized that a second factor exists ("s") that accounts for math-
ematical and spatial reasoning. As the decades have passed, "g" and
"s" have been the subject of many empirical studies, and subject to
theoretical critique.

Today, most experts believe that intelligence includes many differ-
ent abilities, abilities that may develop independently of each other.
Intelligence is thus "multidimensional." While at some level there may
be a foundation for learning and intellectual function that is general,
the best picture of the human intellect portrays a large set of charac-
teristics and abilities, not just one or two.

Perhaps the most highly evolved among current efforts to under-
stand intelligence is the work of Robert Sternberg) Sternberg's ap-
proach takes the concept of intelligence from an abstract quality to a
feature of real life situations, and in so doing postulates that there
must be several different kinds of ability brought to bear in the
process of making sense of the world. He believes that the best model
of how the mind works posits three basic kinds of intelligence, each
one depending to an extent upon the others. He calls this a "triarchic"
theory of human intelligence.

The first type of' capacity Sternberg calls comp/me/ma/ intelligence.
This is raw analytic power. It comprises the whole set of "components"
contained in traditional thinking about intelligence. It describes what
goes on in the brain in making sense of perceptions, solving abstract
problems, assessing and criticizing II) potheses, etc. This is informa-
tion processing, somewhat in the image of a computer.

The second capacity identified by Sternberg is called experiential
intelligence. This is the ability to combine know;c4c and itivas
creatively and insightfully. The emphasis here is on creating new
arrangements of what one has experienced or learned, and bringing
those new arrangements to bear as a way of understanding and
mastering the world at hand. Sternberg finds that three sub-catego-
ries of ability comprise experiential intelligence. These are: being

5
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able to see the relevant information in a puziling situation: being able
to put facts together in a consistent way; and being able to see
analogies between objects 01 events pre% ions!) thought to be uncon-
nected or dissimilar.

Sternberg's third basic capacity is «mtextual intelligence. This is the
ability to understand a particular situationin effect. to know what
the environment's expectations are. and to arrange to meet or to
change those expectations. The emphasis is on the ability to read
social realities and to master them as a way to reach objectives or solve
problems. Sternberg's approach here is based on how well people
understand possible matches. or see mismatches, between a given
situation and what the indi%idual thinks or wantsbetween situation
and self. It involves the ability to perceive accurately how social
realities are organized (who wants me to do what? why? how much
control do they have? how much control do I have? etc.) and under-
standing how to make these realities %cot k towards one's own goals. a
process that might include %corking to reshape or redirect the envi-
ronment.

One important implication of Sternberg's view is this: you only
know as much about a person's intelligence as you permit yourself to
know by the range of assessments you make.

A narrow test of information-processing capacity may only permit
expression of componential intelligence, just as an examination of
creativity and insight will only be good for uncovering experiential
abilities. Similarly, assessing situational!) -defined competence (be it
on the -eets in in school) will measure only contextual intelligence.

Sternberg points out that conventional tests of "intelligence" play
almost strictly to the first theme, componential intelligence. Modern
assessments of IQ do a pretty good job of discriminating among
individuals with respect to bask perceptual and analytic problem-
solving abilities. For those indi%iduals of average or better IQ. how-
ever-100 or highermeasured IQ differences do not seem to ac-
count very effectively for differences in real life success. Psychologist
James Guildford has developed a conception of multiple intellectual
abilities that, with the addition of creativity, allows the identification
of experiential intelligence, but "life" is what presents the ultimate
opportunity for assessing contextual intelligence.2

An essential thrust of Sternberg's approach is to argue that each
person needs to do as much as possible to enhance all three types of
capacity, and to arrange life to play strengths and shield weak-
nesses. In a diverse and positive en% ironment, there normally are
man; opportunities to accomplish this. The keys are to avoid a
debilitating deficiency of componential, or information-processing,
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intelligence; to be encouraged to develop experiential intelligence:
and to have access to opportunities to learn "the ropes' of social
realities, to experience those important material and psychic rewards
and resources that motivate learning about the community's major
social contextsi.e., contextual intelligence. The major threats are
early physical and sensory deprivations that suppress componential
intelligence; repressive environments that stultify creativity and foster
rigid thinking; and being sidetracked or dead-ended i to social
settings that are lacking in opportunities for dynamic and positive
interaction.

The purpose of earl} intervention programs to improve cognitive
development is to deal with these problems in the lives of children
whose environments tend not to provide a very good set of intelli-
gence-promoting experiences, environments that in many cases are
outright debilitating. The underpinning for such intervention is part
of a concept that argues for attention to "the whole child." This
concept assumes that cognitive development is rooted in the success
of the child's overall progress, and in turn, contributes to that pro-
gress, in a dynamic of reinforcement.

If this is cognitive development, what, then, is child development?
In the broadest sense, of course. it is the process of becoming a fully-
functioning human being. A child's experience combines with a
child's biological givens, and from this mixture emerges an adult
person, one who will face the challenges of day-to-day lifeas stu-
dent, worker, friend, family member and citizen. If they are to
succeed in these roles as adults, children need to be rooted in the
basic skills of modern life. They need to become socially competent.
They must come to know who they are. They must have acquired a
secure and positive sense of their own identity. In addition, they must
become proficient in thinking and in speaking clearly. They must
learn to understand the many ways people communicate with one
another. It is in the context of this broad conception of the process of
child development that we must understand cognitive development.
Sternberg's three-part model complements this view.

UNDERSTANDING THE PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT

Much of our thinking about how children develop intellectually
relies upon the pioneering work of the Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget.
Piaget's view of development is based upon the idea that children
form concepts that represent reality. As their brains mature and they
experience the world, they either fit these experiences into existing
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concepts (a process that Piaget called "assimilation") or he!hey adjust or
change the concepts to make sense of new or incongruous ideas (a
process that Piaget labelled "accommodation"). Thus, for example,
the child develops a scheme. "dog," to cuser four-legged furry crea-
tures. and is able to assimilate the fact that German shepherds, collies,
and dachshunds are all dogs. But the child must alter his or her
concept of "dog" to accommodate the fact that some four-legged
furry creatures are not dogs, but rather are horses. cows, cats, or
llamas.

But Piaget is not the whole story. As children develop, their intel-
lectual. physical and emotional potentials change. The range of what
is possible increases and alters. These changes in a child's capacity are
the basis of the developmental process. Many experts believe these
changes take place in a regular sequence, in which the child faces first
one, then another issue Erik Erikson, for example, described eight
"stages" of development of the person, beginning in infancy and
extending through old age. Figure 1 outlines the first four, the stages
that apply to childhood in Erikson's approach and the key develop-
mental issues that the child faces at each stage along the way. Con-
fronting the tasks of overall development is a process in which the
development of intelligence is bound up.

The child's capacity to experience "trust" depends upon an ability
to recognize continuity and regularity in care and caregivers. To feel
the world is a regular and safe place the child must be able to know
who she or he isand who not. To become confident about fantasy
and reality the child must know the basic behaviors required for
mastery.. The point in all this is that the processes of knowing are
inextricably bound to the processes of feeling. Children develop as
organic beings, not as mechanical processors of data being pro-
grammed as new software becomes available

Beyond the demands of everyday social competence, children need
a sense of curiosity to sustain cognitive development. They need to
appreciate the full experience of being alive. They should do more
than ,just learn to read; they should be able to understand and to
enjoy literature, to take pleasure in reading, to want to read. They
need to do more than just cope with human relationships. They
should learn about a range of positive feelings, Including love and
friendship, as well as competition, anger, fear or dislike. In sum, they
need to be able to do more than just exist. It is not impossible for any
child to experience the emotions and perceptions associated vs ith
success, with creativity. with the sight of a blue sky, or the sound of a
poem, with the rush of dance, or the peace of reflection, or the
satisfaction of helping someone else. know all this. to have even a
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FIGURE 1
STAGES OF CHILD DEVELOPNIENT

Stage I: Infant:. Bask- Trust vs. Mistrust (birth to 18 months)

The infant needs to decelop a sense of secur;ts, feeling that the wiirld is a
trustworthy place. This comes from establishing a safe and nurturing rela-
tionship with primary caregice,smost notabl. parents (and usual'. the
mottle! ). This period emphasizes basic sensors and intellectual growth.

Stage I I: Toddler Autonom. vs. Shame (18 to 36 months)

The toddler needs to decelop a sense of being able to do things on his or her
own. This includes walking well alone and beginning to master basic com-
munication through words and gestures. Relationships with parents, brothers
and sisters, and caregners are important in pros iding opportunities for
learning and demonstrating these basic skills. Learning to control bodik
functions is set-. important. Piabet obsersed the emergence of basic intellec-
tual operations through the senses of touch, sight. smell. and hearing in this
period.

Stage III: Preschool Initiatice cs.Guilt (3 to 51'2 seals)

The preschooler needs to become confident about testing the limits of
Indic idual freedom and group tesponsibilitc. of Limas. and reality. of w hat
feels good and what is permissible. Intellectual skills become more sophisti-
cated and language matures tapulk. There is need to come to terms with
social realik in a significant was, but in a mantlet that does not frighten the
child from belies ing in self smith.

Stage IV: Elemental-. School Industrs cs Inlet iorm (5' to 12 'ears)

This is the time when children take up the important tasks of becoming an
actice participant in the culture beyond the Lund.. School means learning
basic academic skill basic skills in making and keeping f nends, and learning
bow to Ike in groups with adult guidance. Children decelop then chatactet
istic style for working on projects and lot pmesenting t hemsek es to the world.
This is a time of consolidating the child's inner life in pi epatation for the
special challenges that adolescence brings. Piaget identified important mat um
mg of the chilcl's ability to think and reason. thus lasing the foundation for
more fully adult-like reasoning, the task to be mastered in adolescence. Ft eud
called this period the Latent. Stage. to indicate that the powerful urges of
infant. and earls c hildhood %%etc under «nut ol. w lute the sexual impulses of
puberty were yet to come to the surface.

Source: Exit, Enkson, Childhood and Sorrel)
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chance to develop full. children need tr, spread their wings and fl.
as much as the need to take root and lire socialh responsible lies.
They need to develop in all three domains of intelligence.

How is all this to happen: First and foremost. we must recognize
(hat it is not going to happen automatically. If it is going to happen.
it is going to because the adults who care for children approach
children "developmentally."

A child does not. will not. cannot (leelop in a social %actium. There
is more to development than simple phsical maturation. Develop-
ment is a social process. for it is through relationships with people
that the child learns about the world and how it works. Who points
out that this four-legged furr creature is not a clog but is. rather. a
cat? Who reassures the child w hen he or she is frightened: Who
affirms the child's need to phi) and da dream? Who guides and helps
the child in learning societ's rules and beliefs: Who encourages the
child to think creatively to engage in selective encoding. selective
combination and selective comparison:

Child development proceeds through and because of social rela-
tionships. The earliest and most important of these are the social
relationships between inhuu and parents (and others who care for
the child in the first months and wars). These "attachment" relation-
ships are the training ground and the foundation for subsequent
social relationships. Problems in earl attachments tend to translate
into general social problems. cognitive deficiencies and emotional
difficulties. Deprive the child of crucial social relationships and the
child will not thriw and moe forward dewlopmentalh but will fall
back, regress. stop.

The child needs responses that are emotional!) validating but develop-
mental!) challenga.g. This is what mows development fin ward. When
the oung child sa s. "car go." he or she needs a person r ho responds
with a smile and with encouragement. "Yes, hone. That's right. the
car is going. And where do ou think the car is going The child
needs people to teach her or him how to h: patient, how to follow
through. how to behave responsibly}. as well as how to tell dogs from
cats. A's from B's and l's from 2 s. A child needs people who care for
that child emotionally.

In addressing this critical requirement of the de% Arpmental proc-
ess. the p.chologitt Le% N gitsk) emphasized the role of the adult
as a teacher in the child's development. A good teacher understands
the distance bets' _en what a child can accomplish alor e and w hat the
child can do when helped b5 an adult or a more cimpetent peer.
Vgotsk called this 'the zone of proximal development."` It is the
critical territor for intenentions that seek to stimulate and support
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the child's cognitive development. When a child's em ironment does
not do these things "naturally," intervention is needed to change that
fact, most desirably by changing the child's permanent environment
rather than by trying to inoculate the child against that env ironment
(a strategy of dubious validity and very limited success). The key is to
shift the child's environment toward operating effectively in the zone
of proximal development. This means shaping the behav for of adults
in the child's life.

Indeed, it is not so much our capacity for learning that distin-
guishes humans from other species, but rather our capacity to teach.
All animals can learn. But only humans appear to set out to teach
consciously, as a way of facilitating the development of the young.
Indeed, human beings construct elaborate and sophisticated cultures
and teach them to children in was that are a marvel to behold. It is
because we teach that, as a society, we do not need to reinvent the
wheel each generation or discover fire over and over again, even
though each individual child is inventing and discovering these
things. Children learn from adults in many ways, some of which are
inadvertent on the adult's part. Deliberate teaching plays a special
role in this learning process, however.

What does all this mean for understanding child development in
general, and cognitive development in particular? The primary point
is that children's development is neither automatic nor subject to rigid
conduct. It will not move forward most efficiently if we simply turn
them loose with the message "go forth and learn,' nor if we totally
plan every detail in their experience. If it is to be successful, it requires
constant interaction with other people, preferably people who ap-
proach children developmentally.

What does it mean to approach children developmentally? It means
that we recognize the child's changing capacities, and that we recog-
nize that a child has the capacity for change.

A child's life is not fixed in some unalterable genetic code that
entirely predetermines what and who the child will be. Each child
contains the potential to be many different children, and caring
adults can do much to shape which of those children will come to life.
The worst we can do is to assume that all is fixed.

When genetically identical twins are raised together or in very
similar communities, they grow up to be very similar, even to the
extent of having very similar IQ scores. However, when genetically
identical twins grow up in very different environments, their IQ
scores are likely to be much less similar. One study reported a
correlation of .85 for identical twins reared separately but in similar
communities, but only .26 for identical twins reared in dissimilar
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communitiesabout the same degree of similarit) noted for siblings
growing up the same family.4

While recognizing that genetic heritage can (and usually does)
make an important contribution to cognitive development, we have
come to realize that other biological influences can be powerful as
wellfor example, nutrition, which affects brain growth. What is
more, we must recognize that the social environment a community
provides will go a long way toward determining whether biological
potential will bloom or wither, whether the biological underpinnings
of cognitive development will be fulfilled or denied by experience.

AKroaching children developmentally also means that we recog-
nize that development is the process by which a child forms a picture
or draws a map of the world and his or her place in it.

The developmental process reflects the effects of a mixture of
forces and influences, some conscious, some not. Unconscious forces
play an important role in the child s life. Early evidence of uncon-
scious processes comes from a toddler's sudden resistance to going to
sleep, acquiring imaginary playmates, 'rasing nightmares and the
invention of monsters, ghosts, witches and boogeymen. Fantasy and
play (and particularly "pretending" play) are vital to a child's devel-
opment. Through them, children have a chance to explore the
meaning of the world around and inside them. In this sense, play is
the child's vocation. It serves both the need to work through uncon-
scious forces and the need to practice basic life skills.

In effect, children draw maps, arid then they move forward on the
paths they believe exist. If a child develops a map of the world which
depicts people and places as unremittingly hostile, and the child as
an insignificant speck relegated to one small corner we must expect
troubled development of one sort or another: a life of suspicion, low-
self esteem, self-denigration and perhaps violence and re4,. We can
also expect a diminution of cognitive development, most likely in the
experiential and contextual domains.

What does it take for a child to form a realistic and positive map of
the world, a map that will lead outward into the world with confi-
dence, love, trust, social responsibility and an appreciation for beauty?
Ideally, children would come into a world that offers to the child's
family the means to meet his or her basic developmental needs. Basic
needs include access to health care as well as adequate nutrition so
that children can grow strong and healthy. Early deprisation (includ-
ing malnutrition) can suppress brain development and cognitive func-
tioning. For physical and psychic reasons, the child needs a family
that has access to adequate employment and income. This provides
the basis for prn-svial contextual intelligence. And, it provides clay-
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to-day stability in important caregiving relationships for the child.
Such stability is crucial, in the early years most of all.

Whether or not children experience these essential ingredients is
critical to their development. Threats to the physical health of a child
can jeopardize mental and emotional development. Poverty can stunt
intellectual development and impose stress that undermines social
development. Instability of child care arrangements can threaten the
child's sense of security and continuity.

Beyond these roots, what does the child need to develop experien-
tial intelligence? It takes adultsparents, teachers, caregiverswho
recognize the processes of development at work in the life of the child
and who seize upon occasions to interact with the child and thus to
create an environment in which the development of creati% ity can go
forward, so that experiential intelligence can flourish.

DEVELOPMENT IN AN IMPOVERISHED
ENVIRONMENT

Hating provided a brief sketch of what is meant by child ci:velop-
ment, we can turn to the matter of early intervention in a more
systematic way. We do so in an attempt to set forth some principles to
guide early investment in children as a way of promoting cognitive
development and reducing the social problems associated with pot -

erty.
Early intervention to contribute to better cognitive development

opportunities for children at risk, particularly in low-income families,
became a national policy issue more than twenty years ago with the
creation of Head Start. The assumptions underlying the enactment
of Head Start remain valid. They are that

the life circumstances of children lit ing in poverty tend to restrict
cognitive development;
deficient cognitive development in early childhood is a serious
obstacle to later success in school;
school failure perpetuates the cycle of poverty; and that
eat iy intervention with children and with adults (as parents) can
o?rride the negative effects of pmert} on cognitne development.

All four of these assumptions have been subject to criticism, refine-
ment tnd elaboration on empirical and theoretical grounds. What
exactly is it about poverty that undermines cognitive development?
Research has identified a wide range of factorsmalnutrition and

0. 7
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health care deficiencies, violence, lack of stimulation, lack of respon-
siveness to the child's exploratory and early verbal behavior, etc. How
do de' iencies in cognitive development impede school success? Many
poor children start school below the minimum level of componential
intelligence (with IQs of less than 90), but the I,j7gest problem seems
to be cultural, in the sense that many poor children have not been
immersed in the "academic culture" because they don't see people
reading, do not have models of success in school, are not familiar .vith
the kinds of things that happen in school. Being thus out of sync with
school, they fall behind more and more as the years pass and their
path of cognitive development (often in all three domains) become
less and less attuned to school success.

How does school failure perpetuate the cycle of poverty? Being
"unschooled" does not automatically make for poverty. But in con-
temporary life in the United States, school failure means lacking one
very important set of the credentials that are used to screen entrants
to the work force. It means that individuals are likely to have experi-
enced a pattern of socialisation that makes them out of touch with
the style needed on the job, and thus deficient in the contextual
intelligence relevant to job success (no matter how useful it is "on the
streets"). It even means, frequently, some deficiencies in conventional
(i.e. componential) intelligence. Thus, school failure perpetuates the
cycle of poverty in several ways, with cognitive development being
directly involved, particularly from a perspective informed by the
triarchic model of intelligence.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY INTERVENTION

How can early intervention override the negative effects of poverty
on cognitive development? Most early intervention programs make
no claim to eliminate poverty directly. Rather they seek to sever the
links between low income and deficient cognitive development. That
at least some negative effects can be prevented is unarguable, with
respect to certain important issues, as the experience man) p;-
grams in the prevention of infant mortality have demonstrated. Is it
possible to apply the same logic successfully to cognitive development?
The results of Head Start suggest the answer is "yes" (at least if we
define success as reducing, if not eliminating, the links).

Experimental programs, like High/Scope's preschool education
curriculum' and Missouri's birth-to-three parent education program'
are very encouraging in their ability to reduce special education
placements (a measure of cognitie impairment broadly defined) and
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raise IQ scores. Programs like the Erikson Institute Early Literacy
Project' show great promise in being able to socialize poor children
into the school culture (particularly the "culture of literacy"). Pro-
grams like the Home Health Visitor Program" that begins with pre-
natal visits seems to work in reducing many of dangerous early life
circumstances for children in poverty (e.g. low birth weight, neglect,
child abuse, negative attitudes toward young children, etc.)

In one of the most ambitious efforts to date, the Center for
Successful Child Development') in Chicago is seeking to bring all these
elements together in a comprehensive early intervention program,
the goal of which is to prevent deficiencies in cognitive development.

All the indications are that early interventicm can do a great deal to
reduce the negative consequences of poverty for cognitive develop-
ment. But to make these programs a matter of policy, we must heed
the following lessons learned over the last 20 years:

Those who bring the most to learning, learn the most: When early
childhood intervention programs, such as Head Start, were offered
in a community, not everyone participated and not everyone bene-
fited equally. It has been the more highly motivated, the people
who already had their heads a bit above water, who made use of
these opportunities and whose children gained the most.

The greater the challenge, the greater the Payoffs. Each instance in which
a child is protected from developmental delays and educational
failure can mean a savings of many thousands of dollars in later
costs to society. These savings flow from more productive employ-
ment better health, less delinquency and less welfare dependency.
But, as we move along the path from the easiest to the hardest
cases, we experience a simultaneous increase in both program costs
and program benefits. Providing effective early childhood educa-
tion centers for very poor children, the children of the "under-
class," is and will be a very challenging proposition.

We cannot inoculate h are n aga?nst future fallule. Effective early
intervention programs cannot prevent late' failure. What they can
do is prepare children to take advantage of later opportunities in
school and in the world of work. Without this preparation, many
children are bound to fail. Investing in powerful early childhood
intervention programs is, therefore, a necessary condition for pro-
grams later in life to workit is not a guarantee.

Earher is better. Programs that wait until kindergarten are generally
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not as effective as programs that begin in the preschool period.
And programs that start at age three are generally not as effective
as programs that start in infancy. The point is that the earlier
intervention begins, the better are its chances of succeeding.

No program can do it alone. For early childhood intervention pro-
grams to succeed, they have to be part of a well-coordinated
campaign to prevent early developmental delays, to prevent health
problems that disproportionately affect and inhibit the develop-
ment of poor children, and to upgrade the conditions of life in
high-risk social environments.

If parents are not pint of the solution, they are part of the patent. Our 20
years of experience with early childhood intervention has taught us
that we must collaborate with parents. This means that poor par-
ents must be brought into the process of intervention as much as
children.

Doing the job well required well-trained professionals. Developing and
running good early childhood intervention programs requires a
high level of professional expertise. Managing a nursery school, for
example; for middle-class children who come from stable; hid ttly-
motivated families with resources to spare is difficult enough, but
successfully operating an early childhood education program for
children of the "underclass" is light years away in the level of
challenge it presents for the staff. They cannot be trained or hired
cheaply.

Have we as a nation the intelligence to learn and live by these
lessons in making policy about early intervention? That is the big
unanswered question. Most observers agree that the cost of ignoring
these lessons is staggeringlost economic productivity, crime and
delinquency, suffering. How smart a nation are we?
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OUR NATION'S YOUNGEST CHILDREN: WHO
THEY ARE AND HOW THEY ARE CARED FOR

Eleanor Stokes Szanton

THIS CHAPI ER summari/es U.S. national statistic s kept on children
before they reac h sc hool age. The figures are perhaps as eloquent in
what they fail to record as ;II what they report. By and large, in this
country children between birth and school age Lill out of any system-
atic or periodic review of their physical health, mental health or
developmental status. Our knowledge of the incidence of disability
and developmental risk comes largely from inference based on statis-
tics collected at school age. Ben the prevalence of the most basic
proentbe health program, immunisation against childhood disease,
is calculated on the basis of incomplete data.'

Although in sonic important areas, st( h as the incidence of infant
mortality, the past 25 years have seen major improvement, figures on
the status of infants and young children nonetheless portray a popu-
lation main) menthe's of which experience significant problems, not
just in one area but in several at once. This is particularly disturbing,
since resean h has show n that children who are stthject to multiple
problems ate likely to suffer devastating cumulatbe clinelopmental
effectsY

The areas in w hich data indicate recent improvements in the health
and welfare of , and ser% ices tor, U.S. children include the following:

though ow infant mortality rate is high and demographically
uneven, it has been cut by one third in the past 15 years;
only 60(A as many children aged one to tow are dying now as
died 15 years ago.: major area of dec rease is in motor a« idents:
the number of children in nursery school and kindergarten has

tutu w..11 ettitt.uuc hum Iktut And, p,on, Reseal di Assg it idle. awl fuck
Nk Lean, npta, NCCIP.
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increased by almost 50% in 15 years. For black children the
number has increased by more than 60%;
the resources available to low-income pregnant women and young
children through the federal WIC and Supplemental Feeding
programs have increased by a factor of ten;
the new legislation passed by Congress allowing states to offer
Medicaid to working poor pregnant women and their young
children, will shortly begin to have an impact in those states which
have chosen to accept it; and
new legislation (PI. 99-457) has been enacted mandating services
to children who are handicapped at age three and giving states
strong incentives to plan services from birth.

In spite of the good news, however, nearly one in four children
under six years of age were living in poverty in 1985, a highly
disproportionate share compared with the population as a whole.
They receive a much smaller share of the Medicaid dollar than the
elderly and that share has been decreasing over time. A higher
percentage of poor children under age six have physical and health
limitations than do their wealthier peers. A fat higher percent have
high levels of lead in their blood. They are more likely to have poor
nutritional status. Yet, the maim ivy of them do not receive supplemen-
tal feeding, and programs to control lead poisoning hate diminished
in recent years.

Children under age six are much more likely to be living with only
one parent than were their counterparts of 20 years ago, yet in many
instances, their families lack fOrmal or informal social supports.'

The incidence of low birth weight and premature babies remains
very high for some segments of the population; yet almost one
quarter of all babies born between 1979 and 1985 were born to
women who had had no prenatal care in the first three months of
their pregnancy, in spite of the fact that the amount of prenatal care
is highly correlated with successful outcomes in pregnancy. Close to
200,000 per year are treated in neonatal intensive care units.

Children under age six need regular preventive health care, yet a
smaller proportion of children under age six have access to private
insurance than do other segments of the population. 15% of their
mothers had no insurance, public or private, at time of delivery. Only
two-thirds as many preschool age children are immuniied against the
major childhood diseases as are their school age brothers and sisters.
70% of them have never visited a dentist.

Considerable numbers o! them are born with actual or potentially
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handicapping conditions; yet,. f'or many these conditions are not
identified until they reach school and even fewer are treated.

A significant number of infants are compromised rn ulero by moth-
ers who smoke or who have alcohol or drug dependencies. A small
but rapidly increasing number are born with AIDS.

An increasing number of children under age six arc reported
maltreated, yet programs to prevent and deal with the effects of child
abuse have decreased in the past five years.

More than 5O"/ of all infants and preschool children are now in
families, in which the mother is in the labor force. Their families by
and large have less access to parental leave at time of child birth than
do their counterparts in 8() Western and Third World countries. The
supply and quality of infant and child care has failed to keep up with
this trend.'

Children are enrolled in preschool in inverse proportion to the
leYel of education of their mothers, so that those who might benefit
most from early education programs are least likely to receive them.

Finally, infants born in this country are more likely to die in the
first year than are their counterparts in 11 other Western countries.
Black infant mortality is almost twice as high as white.

HOW MANY CHILDREN AND WHAM KIND OF
FAMILIES?

In 1985 there were 18,037,00(1 children in the United States under
the age of five, 2 million fewer than in 1960" and probably about half
a million more than there will be in the year 2000.'' Roughly 14.6
million were white; 2.7 million were black; 1.8 million were Hispanic.'

Of' the total, 3.749,000 were newborns, representing a birth rate of
15.7 per 1,000." They %vele born to women who, as a group, were
ha% ing only a little more than half as many babies as their counter-
parts of 25 years ago. In 1986 the rate, (i4.9 births per 1,000
women aged 15-41 years, was the lowest ever observed in the United
States, two percent lower than in 1985. The fertility rate has dropped
most drastically among black women, to 81. per 1,000 in 1984 (539'
of what it was in 1960). However, it has dropped greatly among whites
as well, to 62.2/1,000 (55(X in 1984 of what it was in 1960). "'"

The birth rate among I lispanics was about 50Y higher than among
non-Hispanics." Hispanics tend to begin childbearing collie'. l'hey
continue to have children longel and have larger families.y= The bit th
late among Hispanics has shown a slight decline in the 1980s (from
23.9 in 1982 to 22.7 in 1984). It is hard to see how much of a long-
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term trend this represents, since the government did not collect
separate data on Hispanic births until 1980." Hispanic children are
highly concentrated in eight states, which account fot 877c of the
Hispanic population: Arizona, California, Florida, Illinois, Neu Jer-
sey, New Mexico, New York and texas."

Fewer children are born to young women. Births to teenagers fell
drastically over the last quarter centur), as did births to women 20-
24 years."

teenagers
Women
20-24 yeai s old

1960

89 per 1.0(H)

1984

51 per 1.000 (a 43eA decline)

258 per 1.000 107 per 1.000 (a 5891 decline)

In 1985, 480,000 teenage %%omen gave birth. Approximate!) 10,000
of these births were to young women less than 15 )ears old. 167.000
were to young women 15-17 )ears old.''' '7

A much higher percentage of children are born to women who are
unmarried. The increase in the proportion of teenage mothers who

TABLE 1
PERCENTAGE OF TEENAGE WOMEN MARRIED AI- TIME

OF FIRST BIRTH

1964 -6(i
1972 60y,
198° 50%

Source National Centel for i kalif] Statistics, S J \llama "Fiends in Mai nal Status of
Mothet s at Conception and Bo th of Ea st United States. 1964-66. 1972. and
1980 Month/y Vat/sacs /?epott. 36. No. 2, Supp DI II IS Pub No 87-1120
Public Health Set vice. I Is attsy NW.. May 29. 1987. p 1

TABLE 2
BIRTI IS PER 1,000 UNMARRIED WOMEN 1970-85

Ages 15-19 Ages 20-24
White Black White IlliR Is

1970 10.9 96.9 22.5 131.3
1980 16 2 89.2 24 4 115.1
1981 19.0 87.1 27 8 110.7
1985 20.5 88.8 30.9 116.1

Sow ce. National (.enter tot Ilealth Statistic s .V1vance IepoiI of final natalio statistics.
1981 Abaillik Vit(/ Stai,fics Reporf, Vol 36. No 4 Supp 1)111IS Pub No 87-1120.
Public Health Set vice, Ilyansville, N1(1., /illy 17. 1987. pp. 32-33. table 19

55 40;
N.)
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are unmarried has been particularly dramatic in the past 15 )ears. In
1985 more than half' of all births to teenagers were to unmarried
teenagers. 145,500 children were born to unmarried white teenagers;
126,000 to unmarried black teenagers and 8,600 to unmarried teen-
agers of other backgrounds. The rate has been increasing more for
whites than for blacks and has sometimes even decreased for blacks."'

The phenomenon of increasing births to unmarried women is by
no means limited to teenagers. In 1985, the rate rose eight percent
over the previous y ear; in all, the incidence of births to unmarried
women rose 24% between 1980 and 1985.'9

Though the percentage of unmarried black women giving birth
declined somewhat over the past 15 years, the rate for black teenagers
still stands at more than four times the rate for Is hite teenagers and
almost four times that of white women ages 20-24.2" Nonetheless,
because there are so many more in the population, white women
accounted for almost all of the increase in births to unmarried
women."' 22 In 1984, about 86% of the unmarried teenagers who gave
birth had not finished high school; about 159 had some college."

Poverty. 4,170,000 children, or almost one quarter of all children
under five years of age, were living in poverty in 1985. They were
disproportionately poor compared to other age groups: 23% of those
under five are living in poverty; in contrast, only 149 of individuals
of all ages were living in poverty in 1985.2' This is not surprising,
since birth rates for low income families (under S10,000 annual
income) are twice as high as for families with incomes of $25 000 to
$29,000 and five times as high as for those with incomes over

TABLE 3
PERCENTAGE OF THOSE FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN

THAT ARE FEMALE-HEADED

lbtal
White
Black

1)60 1970 1980 1984 1986

7% 10%
8

31

18%
13

47

19%

15

19

19%

14

48

Source. U.S Bureau of the Census. Stang:cal Abstract of the United Slates, 1985 (for
19(i0-1980). Table (i6. I_ S Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports. Series
P-20, No. 411. "Household and Family Characteristics. March 1985" and earlier
reports, and unpublished data from the Current Population Surrey. U S Ibireau of
the Census Reported m C S Children & Their Families Current Conditions & 1?erent
Trends. 1987. Report 'together With Additional Viciss of the Select Committee on
Children, Youth, and Families," C S !louse of Rept esentatnes. 100th Congress, 1st
Session. Washington. 1) C.. C S Gmernment Pinning Office. Marc h. 1987 p 9

5 6 '12
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$35,000.25 Though poverty per se does not lite% itably mean that an
infant or a young child will have health risks or poor developmental
outcomes, it is statistically a very strong correlate of risk factors such
as a high degree of family stress, a single parent family, compromised
maternal health, mental health or education.

Female-headed households are more than three times as likely to
be impoverished as are all families: consequently, young children
under six in female-headed, single-parent families Ire more likely to
be poor. In 1980, 15.4% of all children under six lived with their
mother alone; in 1985, that number had increased to 207 . The
numbers were 11% in 1980 and 13.9% in 1985 for white children;
39.5% in 1980 and 54.1% in 1985 for black childre: ; and 18.2% in
1980 and 24.8% in 1985 in families of Spanish origin (See Table 3).

However the family is constituted, moreover, the spread in average
income between the poorest quintile and the richest quintile is in-
creasing. The income of the three lowest quintiles of American
families has fallen in real terms since the 1970s.27

At Risk From the Start. Many of our nation's children are already
"at risk" during their fetal development and for an important per-
centage, these are multiple risks. Some of the most serious problems
are caused by too close spacing of births; the fact that a conception is
unwanted; and by smoking, alcohol or drug abuse.

To be born less than 18 months after a sibling is to increase the
likelihood of being born low birth weight or with other health prob-

TABLE 4
PERCENTAGE OF BIRTHS UNWANTED AT CONCEPTION

1976 1982

By Race
Zirtal 12 Kr 10.5%
White 9.5 8.0
Black 25.8 23.7

!I> Lduiatwn level
<12 VI S. 16.1 16.5

12 yrs. 11.2 9.7
>12 yrs. 7.4 6.8

Source National Centel for Ilea lth Statistics. Actuate Data. No 56. Pinion 24.1980.
-Wanted and Umsanted Births Reported to Mothers 15-44 Years of Age. United
States. 19762 In E Eckard and "Fel tilits Patents The Number. Tuning and Wonted-
ness of Births. United States. 1982.. Vital and health Stattsms Repeat. Setter 23. Date
from the Notional Sone!, of Fonuls (4outh
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TABLE 5
DENFHS DUE TO SMOKING 1984

(children under one year)

number of
deaths

(I attributable
to smoking

Prematurity, low birth %%eight 3.969 18

Respiratory distress syndrome 3,557 18

Other respiratory conditions 3.497 18

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome 5.245 13

Source. Centers for Disease Conn ol weal% bulletin. Frul o. October 30. 1987.

lens. Yet 369% of births to young women 15-19 years old come less
than 18 months after the previous birth.2s

Infants unwanted at conception are more likely to be at risk for
later problems. According to self-reports of mothers at birth, un-
wanted conceptions are almost three times as pre%alent among blacks
as among whites. and more than twice as frequent among young
women with less than 12 years of schooling than among women who
have begun college. These disparities are increasing.

Infants born to women who smoke regularly are at greater risk of
low birth weight. And though there appear to be no current figures
on the number of women who smoke during pregnancy, we know
that though the percentage is going clown, almost one-third of all
women ages 20-44 currently do smoke, and that in 1980, more than
a quarter of married mothers of lire -born infants smoked during
their pregnancy .2" It is estimated that in 1984 more than 2,500 deaths
of infants under one year old could be attributed to smoking by the
mother. Vitriol's studies hate shown that smoking increases the fre-
quency of low birth weight infants, premature births, lung disorders
in the newborn period and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome.

Infants horn to women S% ho consume alcohol on a regular basis are
at greater risk of disAility. . Infants born to heat y drinkers are more
likely to stiffer fetal alcohol syndrome, a cluster of congenital defects
including nerous system dysfunction. Thirteen percent of women
age 20 and older consume alcohol three or more times per week: and
30% have five or more drinks at least once a year."' It is estimated
that between 1500 and 2000 children are born each year with fetal
alcohol syndrom" "

The incidence of babies exposed to drugs in 111P10 is rising sharply.
A 1988 survey of 36 U.S. h )spitals found that, on aYerage, 11 percent
were exposing their unborn babies to illegal drugs. ith cocaine the
most common. `'2
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CONDITIOVS OF BIRTH, INFANCY AND
EARLY CHILDHOOD

Generally, infant mortalit} and the two conditions most closely
associated with it, preu;,,tturit} and !ow birth weight, ha 'e all declined
significantly over the past quarter centur}, a decline found across
population groups. Our rates remain higher than the rates of most
other Western countries. lb a greater extent than is de5"rable the
reduction in infant mortalit} has resulted from the de elopment of
intensive-use, high-technolog}, costl in-hospital neonat,.I care, and
not from the extension of appropriate nutrition and prenatal care to
all pregnant women.

TABLE 6
LOW BIRTH WEIGHT RATE OF SELECTED EUROPEAN

COUNTRIES IN COMPARISON TO THE UNITED STAFES.
1982-1983

;percent)
Belgium 5
France 5
Fed Rep. of German%
Ireland
Netherlands
No ruin
Su it zet land 5
United Kingdom
U.S

Source ( Arden Maternal Health & 11ashumion. D C National
Center for Clinical Infant Prow ams. 1987. p 16

TABLE 7
MEAN DAYS IN NEON:N1AL INTENSIVE CARE FOR

SURVIVING INFANTS
Number of gi ant~ at birth Mean number of dns

>2500 3 5
2001-2500
1501-2000 9.1

<1500 57
<100(1 SO

Source I Ieunting Lou MI WeiWn Conn inec to Studs the Pt ewinion of Lou Birth
1Vemlit. Institute of Medic n e.1Vashingum. 1) C 11185. p. 31

59
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TABLE 8
PERCENTAGE OF LOW BIRTH WEIGHT INIANTS PRODUCED

BY VARIOUS SUBSECTIONS OF THE POPULATION IN 1984

White non-Hispanics: 5.5'
Black non-Hispanics: 12.4
Hispanics. 6.2
Mmen under age 15: 12.8
Women 15-19 years. 9.3
Wtmen oer 40 years: 3.1
Women of all ages: 6.8

*of all bulbs b. %%omen in this category.
Source National Center for Health Statistics. S J %entura Births of Hispanic Parent-
age. 1983 and 1984, Month6 Vital Statutzes Report. Vol. 36, No 4. Sapp (2) DIMS Pub
No. (PHS) 87-1120. Public Health Ser. ice !haus% dle. Md.. Jul% 24, 1987. p. 17, Table
12 and National Center for Health Statistics. S Taffel. Characteristics of American
Indian and Alaska natie births. United States, 1984. Monthh I au/Slaw/us Report. Vol
36. No 3, Stipp DH HS Pub No. (PHS) 87-1120 Public 1k 111 Service. 41% aut.. dle.
Md . June 19. 1987, p 11. Table 9

TABLE 9
BABIES BORN WEIGHING 1300 GRAMS OR LESS

1970 1976 1980 1984

All 1.2% 1.2 1.2 1.2
White 1.0 .9 .9 .9
Black 2.4 2.4 2.4 9.6

Source. National Center for Health Statistics. Health. United States. 1982. Tittle 24.
Monthh Vital Statistics Report. 31. No 8 Supplement. Not.. 1982, "Fables 13 & 20.
Vl. 35. No 4 Supplement. Jul% 1986 -fable 23. and unpublished data. Reported in
C.() children and Ihezr Families Cappelli Condrtuatv and Recent "fiends. 1987. "A Report
Together With Addimmal Vic s of the Select Committee on Children, Thud], and
Families.- U S House of Repiesentames. 100th Congiess. Ist Session. Washington.
D C.: U.S. Go..et nment Printing Office. Match 1987, p. 43

A. Low birth weight. Almost seven percent of all habits born in the
U.S. in 1985 weighed less than 2500 grams (5 pounds. 8 ounces)."
Our incidence of low birth weight is higher than that of almost all
other Western countries." More than 60 c of all deaths in the neona-
tal period (first 28 (lays). and 20f,' of deaths between 28 days and one
year are of low birth weight babies. Low birth weight babies have a 40
times greater risk of death in the neonatal period than infants
weighing more than 2500 grams at birth.'' Stirs is ing km birth weight
infants often spend \was of months in costl neonatal intensise care.
Very low birth weight infants also are at serious risk of disabilities.
42f/( have some neurological handicap or congenital anomaly. "'
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46 GIVING CHILDREN A CHANCE

Some kinds of mothers are at higher risk of producing a low birth
weight baby than others. Black teenagers produce more than one-
quarter of all low birth weight infants born to blacks,;' and the racial
disparity in birth weight is increasing. Between 1973 and 1983, the
rate of low birth weight decreased more among whites than blacks,
and the rate of very low birth weight increased among blacks but
slightly decreased among whites.;"

The incidence of very low birth weight babies since 1970 has
declined slightly for whites, increased for blacks. The chances of
being born low birth weight if one is black and born in Michigan are

15%

10%

5%

0%

CHART 1
Sample Variation in Low Birth Weight, By State, 1985

White Non-White Black

Average: 5.6% Average. 11.1% Average: 12.4%

60<

46%

74%
7 0%

129°°

105/

12 5°

13 6°'

MN VT CO SD NY IL NM AK MI

Source National Center for Health Statistics, calculations by Children's Defense Fund.
Reported in The Health of America's Children Maternal and Child Health Data Book.
Dana Hughes. et al. Wash.. D C.. Children's Defense Fund. 1988, pp. 68 & 69, Tables
2.5A-2.5D.
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more than three times as great as the chances of being born low birth
weight if one is white and born in Minnesota.

The significantly lower incidence of low birth weight among His-
panics and American Indians when compared with blacks of similar
income level, age, onset of prenatal care and number of years of
education is a mystery. A more fine-grained analysis of the compo-
nents of maternal dietF and fetal environments among one cultural
group as compared to another may help to illuminate our ignorance
as to the causes of low birth weight.

Surviving low birth weight infants often spend weeks or months in
costly neonatal intensive care.

B. Premature births. Prematurity, or birth before the normal full
term of nine months, is highly correlated with later risk and also
varies from one population subgroup to another. The rate has bc-n
increasing over the past five years."

All
White
Black

1980 1984 1985

8.9 9.4
7.9

16 8

9.8
8.2

175

Teenagers, women over 40 and low income blacks are at especially
high risk of prematurity.'"

C. Infant mortality:" The infant mortality rate in the United States
is still higher than that of 16 other industrialized countries. However,
it has decreased markedly in the past 12 years. The disparity between

TABLE 10
INFANT MORTALITY RATE PER 1,000 BIRTHS -1982

Sweden 7

Japan 7

Finland 7

Switzerland 8
Norway 8
Netherlands 8
Denmark 8
France 9
Canada 9
Spain 10

Austi alia 10

U.S.A. II

Source. rhe State of the IVot (Jnldren 1985 United Nations Children's Fend, p. 921.
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48 GIVING CHILDREN A CHANCE

CAESARIAN sEcTioNs

The number of infants born with Caesarian sections has in-
creased significantly over the past five years.

Caesarian births over time: Percent of all deliveries to total number.

1979: 16.4%
1982: 18.5
1984: 21.1

U.S National Center for Health Statistics, unpublished data, published to U.S
Bureau of the Census, Staashcal Abstract of the United Slates 1987. 107th edition,
Washington, D.c., 1986, p.62, Table 88.

APGAR SCORES

Apgar scores are a general measure of the health and viability of
newborn babies, applied as a standard assessment by all U.S
hospitals. They measure 10 indicators, such as heart rate, res-
piratory effort, muscle tone, irritability, and color. Apgar tests
are made at one minute after birth and at five minutes after
birth. The five-minute Apgar has more predictive value with
respect to later developmental measures than the one-minute
Apgar. A score of less than seven indicates that there may be
cause for worry. A score of 9 or 10 is considered excellent.

PERCENTAGE OF INFANTS BORN IN 1984 WITH A
1- MINUTE AND A 5- MINUTE APGAR SCORE

OF LESS THAN 7.

1-minute 5-minute
White 9.3% 1.7%
Black 12.4 3.3
Indian 11.0 2.0
All infants 9.9 2.0

National Center for Health Statistics, S. laffel Characti 'sties of American
Indian and Alaska name births, United States, 1084. Monthly Vaal Statutes
Report, Vol. 36, No 3, Supp. DHIIS Pub No. (PUS) 87-1120. Public Health
Service, Hyattsville, Md., June 19, 1987, p 13, Table 12, and National Center
for Health Statistics, S. J Ventura Births of Hispanic parentage. 1983 and 198.1,
Monthly Vaal Stattstics Report, Vol. 36, No. 4, Supp. (2). DHhS Pub No (PHS) 87-
1120. Public Health Service. Hyattsville, Md., July 24, 1087, p. 17, Table. 13.
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the chances for survival of black babies and white is very great, and
because the rate for blacks has been improving less, the difference is
increasing. Black infant mortality is now almost mice as high as white.
The growing disparity between races over time is most strongly
reflected in the neonatal mortality rates.

Postneonatal mortality rates for black infants are twice as high as
for white. Nonetheless, the disparity is shrinking somewhat. Finally,
the odds against living to one's first birthday vat y greatly by state as
well as by race. To be white and born in North Dakota is to have more
than three times as great a chance to survive as a child who is non-
white and born in Delaware.

D. Deaths of young children. Deaths of children under fie years of
age are, of course, much more frequent in the first year than in the

TABLE 11
INFANT MORTALITY RATES BY RACE OVER TIME

All White Black

1972-74 17.6 15.7 28.2
1977-79 13 6 11.9 22.8
1982-84 11.2 9.8 19.1

Source. National Center for Health Statistics. Data computed by the Mk [mon of
Analysis from data compiled by the DRision of Vital Statistics. lett°, ted ut National
Center for Health Statistics. Pi esention ptoble, b% P M Golden 'kWh. United Sinte%.
1986. DEHIS Pub No (PlIS) 87-1232. Public I lealth Set ice Washington U.S Cowl n-
ment Printing Office, December 1986, p. 86. "Little 14

TABLE 12
NEONATAL MORTALITY RATES BY RACE OVER TIME

All races White Black

1972-74 13.0 11.8 19.6
1977-79 9.4 8.3 15 3
1982-84 7.3 6.5 12.1

Soul cc. National (.enter for Health Statistics, (see Lible 11). p 88. Table 15.

TABLE 13
POSTNEONATAL MORIALITY RATES BY RACE OVER 1 IME

All races White Black

1972-74 4.7 3.9 8.6
1977-79 4.2 3.6 7.6
1982-84 3.8 3.3 6.6

Source: National Centel tot Health Statistics, (see Table 11). p 90, ['able 16
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50 GIVING CHILDREN A CHANCE

next four. The number of deaths due to all causes has significantly
declined between 1970 and 1984, so that only 60% as many children
aged one through four are dying now as died 15 years ago.

But, though the risk of death is lower for all, it remains spread
unevenly across sex and race: in 1984, white femalesage one through
four were only four-fifths as likely to die as white males and less than
half as likely to die as black males in that age range.

The most important cause for the decline in mortality among
young children appears to be the lower rate of death by motor vehicle
accident.

Infants up to age one are at significantly higher risk of dying due

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%

CHART 2
Sample Variation of Infant Mortality Rate, B) State, 1985

White

Average: 9.3%

9 2%

8 4%

12 2%

Non-White

Average: 15.8%

11 4

183%

4 8

Black

Average: 18.2%

2 4

78i

1 86

ND CA WY OR IN DE AZ FL SC

Source National Center for Health Statistics, calculations by the Children's Defense
Fund. Reported in The Health of Anterna'A Chilli a. Maternal and Child Health Data
Book. Dana Hughes, et al Wash.. D C.. The Children's Defense Fund, 1988. Tables
2.1A. 2 2A, 2.3A. 2.4A. pp. 42 60, 62. 64. 66.
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TABLE 14
ESTIMATED INFANT MORTALITY RATES,
BY AGE AND FOR 10 SELECTED CAUSES:

UNITED SPATES JANUARYDECEMBER 1986

Age and cause of death
Rate/1,000 live

births

'Etta!, under one year 10.4
Under 28 days 6.7
28 days to 11 months 3.7
Certain gastrointestinal diseases 0.1
Pneumonia and mfluenia 0.2
Congenital anomalies 2.2
Disorders relating to shot t gestation and unspecified

low birthweight 0.9
Birth trauma 0.1
Intrauterine hypoxia and birth asphyxia 0.2
Respiratory distress syndrome 0.9
Other conditions originating in the perinatal pet tod 2.7
Sudden Infant Death Syndt owe 1.4

All other causes
Residual 1.8

In 1985.9.000 infants died due to Midi &let ts. accounting tot 23.7'; of all infant
deaths.
Source. Ninth International Llassifu anon of Disease,. 1987
Soui ie. National Centel lot Health Statism,. Iht ths. Mat nages. Nun ies. and Deaths
for Januar) 1987 Monthh Vaal Stati.stics Report. Vol 36, No I. DI II1S Pub. No. (NIS)
87-1120 Publu I Iealth Senn e Alm! 29. "47, p 10, Table 8.

TABLE 15
DEATH RATES PER 1,000 POPULATION

Age of
Child 1970 1980 1982 1984

<1 21.4 12.9 11. 6 10.9
1-4 .85 .64 .58 .52

Soul e Death hues e demed by disuling the munbet of death, In a population in a
gisen period the tesulent poptilatuni at the middle of that pet toil It is exin esstd as
the numbet of leants pet 1000 tn 100.000 population, it ma% be tstmted to deaths
in spec:ilk age. t tie, sex. in vow aphn groups. on it ma% be !elated to :he ecuue
population Nato nal Centel lot Ilealth Statist Ks. Health United States. 1986. DIMS Pub.
No (PI IS) 87-123 Public I lealth Set s ue NVashington. D.C,. S. GALA nment Prntung

Deiembet 1986, p 230 Foi a definition of infant toot (Any. see footnote 40,
pp. 75-76.
Sinitic. National Centet lot Health Statistics tial Staiburs of (acted Stotts, MI I I.
Mortality, Part A, 1950-8 I. Public I lealth Seri lie kVaslungton. D C , Covet intent
Pimung Offu.e, Data compiled M the Disision of Anal, sis how data ioniptled M the
Division of Vital Statistics and flout "I'able I
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52 GIVING CIIILIMEN A CliANCE

to homicide, accident, poisoning or undetermined injury than older
children.

E. Handicapping conditions, developmental delays and chronic
health problems. It is estimated that 150,000 to 250,000 babies born
each year have birth defects.'2 The wide range of this estimate is not

TALE 16
1)EAIT1 RAFES PER 1,000 IN 1984 BY SEX AND RACE

Age of White White Black Black
Child Male Female Male Female

1-4 .52 .42 .85 .7::

Source. National ('enter tot Health Statism.. S ant Mat Atli% al United Mates. Vii. II.
Mortality. Pa: t A. 1950-81 Pohl» Health Set . a e Washington L'.5. ( 'met nment
1. iii ing ()flue, Data «imputed In the Dnimon of Attahms It om data compiled his the
division of Vital Statism, and horn Table I.

TABLE 17
DEAFI IS IN 1984 OF CHILDREN BETWEEN ONE AND

FOUR YEARS AND RAFE PER 1,000

Age ot Number Rate/I.000
Child All races White Black All lace~ White Black
1-4 7.372 5.13 1.679 .52 .7 .79

Soul cc Calculated In Child fiends. Inc limn unpublished data lot inshed In the
Statisthal Resoutt es Hi am 11, National Centel lot I lealth Stamm,. I he data ale liom
the Vital Registiation Si stem. %shah epoi ts (dose of death as 'waded on the death
ref dilutes of each state Repo' t to U.S Clalthoi awl 'lien analtes Cionwt Land:flaw
and Itrcoa 'limb. 1987. ".1 Repot I Ihgethei iiuh 4'ulditional Vim, of the Select
Committee on Chihli en. Thoth. and Families. 1.S, House of Repiesentatnes, 100th
Cougt ess, I st Session, S (anemient Pinning (Mae. Sault 1987. p. 50

TABLE 18
DEAF! I RAH. PER 1.000 DUE '10 MOTOR

VIA IICLE ACCIDENTS

Age of
Child 1970 1980 1982 1984
1.1 .115 .09 .08 .07

SOUR( Nallonal COMA lot Heald' Station, nia/ Statism. o/ Culled Mates. MI
Nto, 10)0 -8I Publu Ihealth Set sic e whInuom U.S Gosctttntctd
hinting Of Me, Data °miued hi the Dnision of Anahms limn data compiled In the
dnision of Vital Statistics and hot» fable 1 Repot ted in health, I: 5 11180. National
Centel fit Health Statism,. DIIIIS PM). No. (P115) 87-1232. Pohl» Ilealh Set sae.
Washington. I) C. I.' S Cnnei niacin Pt nititig 01 e. Dec embei 1980. p 112. fable 30.
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TABLE 19
DEATHS DUE 'IT) ACC I DE N'I ; POISONING OR V IOL E NC E

NUMBER & RAFE

Age of Number Rate/1.000

Child All races White Black All races White Black

1-4 2,814 2,066 625 .20 .18 .29

Source. Calculated In Child It ends. Inc II oni unpublished data !winched 1..n the
Statistical Resources Branch. National Centet lot Health Statistics. 1 he data ale horn
the Vital Registrant n Sstem. %%Inch It:putts tame of death as I e«nded on the death
cc: tificates of each State. Repots in US Children and Then Farnihes. Ciment Conditions
and Recent hen is, 1987, "A Repots lifgethei %salt Additional Vie%ss of the Select
Committee oat Childt en. Youth. and Families." U S !louse of Rept esentatnes. 100th
Congress. (%t Sesston. U S. Go5e11111111 Punting Of foe. Nlan It 1987. p 50.

TABLE 20
DEATHS DUE To DISEASE AND HALITI CONDITIONS

NUMBER & RAFE

NumberAge of' Rate/1,000

Child All races White Blac k All races White Black

1-4 4,558 3,347 1,054 .32 .29 .49

SouRe. Calculated In child heads. Inc hum unpublished data I in inched b% the
Statistical Resounes Blanch, \mama! Centel fin !leak!' Statistk %. the data ate nom
the Vital Registiation Ss stein. %%hiti, tepol is cause 01 death as tecutded on the death
certificates of each state Repoli III S Children and Du kaanhes Curfew Condition 1
and Recent 'bends, 1987, ".% Rpot logethel %snit Additional 'le%ss of the Select
Committee on ( hildt en. 'Youth. and 1 U S Ifothe of Rein ewnt.ttne,. 100th
Corgi es". Ist Somon, U Goun 'uncut Pinning Of lice. Match 1987. p. 511

TABLE 21
NUMBER OF DEAF! IS OF INFANTS AND YOUNG CHILDREN

DUE TO HOMICIDE AND UNDETERM I N El) INJURY
(RAFE/100,000)

1970 1975 1980 1984

Children 1-4 3.2 3.(i 3.3 2.8

Soulcc. Philip J Cook and John 11 Laub. "Rends m Child .kbuse and Jinenil
1)elinquenc%." unpublished manust opt, \fa% 1985. citing the Public Health Stunt!,
National Lintel lot I leak') Statistics. Vita/ Statutes 0.1 the ('rated States, lid 11 Mortality.
Pat! A, %anon, )ems. and unpublished data pm% tiled 1)% the National Centel lot
Health Statistics, repotted na C'S Chihli el. and then kanalus. Current Conditiom and
Rivera bends, 1987, "A Repot t logethei %snit .V1ditunial Viess, of the Select Committee
on Childien, \buil), and U S I hmse of Rept esentatnes. 100111Congiess. 1st
Session. U S. Gino fitment Pi lining 01 In e. Mao h ( 987. p 50

Ca
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TABLE 22
INCIDENCE OF CERIAIN DISABILITIES AF BIRTH

incidence/1,000 lie births

Cleft Lip/Palate 1.6

Congenital Heart Disorders 9.0
Severe Heart Disease 9.6
Cystic Fibrosis 0.97
Down's Syndrome 1.4

Muscular Dystrophy 0.11

Neutral lithe Defec t
Spina Bifida 0.7
Encephalocele 0.15

Source Steen L Got tniakei and 111liam Sappentield. "( 11101111 ( Ibldhood Disoldets.
Pi ealence and Impact.- Peduath Clams of Aiilih Imola. Vol 31. No I. Febi oar% 1984,
PP 3-18.

surprising. Man!, defects are not or cannot be detected at birth and
arc only identified later. The reporting of handicapping conditions
as with the general assessment of the health of young children is
highly unsystematic. Here, howeel, the inability to predict and iden-
tify problems is especially costly, because it means that necessary care
cannot be given when it might be most of fective.

F. Limitations on young children's activity. In 1985, 2.6% of chil-
dren under six were physically limited in their level of activity, an
increase of 0.27( (nei 1983. The increase appeared to be for all but
the most severely limited." And, though there are not breakdowns
between sexes, races and income levels specifically for children under
six, there are breakdowns among children of all ages with physical
limitations. In 1985 tr,(' mole boys than gills were physically limited,

more black than white children suffered physical limitations,
and almost three times as man% children with physical limitations
came from families who earned less than $10,000 a year as came
from families earning S35,000 a year of more. The greater number
of very young children with health problems coming from among
black and low-income families is statistically recorded in parental
ratings of their children's health status.

Almost one-third of all families earning less than $10,000 a year
believed then young children's health to be less than %ery good. 'I hat
was more than three times as many as in families earning $35,000 a
year or more. The ratio of high quality to low quality health of
children undo fire was assess.(l l their parents as not much more
than two to one fin knest income families. For high income families
it was almost nine to one.

to
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TABLE 23
PARENT RATINGS OF THE HEALTH STATUS OF THEIR

CHILDREN UNDER 5 YEARS OF AGE-1985. (Percent.)

All White Black

Excellent 54.7 57.2 42.4
Very Good 25.8 26.3 24.8
Good 17.2 14.8 28.6
Fair or Poor 2.3 1.8 4.2

Source. National Center for Health Statistics. "Current Estimates From the National
Health Intel-slew Surrey: United States. 1983:- 1984.- and 1985.- Vital and
Health Stausucs. Senes 10. Nos. 154. 156. and 160. Table 70 in each volwne.

TABLE 24
PERCENT OF FAMILIES EARNING

under
S 10.000

10.000-
19,999

20.000-
34,999

35,000-
or more

Excellent 41.7 50.3 58.3 65.3
Very good 27.3 29.4 25.1 24.3
Good 26.8 18 0 14.7 8.6
Fair or Poor 4.2 2 4 1.8 1.6
Excellent or Ver) good 69.0 79.7 83.4 89.6
Good or Fair/Poor 31.0 20 4 16.5 10.2

Source: National Center for Health Statistic- (see Table 23)

G. Unsafe lead levels. Through there is disagreement over what
constitutes an unhealthy blood level of lead, there is consensus that
some children are much more likely to hate elevated blood lead than
others. (See Tables 25 and 26, p. 56).

H. Children who are abused or neglected. The number of young
cli;ldren reported to be suffering abuse and neglect (including denial
of basic necessities and minor injuries) continues to increase signifi-
cantly, having almost tripled since the mid-1970s. The increased
openness in reporting sexual abuse accounts fol some of this increase.
For obvious reasons, children under six experience a disproportion-
ate share of maltreatment of all children.

The lack of standard reporting in this area is a major problem.
Many states do not keep standard figures or report them to the
federal government. Those states w Inch do report them ary in how
they do so-whether or not they include unsubstantiated reports,
how they count multiple reports on one family, and whether they
count children or families." Breakdow ns by age and type of maltreat-
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56 GIVING CHILDREN A CHANCE

ment do not exist, but there is data indicating that xer!, oung
children are more vulnerable than are their older peers. Children
from birth to age five nationall made up 28% u: the population but
accounted fbr 7,1% of maltreatment fatalities in 1979.'1 The average
age of fatalities from child maltreatment is 2.0. "'

I. Children with mental health disorders. Statistics kept on Young
children with mental health prthlems are extremel!, sketch'., and

TABLE 25
PERCENT OF CHILDREN WITH ELEVATED BLOOD LEAD

AGES ONE-THREE. 19510

One year old Tsso sears old Three sears old
White 2.8 2.8 9.9
Black 18.2 16.8 18.1

Source: J L .1111es and K Mafia( fes Blood Lead Lriv Is (at Persons Ages 6 Months-74sear..
Vital and Hcalth StatISIRS, Series 11. No. 233. i S Depatuncut of Health and Human
Srt cs. August. 1984. as repot ted m Infants Lan't Batt Fhe A umbers. National Center
for Clinic d Infant Programs. Washington. IV. 1986 p. 36. Bs debuttton. an elesated
blood Icad loel knout] to lead 10 damage. is > 301111( rogranic decahte . I s suspected
that luau] tell and other damage apoeaz s es en at lesels of 20 and 25 r wol

TABLE 26
PERCENT OF CHILDREN. SIX MONTHS-FIVE YEARS WITH

ELEVATED BLOOD LEAD. BY FAMILY INCOME. 1980

All races

Income:
White Black

< S6.000 10.9 5.9 18.5
S6.000-14.999 4.2 2.2 12.1
>S15.000 1.9 0.7 2.8
Sinn( e ) 1 Ames and K Mahal I es . Blood Load 1.1;'t lot Po roam 6 ,11«nths-74 feats (see
fable 21)

TABLE 27
REPORTED CASES OF CHILD MALFREATMEN F FOR

CHILDREN OF ALL AGES (RAI E PER 1.000 CHILDREN)

1976 1980 1982 198.1 1985

Numbet 669.000 1.154.000 1.262.000 1.727.000 1.928.000

Rate 10 I 18.1 90.1 27 3 30.6

Sou:((' :WWII( .111 1%..1)( 1.1(14)11 fut Plok( [mg (.1111(1t( 111( . Highlights of (41tHal (.htid
Veglea and 1lutst 1?ejnatirig. (985. mloiado I he ,VIref 1( an 1111mane Ass6(1.1-
11(1]. 1987 pp 3- I, I:mutes I and 2
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TABLE 28
THE HIGHER RATE OF ABUSE OF \DUNG CHILDREN-1985

ci who are
(7i of all abused

Age U.S. children or neglected
0-5 34 -13

6-11 31 33
12-17 35 24

Source. American ASSO( 'anon for Protecting Children, Inc.. Mg/Al:gil(s u/ Waal Child
Neglect and Abuse Reporting. 1985. Denier, Colorado. The American Illumine Associa-
tion. 1987. p 15, Table 5.

TABLE 29

Type of maltreatment
c; of all

maltreannents
Ph),sical

Major 0.9
Minor 15.4
Unspecified -1.1

Neglect (deprivation of necessities) 55 7
Sexual maltreatment 11.7
Emotional maltreatment 8.9
Other maltreatment 10.2

Source. American Assoc lam el for-Protection Clutch en. Inc . Highlights ,4 On( ml Child
Neglect and Abase Reporting, 1985" Denser, ( olorado The Attie! o an Illumine Associa-
tion. 1987. p 16, 'fable 6 1 he distribution for 1985 is based on a special intensie
sampling of tour states constituting '24 percent of the S ( had PopulationIllinois.
Florida. Neii link and leas

SMALL CHILDREN WITH AIDS

An increasing number of children under fire hase AIDS.
Though the numbers terrain smallmet 900 as of July 1988
80% are children of parents s it h AIDS or at risk of AIDS. 11).111%
of ss honi are in po position to tare tot their children. The needs
of these children for public support for health and dail care
are niassise. The number has almost doubled in the past ear.

Source AIDS %tec Vs% Sur e Report-1. lined States %IDS hogiam. ( (-n-
un tot Infectious Diseases, ( enters for Disease (.Dist -oh. Mk I9Sh
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provide almost no useful information. There is a small amount of
data on the number of children in mental health facilities. However.
there are no official estimates of the number of children under six
who require mental health serY ices. A major recommendation of a
recent study by the U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment
is that the federal government deYelop a more informed estimate of
the number of children who require mental health services."

HOW ARE OUR NATION'S YOUNGEST CHILDREN
CARED FOR?

Prenatal care. Almost one quarter of all babies born between 1979
and 1985 wet e to women S% ho had had no prenatal care in the first
three months of their pregnancy. Between five a -1 six percent were
born to mothers %%ho had prenatal care only in the last three months
before they gave birth or who had no prenatal care yy hateYer. Roughly
double that percentage of black and Hispanic infants were born to
women who had either no prenatal care or care only in the last
trimester.48

Proportions of mothers s ith delayed care or no care were six times
higher among mothers yy ho did not finish high school compared with
mothers who had at least one year of college.''' There remains a very
strong negatiye correlation between los% birth %%eight and the com-
mencement of prenatal care.

Proportions of mothers who receive early care Ys. late or no
prenatal care varies greatly from state to state. A child born in New
Mexico is six times as likely to have had late or no prenatal care than
a child born in Iowa or Rhode Island.

The United States spends a higher percentage of its gross national
product on health care than any European country. Yet the percen-
tages of its pregnant %%omen receiYing prenatal care compares unfa-

TABLE 30
PERCENT OF INFANTS BORN :YE LOW BIRTH WEIGHT BY

AMOUNT OF PRENAIAI. CARE RECEIVED

vpe of ( are Pen ent Iota Int th height

\o prenatal (-ale
Some prenatal cat e

27C;

7(/(

Soul( e. Blesed Events and On Bathan l ,nr 1 inane Iv Maternal Om in the I haul .tatts
Washington. D.0 "I he Alan Gummi( hey Institute 1987. p 16

7.3
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vorably with that in other countries. Many European countries, even
those with a lower per capita income than the United States as well as
those with health care systems as pluralistic as ours, use a system of
incentives to encourage early registration for prenatal care.'"

Medical Care After Birth. As noted above, in the attempt to save the
lives and promote the health) development of infants born low birth
weight and/or with birth defects, United States hospitals treat between
150,000 and 200,000 infants annually in neonatal intensive care units
(NICU's). This represents four to six percent of all newborns. Treat-
ment of low birth weight babies in NICU's costs Oil average between
$12,000 and $39,000. Very low birth weight babies' costs range be-
tween S31,000 and S71,000; and costs for the very tiniest go as high

CHART 3
PERCENT OF BIRTHS BY TIMING OF MOTHER'S ENTRY INTO

PRENNIAL CARE,
SAMPLE VARIATION BY STATE, 1984

90%

80%

70%

Late or No Care Early Care
6°

Average: 5.6% Average:
76.5%6 5°'

7r,

60%
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10%
10 6
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60%

4 4 °/*

0% F47.1
I
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Source. National Center for Heald- Statistics Calculation by the Children's Defense
Fund. Reported in The He alt/i of America s ChihIrc n. Maternal aad Child Health Data
Book. Dana Hughes. et a! Washington. D C. The Children's Defense Fund. 1987.
p. 51.
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CHART 4
DURATION OF PAID MATERNITY LEAVE (IN WEEKS)
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*Leave is extended for premature delivery
Source. Children's Defense Fund. The Health of America 3 Children, 1987.
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as $150,000 per child.' There seems to be virtually no %say,. however,
for families with less severe problems to receive help outside the
hospital setting. For example, the United States has no system for
postnatal home visits, unlike most European countries:52

Parental leave at time of childbirth. At present, only about 40% of
new mothers in the United States receive parental leave which allows
them a six-week leave without severe financial penalty.53 S . states
provide paid temporary disability benefits for employed women who
give birth. No fathers of newborns receive paid leav. This is in
contrast to standard practice in many other nations, including many
developing countries, and every other industrialized country, all of
which pros ide some variation of a statutory maternity lease or paren-
tal benefit.5'

TABLE 31
MARRIED, SEPARATED AND DIVORCED WOMEN IN LABOR

FORCE WHO HAVE CHILDREN UNDER AGE SIX

Married Separated Dnorced

number percent number percent number percent
(million) (million) (million)

130

n/a
63.3
68.3
67.5
73.8

& 134,

1960 2.5 18.6 n/a n/a n/a
1970 3.9 30.3 .3 45.4 .3
1980 5.2 45.1 .4 52.2 .5
1985 6.4 53.4 .4 53 2 .6
1986 6.6 53.8 .5 57.4 .7

Source. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Speaal Labor Force Reports. Nos 13.
Bulletin 2163. and unpublv.lied data Reported in Shawicablh,tu. 1 of the United States
1987 107th edition U S Burea . of the Census Washington. D C 1986 P 383, viable
654

TABLE 32
CHILDREN BY MOTHER'S EMPLOYMENT IN 1984

(percent distribution)

Age of Child Full time Pat t time Not in labor force

0-5 20% 38e% 39%

Source Analsis bs Child liends. Inc , of public use data from the Census Bureau's
March 1985 Current Popuktion Suisc Iabulations produced bs Ic liiii al So;pol t
Staff, Office of the Assistant Secretars foi Planning and haluation. L S Dcpat uncut
of Health and Human Sers I( es Reported in 1 5 Chaff?, and then Faradus Current
Conduuno and Recent IraucL, 1987, "A Report Iogethei With Additional \ loss of the
Select Committee on Children. Muth and Fannhes U S I louse of Rcprescotatocs.
100th Congress. 1st Session W,Ishington. DC US Gosernment hinting 01 lice.
March. 1987 p 17.
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TABLE 33
PRIMARY CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS USED BY

EMPLOYED MOTHERS FOR THEIR CHILDREN UNDER FIVE,
BY AGE, DECEMBER, 1984 THROUGH MARCH, 1985

Care in her home
Under 1 1-2 3-4

by father 18.2% 16.2% 14.3%
by grandparent 7.4 6.4 4.5

>37.3 >32.8 >27.1
by other relative 3.2 4.5 3.3
by non-relative 8.5 5.7 5.0

_
Care in other home + + +

by grandparent 12.6 11.0 8.5
by other relatne 5.1 >40.7 4.0 >41.8 4.7 >30.9
by non-relative 23.0 26.8 17.7

Group care + + +
day care center 8 4 12.3 17.8
nursery school 5.7 >14.1 5.0 >17.3 14.4 >33.9
kindergarten/grade school - - 1.7

Mother cares for child
while working

8.1 8.2 8.1

Source U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-70, No. 9,
Who's Anthog th" Kids' Chddrare Arrangements 1984-85, Washington, D.0 . U.S
Government Printing Office. 1987, p. 5, 'Table D.

Child Care. More than half of all U.S. children under age six now
have mothers in the labor force. That percentage represents a dra-
matic change over the past 25 years. The pattern of increase in
working mothers holds for those who are married, separated and
divorced, but the rate is almost half again as high for children whose
mothers are divorced as it is for children whose mothers are married.

Almost twice as many mothers of children five years old and
younger work part-time as work full-time. (Part-time includes "part-
time, full-year," "full-time, part-year" and "part-time, part-year.")

Almost four-fifths of families with children two and under where
the mother works choose child care in a home setting (either the
child's own home or another home). By age three, the number
choosing group care more than doubles. Nineteen percent of family
day care providers have an eighth grade education or less. Ninety-
four percent of family day care is informal and unregulated.`' Only
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three states comply with the proposed 1979 federal regulations to:-
adult:child ratios in center based care.56 There is a trend toward
greater use of group care for very young children. The percentage
of working women using group care for children under one year of
age almost tripled from 1982 to 1985.

Children in preschool and kindergarten. Paralleling increases in use
of child care, the number of children three to five years of age who
are enrolled in nursery school and kindergarten has increased by
almost 50% in 15 years. The increase has been most striking for .lack
children. The increase in nursery school enrollment, though still
much less than kindergarten, has grown the fastest. An important
contributor to pre-primary enrollment is the increase in children
being served by Head Start. Unfortunately, however, overall the
children who probably could benefit most from early education are

TABLE 34
COMPARISON OF PRIMARY CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS BY
WORKING WOMEN FOR THEIR CHILDREN UNDER ONE YEAR

OF AGE
(PERCENT)

Care in our own home:

June 1982
December 1984

March 1985

by father 13.9% 18.29f
by grandparent 8.9 7.4
by other relative 5.1 3.9
by non-relative 6.4 8.5

Care in other home:
by grandparent 13.5 12.6
by other relative 6.2 5.1
by non-relative 23.0 23.0

Group care:
nursery school
day care center

1.7%
3.6

>5 3 57.0%
8.4

>14 1

Mother cares for child
while working 9.2 8.1

Don't know/no answer 8.6 not included

Soutc:. Martin O'Connell and Carolyn C Rogers, "Child Care Arrangements of
Working Mothers. June 1982 Current Population RepLrts Series P23, No 129 Bureau
of the Census, November, 1983, p. 22.
Solace: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Soles P-70, No 9,
Who's Minding the Kids2 Childcare Arrangements 1984-85, U S Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C., 1987, p. 5, Table I)
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less likely to be receiving it. Pre-primary enrollment is ingher when
parents' education is greater.

Nutrition assistance for impoverished pregnant women and for chil-
dren. There has been a significant increase in federal expenditures
on nutrition supplements for women who are pregnant and for

TABLE 35
PRE-PRIMARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 3-5 YRS. (1970-85)

(millions)

1970 197) 1980 1985

.4. 1 5.0 1 9 5.9
White :3 4 4.1 .0 4.8
Black .58 .73 .72 .92
All-Nurser) School 1 1 1.7 2.0 2.5
All Kindergarten 3.0 3 2 2.9 3.4

Source U S Bin e.al of the Census. Cur I Oil Population Rom,. set les P-20, No. 318. and
unpublished data, repotted In Statistical .1btrai I of the t'hited 8ti,te 1987, 107th edition,
L' S. Bureau of the census, Washington. I) C . 1986, p 119.

TABLE 36
PERCENT CHANGE IN ENROLLMENT 1970-86

Age

ThreeSix year olds
Th t ce year olds
Four yeas olds

Pet cent Change

+ .1tiq
+ 144
+ 85

Source S Depal tment Of Education. Centel lot Fclination Statisms. The Condition
of Mutation. 1985 Edition, 1986, Idle 1 3 lot details of wow( tom methodology, see
Pro/Mums of Education Statistics to 1992-1993.1985

TABLE 37
HEAD sTARr ENROLLMENT 1970-1985

(thousands)

1970 1975 1980 1989 1985

Enrollment 229 292 362 306 459
Fedet al
appropriation:

Current S 326 mill. 441 mill. 735 mill. 912 will 1.075 mill.

Source U S Bureau of the Census, Statisti«11,11mtrait of the States, 1982-83, 'able
563: and /: S Ouldien and 7 heir Paraders Current Conditions sod Ho eat bends. 1987, "A
Repot t Togethel tilt Additional Viet% s of the Select Connatee oil Child] en, Youth.

Families," S House of Reim esentanses. 100th Congress, 1st Session. U.S.
Government Printing Of lice. Match 1987, p 91,
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young children who are poor. The research data correlating im-
proved nutrition with a lower incidence of low birth weight births and
infant mortality has affected both federal and state appropriations
for these programs. Thus f unding increased for both the Special
Supplemental Feeding Program for Women. Infants and Children

TABLE 38
ENROLLMENT RATE IN 1985 IN NURSERY SCHOOL OR

KINDERGARTEN, BASED ON MGM ER'S LEVEL OF
EDUCATION

11'hite Black lhspanic

<8 Yea' s 40.9 49.4 39.0
OneThree Years HS 40.4 53.1 -11.0

High School Graduate 52.9 5(1.8 41.8
College OneThree pears 61 8 59.7 62 6
College graduate

(4 years in more) 67.8 63.2 too
small
to be

counted

Sow& e. U.S. But eau of the Census. lament Population /?epwts. set les P-20. No 318. and
unpublished data.tepoi ted ut l' S But eau of the Census. Si«Ihnini fbshm t ni the Crated
States: 1987. 107th edition. %Vashingtott. C 1986. p 119

YOUNG CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE

In 1984 more than one quarter of a million children were in
foster care. 3.3`7 of these were under one year of age. 21.27(
were between the ages of one and five.

Soule "litstu Litai a Chanutertstus uJ Lhddren In Substitute and Idaptiir Late
%Vaslungton. C . Arno it an Public %Veit ate Assot lawn lune, 1987 pp 62-63

TABLE 39
NUMBER OF PEOPLE FED AND DOLLARS SPEN'l '111 ROUGH

WIG AND RELAYED PROGRAN1S
(millions)

1975 1980 1985

Number pat to mating .5 2.0
S603

3.3
S e pended S1.235 billion

Soul( c 1,* S Delta, uncut of Agi iiltSu!1):, Food and Nutt mon Set cue Its b.,:tu //hum/
.Stasulu %, annual. and unpublislud data. repotted in Stalin a/ Absitart 04 du Crated
States 1987, 1(17th cdmon, U S But eau of the Census. Washington, I) C 1986. p
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TABLE 40
NUMBER OF CHILDREN `-'1:19 AND DOLLARS :SPENT

THROUGH CHILD CARE FOOD PROGRAMS

Ntunber Participating
S Expended

1970 1980 1985

.1 million .7 n.illion 1.0 million
$.6 million S210 million S389 million

Source. U.S Depat Intent of Agmultine. food and N[01111011 Set %Re In Aptruhutal
Mal:3(u%. annual, and unpublished data. !emu ted nt Stottstiml Absima of the Untied
Siam. 1987, / 07th edition. L' S flu; eau of the Census. Iashingtoti. 1) C . 1986. p 1 11.

TABLE 41
PERCENT BREASTFED 1983

all infants 61.4

white i.dants 64

Hispanic infants 54

black infants 32
all infants born into families cal lung less than S10,000 44
black infants born into families earning less than S10.000 20

Soot cc. nipm uJ iht o' rot C.unrytil% tiodohop on Thm,iferding and Human 'x41(11;1)1)

U S. Dept Intent of 1k.tltlt and !Liman Segu e,. knit-. 1984 Data hum the National
Centel I oi Health Statistics and the Ross ',Amami% Mothers S1111(7%.

(WIC) and the Commodity Supplemental Food Program since 1975.
Nonetheless, approin iations barely kept even w it h inflation. In 1986,
according to Children's Defense Fund estimates. WIC served only
Itle of eligible women and children. In II states, fewer than one-
thin' of eligible women and children were served. The Child Care
Food Program, a program %%Inch pros ides year -round subsidies to
feed preschool children in child care centers and family day tare
homes, has also increased substantially in the past ten ) ears. Even
accounting for inflation, it is clear that not only the numbers of
children but the amount spent on each child has increased. In 1985
the Department of Agriculture pro)ided 22.9 million meals to day
care homes and 37.1 million meals to child care centers.r1

Availability of the healthiest nutritional start for infants at birth
and in the eat hest months of lifebreast feedingyalies by race and
income.

Immunization of young children. Statistics on the percentage of
infants and presc 11001 childi en w ho ale immunized against the major
childhood diseases are difficult to assess. The federal government has
not resolved exactly hots best to estimate, and it has made changes in
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how the estimate is made in the past few 'ears. Current!) it is a
measure based on those who can produce %%linen shot records. One
fact is clear: the requirement that children have a full set of innuni-
zdtions before entering school has great!) improved the percentages
of children immunized at age six or above. Nbunger children (includ-
ing those with written shot records and those without) appear to have

TABLE 42
IMNIUN IZAON OF CHILDREN ENTERING SCHOOL

DPI. Polio Measles Rubella Mumps

1980-81 96 95 96 96 92
school year
1984-85 97 96 98 98 97
school yeat

Soul U S. Public Health Set c. (.Intel s lot Discase (mnttol. 1)1%1,1mi of Inn:min-
7anon. Data limn 1ntitial Sch:.,1 et' Assessment. Repotted in l S Lhddr en and
Then fait es Current 00.hturro and Rer era liradt. 1987. "A Relict t logethei with
Additional Views of the Select Committee on Chihli en, Youth. and Families,- S

House of Repiesentatnes, 100th (amp ess. 1st Session, U S Cwt.:to:win Nutting
Of in c. Match 1987, p 57

TABLE 43
CHILDREN AGED ONEFOUR: PERCENT IMMUNIZED

DP'I' Polio Measles Rubella Mwn

1980 66.3 58.8 63.5 63.5 56.6
1984 65.7 54.8 62.8 60.9 58.7
1985 64.9 55.3 60.8 58.9 58.9

Soul( c S. Centel Disease (.0111101. (IA. United Stat s linnitinuaticm
Stu %(!%, .IIIIIt1.11 RCI)01 ltsi III Stamina! AlAirra it 01 tar l'tutul'tatet 1987. 107th labium.
Vashitigion, 1) C , U S But eau of the Census, 1988 p 102, table 162

TABLE 44
CHILDREN AGED ONEFOUR: PERCENT IMMUNIZED 1985

111' RACE

DPT Polio 11casles Rubella Mumps

White 68.7 58.9 63.6 61.6 61.8
Black and other 18.7 40.1 -18.8 47.7 -17.0

Soot cc. Di% ision of limminuation, Cc mei but Pi OA. loton Sci% it es, Cunitis Discast
(Anil! til ti data Duni If ic Unit( ti Stan., iillilill111/.111011 Sill U.% , ILI/Olt( d in
Ilealdt, Oared States. 1986 National (.utter fat IleAtlt Statistic s. 1)1111S Pub No. (P1 IS)
87-12?,2. Publu health Smote Vasliingtoti S wst !Innen' Pinning Of f c, Dec em-
ber 1986, p 119

82%../
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TABLE 45
CHILDREN AGED ONEFOUR: Percent Immunized, 1985,

By Location

DPT Polio Measles Rubella Mumps

Central City 55.5 47.1 55.5 53.9 52.4
Metropolitan
areas

(not central city) 68.4 58 4 63.3 61.0 61.0
Rural 67.9 58.0 61.9 60.3 61.4

Source Center for Pt minion Set ir_es, Centers fin Dtsease Colloid. (see Table 43).

TABLE 46
COMPARISON OF NUMBER AND DOLLARS SPENT ON AFDC

CHILDREN BY MEDICAID, 1972-1985

1972 1975 1980 1983 1985

% Recipients 44.5 43.7 43.2 43.8 44.7
'4 S Spent 18.1 17.9 13.4 11.8 11.8

Source Bureau of Data Management and Strategi, Health Cate Financing Administra-
tion Unpublished data, repot ted in National Center for Health Statistics. Preiennon
profile, by P M Golde., Health, United States, 1986. DIMS Pub. No. (PHS) 87-1232
Public Health Seri ice. WI ' ington U S Goiernment Pinning Office, December 1986,
p 207

a much lower incidence of immunization. Furthermore, the percent
has been decreasing for almost all kinds of immunizations. The
percentages of white children immunized are significantly higher
than percenta,,es of non-white children, and suburban children have
higher immunization rates than do inner city or rural children of
preschool age.

Health Insurance for small children. In 1985, 15% of all women who
gave birth did so with no public or pulsate insurance coverage at time
of delivery. Those who were eligible for public coverage represented
a smaller percentage of the Medicaid dollar than might be expected.'s
Also in 1985, children on welfare comprised 44.7% of Medicaid
recipients; yet only 11.8% of Medicaid &liars spent were spent on
them. This percentage has gone down over the past decade. Thus,
though the percentage of children receiving Medicaid benefits has
remained quite constant, the percent of Medicaid dollars has fallen
by one third.

In fact, health insurance. of any kind fails to cover almost one fifth
of our nation's youngest children. It covers significantly fewer chil-
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dren under age six than older children. Recent legislation for the first
time allows Medicaid coYerage for young children in families that are
below the federal poverty line but not necessarily on AFDC, in states
which choose to adopt it. Its impact will be watched closely.

Visits to physicians. Most children under five years of age do see a
physician with some frequency. In 1985 only a small percent (1.9%)
tinder age six had not Visited a physician in two yc irs, though 6.2'7(

TABLE 47
HEALTH CARE ACCORDING TO TYPE OF COVERAGE AND

AGE OF CHILD
(Percent of Population)

1980:

Prnate
Insurance

Medicaid
(AFDC & SSI)

Not Cos ered
(11 pt nate
or public

insurance of
ans kind)

Children uncle' 6 ears 71.0 12.0 14.7
Children 6-16 years 77.3 8.7 11.8

1982:
Children under 6 veal s 70.1 11.2 16.9
Children 6-16 years 74.9 84 15.0

1984:
Children under 6 yews 67.5 13.0 17.3
Children 6-16 sears 74.2 8.5 14 7

Note. Persons uith both innate insurance and Medicaid apped in both columns
Soul ce. National Centel for 1 kalth Statistics Health. United States. 1986 DIMS Pub.
No. (PlIS) 87-1232 Public Iledlth Service Washing. on. DC US Gmernment Punting
Office. December. 19813. p 202

TABLE 48
AVERAGE NUMBER OF ANNUAL PHYSICIAN VISITS IN 1985,

BY AGE

Under Five Years of Age
Ages 5-17 yeas

6.7 per child
3.3 per child

Source Calculated hum Nadonal Center for Health StatistRS "Current Estimates
from the National Health Intel siet Sum.). United States. 1985.- Vital and Health
Statigul, Series 10, No 160, "fable 71 and 72, by Select Committee on Chihli en. Nbuth.
and Families, U.S. House of Rept esentatues, 100th Congiess. and reported in US
Children and Their Iiiindie Cuirent Cmiditions and Recent limb. 1987 Washington. I) C
U.S. Government Printing Office. 1987 p. 62
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TABLE 49
PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN UNDER SIX YEARS CONTAUF

WITH PHYSICIANS, BY TYPE OF CONTACT

1983 1985

Doctors Office 54.3 57.0
Hospital Outpatient
(clinic, emergency room) 12.8 13.6
Phone 20.6 18.3

Source. Disision of Health Inters les% Statistics, National Center fin Health Statistics.
Data from the National Health Intersies% Surses Reported in Health. 1986.
National Center for Health Statistics DHHS Pub. No. (PHS) 87-1232 Public Health
Set-% ice Washington. D C.. U.S. Goseinment Printing Office. December 1986 p. 137.
"Ethic 52.

TABLE 50
PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN UNDER AGE SIX WHO HAVE

NEVER VISITED A DENTIST

1964 1978 1983

80.4 74.3 70.5

So tit ce National Center lot Health Statistics. (see fable p 141. Table 56

TABLE 51
STATE HEALTH AGENCY ASSESSMENTS FOR INFANTS AND

PRESCHOOLERS IN 1984

Physical assessments (23 states)
Developmental Assessments (12 states)
Nutritional Assessments

Infants

373,700
168.000
186,000

Source. Public Health Foundation. Pub& learn: .1gem les 1984 Set: sirs fin ,Mothers and
Children. Vol. 3. Januar% 1987. pp. 8 & 10.

under five had not visited a physician for more than a year. The
majority of children under six years see physicians in their own
offices, though a significant number have %isits in hospital clinics or
by phone consultation. Dentistry, however, remains a luxury for most
of America's children under age six.

State public health activities. States vary greatl), in the amount and
type of screening and assessmery they do for needy children. "Twice
as many states screen for phenylketonucia, for example, as for sickle
cell anemia, even though the incidence of the latter is much higher.
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In general, howeser, states have become more and more actise in
developing public programs to support neonatal screening for se-
lected genetic and metabolic disorders. Programs to screen for lead
poisoning have been much reduced. since they !lase lost federal
funding.

Care for handicapping conditions. Though there has been an enor-
mous increase in interest within state health departments in tracking
infants born with known defects and other risk factors, there is no

TABLE 52
STA-1 E AGENCIES WHICH PROVIDED SCREENING FOR

SELECTED GENETIC AND METABOLIC DISEASES IN 1984

Phet. Iketonuria 47
Hypothsroidism 47
Galactosenna 34
Thalassemia 13

Maple Syrup Urine Disease 22
Hones stmuria 23
Sickle Cell Anemia 27
Tvrosinemia 14

Source Public Ilealth Foundation. (see "Ethic 51), p. 9. Fig E

TABLE 53
CHILDREN SERVED BY CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S SERV ICES-

1984 (35 STATE AGENCIES REPORTING)

birth to 1 ear
1-4 years

# children served

36,833
141.647

7 of total served

7.6%
29.3%

Source. Public Health Foundatica. Publu Health AgenraA 1984 rive% for Mother% and
Children. '01 3. Januar% 1987, pp. 18-19.

TABLE 54
ENROLLMENT IN PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN

WITH HANDICAPOING CONDITIONS
number of children served

1976-77 196,223
1980-81 233.793
1984-85 259.483
1985-86 260,513

Source U.S Dept of Education, 1 ighth Annual Report to Congress on the Implementation
of the Education of the Handicapped .1(1, !'18tiVinth Annual Report. 1987. pp E-5E-22
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uniform system of follow up. Some states hate seteral systems, oper-
ating regionally and tracking different risks. 42 states either have
some kind of system or are developing one. Howeter, only in six states
is the system tied to follow up service delitery.'"

The record of the number and percent of children tt ith handicap-
piag conditions served by Title V or Crippled Children's Sert ices in
1984 is incomplete. Only 35 states hate reported these set-% ices.' "' The
higher proportion in percent of children served between ages one
and four indicates that relatitely few handicapping conditions are
found and treated during the first years.

The number of preschool children with handicaps served by edu-
cation programs for the handicapped has risen sharply in past
ten years. With the passage of PL 99-457, the amendment to the
Education for the Handicapped At which mandates serf ices to
preschool children and offers states funds for services for children
from birth, the number is keI to continue to rise dramatically °ter
the next few years. Present figures rPoresent an increase of more
than 33% over the figures of a deude

Services to children who are abused or neglected. Whereas the
number of children reported to have been abused or neglected rose
over 50% between 1981 and 1985, total resources to serve abused and
neglected children increased, in real terms, by less than two percent
between 1981 and 1985." And, despite recorded increases in child
abuse and family disruption, there is no data kept by the federal
government on use of psychological sert ice: by children under three
year of age, undoubtedly because very few exist.

Of children three to five years, 208,000 had receited psychological
services in 1981, out of a population of 10.4 million children. This
represented two percent of all children age three fife and six percent
of all children who received psychological help."

NOTES

1. The most notable gap in data is information on the mental health status
of yery young children. We have sir tually no idea hmy want' are experiencing
major compromises to then mental health before age four or fire. Our only
evidence comes from figure., on child abuse, undoubtedly long after a child's
social and emotional health is endanger ed, and ev.1 abuse figures ale kept
in a highly unsystematic way.

2. Arnold J. Sameroff, Ronald Seifer, Ralph Barocas, Mely in Zax and
Stanley Greenspan: "Intelligence Quotient Scores of 4 Vear Old Children.
Socioenvironmental Risk Factors," PethaIncs, Vol. 79, No 3, March 1987.
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3. For example. the U.S compat es unlasorabls to most European coun-
tries in home s isiting secs ices after bit th.

4. Olds three Jtates conipls with a I ecommended child staf f ratio f (it

caring for infants.
5. U.S. Bureau of the Census. Lunen! Population Repots. Series P-25.

Repotted in Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1987 (107th edit urn).
Washington. D.C.: U.S. But eau of the Census. 1986. p. 14.

6. The made up 6.6c,; of the population in the Northeast: 7.6r; in the
Midssest and South: and 8.1c; of the population in the \Vest. U.S. Bureau of
the census. Curren! Population Repoth. Set ies P-25. No. 952 and U.S. Bureau
of the Census. Gip-will Population Repoit%. Set .es P-25. f (it th«nning report.

7. U.S. Bureau of the Census. Gni tent Population Repots. P-60. Nos 119.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN INFANT AND CHILD
HEALTH: HEALTH STATUS, INSURANCE

COVERAGE AND TRENDS IN
PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY

Sara Rosenbaum

MOST .\ MERK\ N (.IIII.DRE \ are born health) and grow into thri)ing
and prod uctie )oung adults. But a significant, disproportionate!)
1m-income percentage suffer Flom sei ious health problems. Further-
more, given the strong association between poverty and ill health
among children, the steep and sustained rise in childhood poverty
during the 1980s has placed increasing numbers of children at
medical risk. Additionally, because minority children are far more
likel) to be poor, their health status meastnements are pai ticularl)
troubling.' While Congress and the states have taken notable steps in
recent )ears to address the health needs of poor c hildren, the reforms
represent only the first mod :st steps in a long-term effOrt.

The health problems associated with poverty and depri)ation are
well don ted. Indeed, while there is some ambiguity about
whether ,v causes, or is merely associated with, reduced health
status an. 'alts, its causal link to children's reduced health status
is far Ilea l Rif children are twice as likely as non-poor children
to be born at low bil th weight (less than 5.5 pounds), a condition
which increases h) 20 times the likelihood of death during infancy.'
Low birth weight also inci eases the risk of lifelong disabilities such as
cerebral pals), retardation, blindness, 01 \ ision, lea' fling and hearing
impairment..'

Poor children suffer lughei rates of mortality from all causes,
including low birth weight, neoplasms, resphator) impaii 'Items. con-
genital anomalies, accidents, poisonings and \ iolenee.' Poor ehi!dren
are far more likel) than non-poor children to be limited in major life
activities because of chronic illnesses of disabilities:. Ftn thermore,
when illness and disability do su ike, childhood poverty significantly
increases their severity.?
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CHILI) HEALTH TRENDS, 1965-1980

The advent of the Great Society health programs fin the poor
particularly, Medicaid, strengthened public health efforts, and «mi-
mur:Ay health centers coupled with major adYanc es in the technol-
ogy of newborn intensive care, had a dramatic impact on poor
children's access to medical are and their health status!' In 1963,,
63% of pregnant women began prenatal care in the first trimester of
pregnancy; by 1980 that figure had risen to 79(X." Between 1965 and
1980, infant mortality rates chopped by nearly 50(;i.'" Toe percentage
if infants born at low birth weight declined 13(,;i between 1970 to
1979." Access to newborn care technology not only improved the
likelihood of sun iyal lot premature, km bit di weight and sick infants.
but also reduced the likelihood of some disability among those who
do survive.12

Other indicators of children's health status and access to care also
improved dramatically. After 190. disparities in pediatric health care
utilization rates based solely on economic status significantly abated."
The percentage of poor children rec eiY Mg immunizations and com-
prehensive primary medical are rose dramatically as a result of the
1967 enactment of the Medicaid Eally and Periodic Screening, Diag-
nosis and li-eatment (EPSDT) program, the most «nprehensne
public pediatric program eye' enacted by Congress."

CHILD HEALIFI TRENDS, 1981PRESENT

Beginning in the late 1970s in the case of white infants, and in
1981 in the case of black infants. the rapid pace of improYement in
infant mortality rates began to slow perceptib1 (Figure I). This
slowing rate of dm line in U.S. infant mortality came to a \jini! halt
in 1985, w hen no statistically significant decline in infant mortality
occurred.''

The slowing decline in infant 11101tality resulted from several
causes. including peiYasive poverty, a persistently high incidence of
low birth weight births, the growing incidence of out-of-wedlock
births to women with low income and inadequate family supports,
and the lac k of universally mailable maternity and infant health
serYices."' Even dining periods of more rapid imprmement the late
of infant mortality decline in the U.S. generally was slower than in
many other Western nations. By 1985, the United States ',inked only
19th worldwide. In the 1950-55 period, the United States infant
mortality rate placed it sixth among 20 industrialized nations. By the
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FIGURE 1
Infant Mortality, by Race, 1950-1984
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1980-85 pc' iod the United States ranked last. behind tine h nations as
the German Democratic Republic. Hong Kong. Belgium. France.
Japan and Finland, whose 1950-35 infant mot talit. Imes had been
1.5 to 2.5 times higher than the U.S. rate (Elide 1; Figure 2).

This slowing, and finally stalled, rate o' 'lee ine in met all U.S.
infam mortalit., rates conceals even more 'ions problems tot ker
sub-populations. Black infants continue to die at rates twice as high
as white infants (Figuie 3). Additionall). the merall infant mortality
rate, which reflects all infant deaths from bit th to 12 months, does
not adequately reflect severe mot alit problems among sub-catego-
ries of infants. Between 1982 and 1983, postneonatal mortalit rates
(deaths between 28 lays and one eal) iose nationall b three
percent, and black postiwonatal mot [alit% rates lose b five percent
(Figure 3). Between 1984 and 1985, black neonatal mortalit) (deaths
in the first 28 da)s of life) rose In [Ince percentthe first such
increase in 20 years.17
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TABLE 1
INFANT MORIAISFY RATES

1950-1985
SELECTED COUN'RIES

Country

1950-1955 1980-1985
nr Change
1950-55 to
1980-85Rate Rank Rate Rank

Australia 94 () 10 (12) 58
Belgium 45 (14) 11 (17) 76
Canada 36 (11) 9 (9) 75
Denmark 28 (8) 8 (5) 71
Finland 34 (10) 6 (1) 82
France 45 (14) 9 (9) 80
German Dem. Rep. 58 (16) 11 (17) 81
German}, Fed. Rep. 48 (18) 11 (17) 77
Hong Kong 79 (20) 10 (12) 87
Iceland 21 (2) 6 (1) 71
Ireland 41 (12) 10 (12) 76
Japan 51 (17) 6 (1) 88
Luxembourg 43 (13) 9 (9) 79
Netherlands 94 (4) 8 (5) 67
Norway 93 (3) 8 (5) 65
Spain 62 (19) 10 (12) 84
Sweden 20 (1) 7 (4) 65
Switzerland 29 (9) 8 (5) 7 )
United Kingdom 28 (6) 10 (12) 64
United States 28 (6) 11 (17) 61
(Rates are rosin to the neatest %%hole number)
Source- United Nation's Children Fund
Source: Dana I highes. el al . The lleal'h of .imerira's Claldren. 1987

While neonatal mortality (deaths in the first 28 days of life) gener-
ally reflect the incidence of low birth weight and the limits of new born
care technology. post-neonatal mortality is an esrxially sensitise
indicator of infants" access to basic health services. "` Three-quarters
of deaths in the first 28 days of life are caused by km birth weight,'"
but the great majority of post-neonatal deaths inythe infants born at
not mal weights!'" Thus, eknated post-neonatal mortality rates pro -
;de a particularly grim reminder of the pmerty and depri%ation into

which nearly one in four infants was born in 198-I. Indeed. America's
infant mortality problem generally is an indictment of the absence of
primary health care for the poor!' Lack of access to primary medical
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care during pregnancy results in a significant!) higher incidence of
low birth weight births.22 And the lack of primal-) health care contrib-
utes to death rates among older infants.23

These recent disturbing infant mortality trends ha'e been accom-
panied by other signs of stagnation and erosion in maternal and
infant health. Betwetn 1980 and 1984. the percentage of infants born
at low birth weight remained essential!) unchanged, and between
1984 and 1985 the percentage actually increased.2' Between 1980
and 1984 the percentage of infants born at vet-) low birth weight (less
than 3.5 pounds) increased by 3.5% for all races, 2.21 for white
infants, and 8.2 for black infants ("hibles 2A and B). After nearly
two decades of progress. there was essentially no improvement be-
tween 1980 and 1985 in the percentage of infants born to women
recei'.ing prenatal care earl) in pregnancy. Moremer, between 1982
and 1984 there was a 3.8% increase in the percentage of infants born
to women is ho recei)ed either no prenatal care at all or none until

FIGURE 2
Infant Mortality Rates, Selected Countries, 1950-1985
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FIGURE 3
Neonatal and Postneonatal Mortality, 1950-1984
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the end of pregnancy (Tables 3A and B). Finally. between 1984 and
1985, nonwhite maternal mortality rose ten percent nationally .2'

This stagnation and erosion in maternal and infant health indica-
tors means that the nation w ill not meet eyen the modest infant health
objecties for 1990 that were established by the Surgeon General of
the United States in 1979 and reaffirmed in 1984 by the Reagan
administration. A 1985 report to Congress by the U.S. Public Health
SerY ice concluded that es en the modest objectiye of reducing merall
infant mortality rates to nine deaths per 1000 lice births by 1990
would not be achieed$21' Other equally modest 1990 objectiYes, in-
cluding reducing black infant mortality and post-neonatal mortality
rates, and improying birth weight and prenatal care mill/anon, will
not be ri ached ("Ethic -1). Indeed, w it h respect to the surgeon Gener-
al's 1990 objecthe that 90r,i- of all pregnant women begin prenatal
care in the first trimester of pregnancy, not only will the nation as a
whole fail to meet the goal, but neither w ill a single state.

While there is no comparable body of %nal health statistics from
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which to derive li.oalth status trends among children oler age one
eroding infant health indicators portend serious problems during
childhood. For example, the percentage of children ages 0-2 ade-
quate!) immunized against childhood disease declined between 1980

and 1985 (lable 5). This means diminished protection against com-
municable diseases. Since immunizations are administered as part of
a comprehensive health exam, declining immunization rates ma) also
signal eroding access to a range of primary health sell ices.

TABLE 2A
PERCENTAGE OF INFANTS BORN AT LOW BIRTH WEIGHT BY

RACE. U.S.. SELECTED YEARS, 1950-1984

Year
All

Races White

Nonwhite
Ratio of
Black to
lVhiteBlack Total

1950 7.5 7.1 - 10.2 -
1955 7.6 6.8 - IL'/ -
1960 7.7 6 8 - 12.8 -
1961 7.8 6.9 - 13 0 -
1962 8.0 7.0 - 13.1 -
1963 8.2 7.1 - 13.6 -
1964 8.2 7.1 - 13.9 -
1965 8.3 7.2 - 13.8 -
1966 8.3 7.2 - 13.9 -
1967 8.2 7.1 - 13.6 -
1968 8.2 7.1 - 13.7 -
1969 8.1 7.0 1-1.1 13.5 2.01
1970 7.9 6.8 13.9 13.3 2.0.1
1971 7.7 6.6 13.1 12.7 2.03
1972 7.7 6.5 13.6 12.9 2.09
1973 7.6 6.I 13.3 12.5 2.08
1974 7.1 6.3 13.1 121 2.08
1975 71 6.3 l 3.1 12.2 2.08
1976 7 3 6.1 13.0 12.1 2.13
1977 7.1 5.9 12.8 11.9 '2 17

1978 7.1 5 9 12.8 11.9 2.17
1979 6.9 5 8 12.6 11 6 2.17
1980 6.8 5.7 12.3 11.5 2.19
1981 6.8 3.7 12 5 1 1 A 2.19
1982 6.8 3.6 12.-1 11.2 2.21
1983 6 8 3.6 12.6 11.2 2.25
1984 6 7 1 5.6 121 11.1 2.21

Soot cc: National Center for I !call h Statism
&min Dana Ilughcs. et al.. The Health of .1rner a c Children. 1987
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'TABLE 2B
PERCENTAGE OF INFANTS BORN AF VERY LOW BIRTH

WEIGHT, BY RACE, U.S.. 1979-1987

Year All Races White Black

1979 1.15 0.90 2.35
1980 1.15 0.90 9.43
1981 1.16 0 90 9.47
1982 1.17 0.91 2.51
1983 1.18 0.93 2.54
1984 1.19 0.92 2.56

Source. National Center for I lealth Statistus
Source: Dana liughes. et al.. The Health of .1mer lea's Children. 1987.

TABLE 3A
PERCENTAGE OF BABIES BORN 10 WOMEN RECEIVING

FIRST TRIMESTER CARE. BY RACE, U.S., 1969-1984

Year All Races White

Nonwhite

Black Total

1969 68.0 79.4 42.7 44.5
1970 (37.9 72.4 44.3 46.0
1971 68.6 73.0 46.6 48.1
1972 69.4 73.6 49.0 50.6
1971 70.8 74.9 51.4 52.9
1974 72.1 75.9 53.9 55.3
1975 72.3 75 9 -,5.8 57.0
1976 73.5 76.8 57.7 58.8
1977 74.1 77.3 59 0 (30.1

1978 74.9 78.2 (30.2 61.4
1979 75.9 79.1 61.6 62.9
1980 76.3 79 3 62.7 63.8
1981 76.3 79 4 62.4 63.8
1982 761 79.3 (51.5 (33.2

1983 76.2 79.4 613 63.4
1984 76.5 79.6 (32.2 64.1

Source National Center for Health Statistics
Source. Datla Hughes. el al. The Health of ,1rm lea's Children. 1987

There are also indications that the incidence of childhood disability
ma). be on the rise. Between 1960 and 1980, the percentage of
children reporting a disability that limited normal childhood activities
doubled. from just under two percent to nearly finer percent of all
children (Figure 4). Pool children are more likely than non-poor
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children to report disabilities of this severity.'' Improved reporting of
childhood disability ma) account for some of this increase,"" but the
increased incidence of very lo %% birth %eight infants, and the far
greater rate of sun iNal among these infants, ma) also be contributing
to the greater prevalence of childhood disabilities. While ne%% born
technology has reduced the risk of disability, it cannot eliminate it.
As more low birth weight infants sun ne into childhood. the number
of children %% ith chronic medical conditions of %aning degrees of
severity will most likely increase.

About 3.77c of all children, and 5.2% of all lo %%-income
are seriously disabled. More than ten percent of all children (and a
greater percentage of all lo %%-income children) would be considered
disabled if the standards utilized under special education programs
were applied.29 This group includes children %%ith learning disabilities
(4.5%), speech impairments (3.0%), mental retardation (2.0%), emo-
tional disturbance (1.0%), sensor) impairments (0.3%) and physical
disabilities (0.4%). If children %% ith milder functional impairments,
such as uncomplicated asthma, correctable vision or hearing impair-

TABLE 3B
PERCENTAGE OF BABIES BORN TO WOMEN RECEIVING LAFE

OR NO PRENATAL CARE, BY RACE. U.S., 1969-1984

Year All Races White

Nonu hite

Black Total

1969 8.1 6.3 18.2 17.7
1970 7.9 6.2 16.6 16 2
1971 7.2 5.8 14.6 14.1
1972 7.0 5.5 13.2 13.1
1973 6 7 5.4 12.4 12.3
1974 6.2 5.0 11 4 11.2
1975 6.0 5.0 10.5 10.4
1976 5.7 4.8 9 9 9.8
1977 5.6 -1.7 9.6 9.5
1978 5 4 -1.5 9.3 9.1
1979 5 I 4.3 8.9 8.8
1980 5 I 4.3 8.8 8.8
1981 5.2 4.3 9.1 8.9
1982 5.5 1.5 9 6 9.3
1983 5.6 4.6 9.7 9.4
1984 5 6 -1.7 9.6 9.3

Note: Late care is defined as starting in the thud th unestel
Source: National Centel for health Statistics.
Source: Dana I lughes et al . The Health of Amenra's Lhzldten. 1987
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TABLE 4
SURGEON GENERALS 1990 GOALS

FACE SHEET FOR EH E NAFION

1984
Average rate

change per Neal

Average late change
needed per %ear

to reach the
Infant Mortality Rate 1978-84 1990 goal

lima! 108 -0.50 -0 30
White 9.1 -043 -0.07
Nonwhite 16.1 -0.85 -0.68
Black 18.1 -0.78 -1.07

Neonatal Mortalit%

"INA 7.0 -0.42 -0.08

Post neonatal Mortalit%

Thial 3 8 -0.08 -0.99

Low Birth %%eight

'final 6.7 -0.07 -0.28
White 5.6 -0.05 -0.10
Nonwhite 11.1 -0.13 -0.35
Black 12.4 -0.08 -0.57

Prenatal Cale

'Thud 76 5 0.27 9.25
White 79.6 0.23 1.73
Nonwhite 64.1 0.5 4.39
Black 6`).9 0.33 4 63

so,,,,, pubh, I le,dth se,,,,,.. The 1990 Health objethiv, pm the Nal .1 A 1 !de

Reiwie. 1986.

ments and moderate emotional disturbance are included in calculat-
ing childhood disability rates. then 20r, of the child population, and
an even greater percentage of lots- income children, %%ould be consid-
ered disabled.'"

FA idence suggests that the growth in actix it)-limiting conditions
among children is occurring %.% ithin selected condition classifications.
For example, large reported increases between 1969 and 1981 oc-
curred for respirator % diseases. mental and nenous disorders, ortho-
pedic impairments, encloo ine. nutritional, metabolic and blood dis-
ordeis, and (Cl taro congenital anomalies ('lable 6). I) the extent that
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TABLE 5
PROGRESS TOWARD THE SURGEON GENERALS OBJECTIVE

FOR FULL ININIUNIZAFION FOR CHILDREN AGE TWO

Year N1easles Rubella N1unips ITFP'
1980 80.7 83.0 83.9 80.2 87.0
1981 80.9 81.5 83,9 79.1 87.6
1982 78.6 84.3 81.1 79.0 88.
1983 78.6 83.9 819 78.1 88.4
1984 74.2 81 7 76.7 78.4 85.8
1985 76.7 81.7 77.3 78.9 85.8

1990
Objectne 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0

*N11 inummiiatum at this age is defined as !Ince or nun e t.iutn.tunis
Sow cc Unpublished data from (,enters for Disease Contnil, l S IIIIIM11117.111011

Sone% In Ka\ Johnson. Mai It Ilahhing Oto en? Childi en s Defense Fund. 1987.
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TABLE 6
PREVALENCE OF CHRONIC CONDITIONS CAUSING AGFI V ITY
LIMnAnoNs AMONG CHILDREN UNDER 17 YEARS OF AGE

Condition Groups Pi evidence per 100M00

1969-70 1974-75 1979-80

Impairments:
Blindness, Impairment of Vision

irDeafness, Impameni of I fearing
Impairment of Speech, Special Sense.

Intelligence
Absence, Loss. Extremities, Certain

Other Sites
Paralysis. Complete or Pin tial
Specified Deformity of Limbs. "li mil,

Back
Non-Paralytic Orthopedic I miNurment
Defect, Abnormalit y, Special

Impairment
Disease and Injuries:

Infective, Parasitic Diseases
Neoplasms
Endocrine, Nutritional. Metabolic.

Blood Disorders
Mental, Nervous System Disorders
Diseases of Eye. Ear
Diseases of Circulator y System

steinDiseases of Respirator y Sy ste
Diseases of Digestive System
Genito-Urinary Disorders, Pregnancy,

Childbirth
Diseases of Skin, Subcutaneous Tissue
Diseases of Musculoskeletal Sy stem.

Connective Tissue
Certain Congenital Anomalies, Causes

of Prenatal Morbidity
Certain Symptoms, III-Defined

Conditions
Injuries

All .Acevitv-Limiting Conditmns

71

113

385

93
198

190
130

8:i

26
33

79
178
99

150
641

39

47
33

59

82

72/...

26
2680

93
186

417

36
115

187
227

90

20
0

109
320
202
126
945

54

47
76

124

154

77
97

3672

75
171

567

28
115

205
209

66

18

23

142
382
235
112
979

49

47
72

121

123

83
24

3847

Smut(' Paul No het 1, el al. II ends in .1t H' IR Limiting ( In unit Condition Among
Child!en. 4.7mm/dour nal of Pahl:: !leak ... . Feb! um % 1086
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any of these conditions sire more prnalent Among low bit th weight
infants, their incidence may increase as more of these infants stir% ive.

A small percentage of children w ith chronic illnesses and disabilities
suffer such a degree of disability that they can be considered technol-
ogy-dependent. Between 17,000 and 23,000 children have «mditions
that require either breathing or digestion related life support sys-
tems." An additional 40,000 to 75,000 children may be dependent
on a somewhat less continual, but nonetheless high cost, limn of
care." About two percent of all children stiffer from one of eleven
major childhood diseases, including cystic fibrosis, spina bifida, leu-
kemia, juvenile diabetes, chronic kidney disease, muscular dystrophy,
hemophilia, cleft palate, sickle cell anemia, asthma and cancer."

In sum, health data indicate that the nation's modest rate of
progress in improving infant health first slowed and then halted
altogether during the 1980s. Moreover, a growing body of evidence
indicates that fewer children are receiving primary health serY ices
and that a greater percentage of children are disabled today, pet haps
in part because of the greater stir% nal true of lcm birth weight babies
and the greater incidence of wry low birth weight births. A significant
proportion of these infants, particularly poor infants, will be left with
a disability or impairment serious enough to limit normal childhood
activity. Given the higher incidence of death and disability among
poor children, these eroding health trends undoubted!) will continue
as long as childhood pmerty rates remain severely eknated.

HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE AMONG CHILDREN

In the United States, health insurance and direct payments consti-
tute the two major sources of health care financing." Low-income
families, who by definition do not have adequate resources to pay lot
health care directly, have a particularly pressing need fin health
insurance. Moreover, these families need «nprehensne coverage,
since even routine preventive and pediatric care can incur a "cata-
strophic" health expenditure when cost is considered in relation to
family income.

A disproportionate percentage of uninsured families w ith cata-
strophic expenditures lune incomes below the federal poverty !met.
This is particularly' true if' the term "catastrophic" is measured in
relation to family income 'Ater than in absolute dollar terms (Table
7). Indeed, as a share of family income, direct expenditures far
impoverished children are six times greater than for child' en lining
in the highest income families."

Lack of insurance has a profound impact on children's use of

'JtU
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TABLE 7
PERCENT OF FAMILIES WI I II UNINSURED CA IASTROPI I IC

II EALFI CARE EXPENSES 1W VARIOUS '1 IIR1 SIIUI.DS OF
CAIASTROPI I IC EXPENSE, AND PERCENT IN POVERTY. 1977

Thresholds of
Catast»hic Expense

of all
Families %%ilk

I..111111111.1 C.,k1,1%t opill(

E. tenses

Pencil' of Families
%%hit These Uninsured
(:atastt (pint Es pc uses

I hal e in Po5et%

$2.200 Or mote 1.0; 5.2e4

5 pen cm of lama% income 19.0 31.5
10 pert ens of latml% income -17.5

'20 pet cent of famih income 1.:i 66.1

S(nitt 1 inplmee Benefits Resean It Iiilitute. /sot, Btu/. h)S7

health services. pat Mularb hildt en %%lilt disabilitis."' Uninsured
105%-income child' en 1(165 e 10(i less meth( al e than 11161 instil d
counterpaits. Uninstnd 105% -in«nne childi en %%lilt disabilities are
significanth less likely than instnd pool hildi en to ha5e regulat
source of (.11 e .111d 011h .1110111 hall as likek to e(else 11. es.

Despite did' gi edict need 101 «A mtge. 10x%- income families .ire
f.11 more likeh to be uninsta ed. and 105%-in«nne hildt en ate een
mote likely to be uninsined than lox(-in«nne adults.' Furthennote.
the numbel of uninstned t en is increasing. The chief causes of
decline in health co5eiage e the erosion of the pri5.ite insurance
s5 stem and the !dilute of I esidual public financing 1)101;1.1ms to fill
the gi 05% ing gap left 1)5 prbate t owtage. l'hese t 5%o trends resulted
in .1 1 fici Mu ease bet 5%een 198:2 and 1983 in the number of uninsin ed
child' en. !tom 9.b to I 1.1 million. Ibis int lease (min led despite the
most sustained peat clime economic rem\ er5 in this entur5 .

Private Insurance. Of the S -110 billion that Auto ans spent on
pet sonal health set it es in 1987. S136 billion---abou: one-third-5%as
paid flu ough p115aw instil ante.' Pi bate health :11S111.111t (011S111111eS

the single Ln gest soul« of imam ing for pet solidi health set it es."
'I-hus. huh\ idnals %%idiom pi bate health mstnant e. pat tit ulat 15 those
limn limy! -int ome families. Lit k the unit al economic means of
gaining health tare at tess.

Most pt i5 ate insut ant e is pt 05 ided as .111 employ mem -I elated f 1 inge
benefit. St:5(11'5-115e pencil' of .111 pt batch insured Ante' icans .11e
(net ed b5 emplo5 et -in 05 ided plans."' Emplo5 inmided (met age
is an exit enn-15 m11)011.1111 ton:ponem of emplo5e tompeusation for

easons. I it s1, instnant c t osts ate held &mit In:Luise tnetage is
f tit nishd on .1 gi (nip basis. Set ond. most mphn el s 5% ho do pros ide
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coverage underwrite all ot most of its cos( (that is. they pay 01 par(
of the annual pi emium) fol employees and Men families. These
employer-paid premiums constitute non-taxable income.

Even a decade ago. prim to the maim recession of tlu.. early 1980s
and the ensuing elfin is by employers to reduce then Labatt costs. 26
million Americans %vele uninsured. During the past several Years the
immix.' of uninsured Americans has grown signific ant b. In 1982.

of the non-agricultural, non-military U.S. population uncle' age
65 was uninsured; Ir. 1985 these immix.' s had increased by nearly
15%." Within this mei all increase, the number of %%cm kers h ithout
coverage grew b% 22'; and the numbei Of c hildren nuclei 18 h ithout
private coverage inc reased by 16c;." By 1985. one c hill in six had no
private insurance."

Persons tsithout pi hate health instnam e lh and large are menthe's
of the most econoinicallY (messed American families. Sixty-two pc' -
cent of the tminstned. and thre-quartels of ad uninsured children.
live in families with incomes that ale less than two times the fedeml
poverty level." On-third lire in families with poYel tY -loci incomes."

Because pi hate instil and e is an emplm ment-1 cl.atccl benefit, tippet -

income wage earners ale hi more likely to be p i n ately instned than
moderate 01 low-wage wra kers."' Mra echo . the nation finances in j-
ute insurance through tax losses (as a business-i elated expense fin
the employer and as hon-taxable inc fra the employee). 'Chas. it
is the highest inc oine %WI Lets is ho lecrite the most yaluable instn an«.
subsidy. given the bight!' dew ee of «ramensation and the highel
margin at which their incomes ale taxed.

Ironically. although inhale instn am e fra the midi -65 population
is mem hehningh flu nished as an employment benefit. the majority
of uninsured .tre yym kers. In 1985, 70(,"i of the ttninstn ed eithel %vele
full -time, yym kers. 01 Ined in families headed by a f
full-year Yon km'. Of' the mole than 12 million uninsur ed c hildren.
almost three-quarters lived h it h a family head h ho worked."

There are numerous I easons fin the increase in the number of
child' en h ho are not «neled by inhale health instuance. Most of the
reasons leflect long -term !lends. and Mei efra e the immix.' of unin-
sured children may well continue to increase.

First, the relationship between employment and health instil ante
obYiously means that almost all families h it II no c uu rent employed
members .arc likely to be excluded. Se«rad, the employer-based
system also excludes !molly paid workel s. since insurance e is a key
aspect of emplmee compensation. Fm example. 30t; of all employers
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who pay only the minimum wage to more than half their work force
offer no health insurance.'"

Third, the system excludes children of workers whose employers
either do not offer coverage to employees' dependents or offer it only
at an unaffordable cost (without subsidizing the family portion of the
annual premium). 20% of children who are not insured nonetheless
live in a household in which the family head has employer-provided
insurance.'"

Subsidization of employees' annual premium costsparticularly
the cost of family coverageis most prevalent in the case of large
firms, manufacturing firms, ar,d firms that pay higher wages. More-
over, employer subsidies for family coverage appear to be particularly
vulnerable to reduction as the pressure to contain labor costs in-
creases. One-third of the respondents in a recent nationwide em-
ployer survey reported that they had reduced contributions to their
word ers' (or their workers' dependents') annual insurance premiums,
thereby increasing their workers' share of premiums." The failure to
provide subsidized insurance among firms employing poor workers
means that children living in km income working families are only
half as likely as those living in non-poor working families to be
privately insured.

livo other factors contribute to the long-term nature of the trend
toward less private insurance coverage of children. First, as children
increasingly live in families headed by single parents, the likelihood
that they will not be privately insured grows (Figure 5). This is true
in part because female workers tend to be employed in lower-paying
jobs which are less likely to offer insurance,'' and in part because the
lack of two workers means that there is no second wage earner to
compensate in the event that the first wage earner is uninsured.

Second, the United States is witnessing a major shift in the type of
jobs the economy provides, away from employ meat in the manufac-
turing industries and toward gow th in the service sector." Manufac-
turing jobs generally base incl ,ded greater levels of employer-paid
fringe benefits, particularly health insurance. Service jobs, by con-
trast, are often part-time and lower-paying; and even if full-time,
these jobs ale significantly less likely to provide health insurance. "Ii)
the extent that the American economy continues this sh; ft, the nation
may be witnessing the inexorable collapse of a large segment of the
employer-based insurance system and the resulting dis-insurance of a
sizeable proportion even of middle class families over the long term.

Beyond the threshold issue of eligibility for benefits are problems
involving the scope and depth of private coverage. While the Preg-
nancy Discrimination Act" prohibits exclusion of routine maternity

_1 0 9
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FIGURE 5
Percentage of Children in Family Types Who Are Uninsured
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Source. Margaret Sulvet a and Katherine Sm,artz. At Uninsured and I., ncaPnpensated
Care: A Chartbook. 1986

benefits from private plan coverage, it exempts firms of fewer than
20 employees.55 More than five million privately insured women are
uncovered for routine maternity care.56

Moreover, despite the growing emphasis on plan coverage of health
maintenance and preventive services, many plans still do not cover
routine screening and preventive pediatric care, and others subject
coverage of even preventive care to deductible requirements that
effectively negate the value of preventive benefits for poorer families.
Prepaid health plans that emphasize "first-dollar" preventive health
coverage are an increasingly popular insurance option among larger
firms that provide higher levels of compensation. But a prepaid plan
option is less prevalent among firms employing primarily low-income
workers. Indeed, health maintenance organizations traditionally have
avoided marketing their services to less affluent (and therefore,
potentially sicker) populations. So serious is the lack of comprehen-
sive coverage for preventive care among lower-income children that
in 1980, a publicly insured poor child eligible for Medicaid was 1.5
times more likely than a privately insured poor child to have received
preventive health care during the year.57

Families with marginal incomes are in no position to purchase

V 0
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medical care unless it is absolutely necessary. Thus.. low-income chil-
dren with inadequate private cmerage frequently have medical needs
that go unmet, just as if they were completely uninsured.'"

At the other end of the medical cost scale, many insurance plans
place restrictive lifetime limits on coy ered expenses and contain no
feature to protect families facing high-cost catastrophic illnesses from
huge out-of-pocket expenses. It is not uncommon for funilies with
gravel) sick infants or children to find that within a matter of a few
years, or even months, their children have used up their lifetime or
annual plan coverage. Moreover, if these families attempt to change
jobs they may find that their children continue to be uncovered under
the new benefit plan's pre-existing condition exclusion clause.

As with eligibility for coverage. the depth of benefits in an employ er
plan is a direct reflection of the degree of compensation an employer
wi hes to provide. The broader and deeper a plan's coverage is, the

e expensive it becomes. (borer workers on average are less likely
to have comprehensive coverage. even though they are in greater
need of it. While the Tax Reform Act of 1986 curtails firms' flexibility
to discriminate against poor workers by pros iding more comprehen-
sive fringe benefits to their highly compensated employees,'`' it is
unclear whether firms will respond by enriching benefits for all
employ ees or b) reducing coverage and simply rewarding more highly
compensated workers in other ways.

At least one economist has estimated that the cost alone to the U.S.
"treasury of the employer-based health insurance system in 1986
alone was over S50 billion."' This makes the employer-based insur-
ance sy stem second in size only to Medicare. Yet the private insurance
system has not produced equitable coverage and benefit results; and
if an} thing, the inequities appear to be growing. Moremer, states are
preempted bx federal law tiom regulating the structure or content of
employ er insurance unless it is purchased through a private insurance
company." Since nearly half of all employers now self-insure and
thus are protected from state regulation under the Employee Retire-
ment Income Security Act (ERISA). it is virtually impossible to rem-
edy these problems at the state ley el. although many states hay e
attempted to do

Public Insurance. The inequities of the private insurance 5) stem
demand some type of residual public health financing s) stem for the
millions of limo} ered Families. ben if Congress were to enact federal
laws to expand and strengthen the employ el -based system, as legisla-
tion introduced by Senator Edward Kennedy during the 100th Con-
gress would do." millions of persons with limited or no connection to

11
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the work place would still be uncmered. Unfortunately however.
there is no uniform public health insurance program fOr families
with children sinAar to Medicare for the elderly and disabled.

The only federal. Eon-military program offering insurance-like
benefits to families with children is ..fedicaid, the nation's largest
grant-in-aid pi ogram for the poor. Enacted in 1963 as an adjunct to
Medicare, Medicaid was intended to "piggyback" onto public cash
assistance programs for persons receiving i,cilefits under the Aid to
the Aged, Blind, or Disabled (AABD)* programs. or Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) -,,rograms."' As a result of its
linkage to public cash assistance programs, Medicaid by and large
requires coverage only of those persons w hose family characteristics
and deep poverty qualify them for financial aid. Therefort, children
who are not "dependent" as defined under the AFDC program (i.e.
children who do not lie in families in w Inch one parent is absent,
dead. incapacitated or unemployed), historically ha'e been excluded
from mandatory coverage.

Since 1965 states have had the option of covering poor children
liYing in two-parent working families. But until 198-1, when this
cmeragc was mandated for children under age fiYe. nearly half chose
not to do so."' Similarly, since 1967 states have had the option to
extend Medicaid to pregnant women ineligible for AFDC benefits
either because they either had no children yet or had husbands at
home."" But, until 1986, w hen such coverage was mandated, 18 states
failed to do so."7 Since 1965, states lane had the option of covering
"medically needy" persons (certain individuals. including children,
w nose family incomes slightly exceed AFDC eligibility levels). Yet in
1987, 1-1 jurisdictions still did not cover these finuilies."8 Finally, as
states ha'e allowed their .AFDC eligibility levels to fall far below the
federal poverty leYel,'"' a declining percentage of even categorical!:
eligible poor families have qualified for coverage (Figure 6).

Thus, because of these fundamental barriers to Medicaid coverage
of children restrictive "categorical" eligibility standards, extremely
restrictive financial eligibility criteria and states' failure to exercise
coverage options .available to themthe percentage of poor children
covered by Medicaid has fallen dramatically over the past decade.'"
This declining toyerage of poor children was further exacerbated by
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. which eliminated
prey iously required coverage of children ages 18 to 21 w ho had

*Latel (011M 11(1died and ( pallded tutu tin Supplemental Se(ttlits Income (SSD
in ()gra tit

11.2
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FIGURE 6

AFDC Recipient Children per 100 Children in Poverty
1972-1985 (fiscal years)
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former's received AFDC benefits. The Act also severels cm tailed
AFDC (and thus Medicaid) benefits for adults and children !king in
poor working families.7' As a result of this latter action, nearls
500,000 children lost Medicaid coserage immediately-- and hundreds
of thousands of others %%ere permanent!) barred from coserage.7'

For those children who do quaffs for Medicaid. the scope of
benefits furnished, and the cost-sharing protections pros ided, are far
more extensise than those found in most pri\ate insurance plans.
This is particularly true in the case of primary sers ices, because of
the comprehenshe presentise medical and dental benefits asailable
through the Medic: .et presentise screening program (known as the
Earls and Periodic Screening Diagnosis and "Ii-eatment Program).
Howeser, mans states nonetheless fail to pros ide adequate lesels of
benefits, especialls in the case of extremely sick children in need of
intensive care. For example, 17 state Medicaid programs currently
place arbitrary limits on the number of inpatient hospital class they
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will cover." Moreover, many states maintain such low letels of reim-
bursement that in many communities tirtually no pros ider (especially
obstetricians) will accept Medicaid patients.''

Medicaid's eligibility, benefit and pro% icier participation problems
are compounded by the setere lack of publicly-funded health provid-
ers to serve the uninsured or inadequately insured poor. By 1986
only 13 states maintained publicly subsidized prenatal clinics on a
statewide basis, and only 23 states provide inpatient delitery services
for even a portion of their medically indigent pregnant women (of
the 9 million uninsured women of childbearing age in 1984, two-
thirds had family income, below 200% of the federal poverty level
approximately $18,000 annually for a family of three in 1987).
Moreover, no state offered a statewide system of comprehensive
primary care services for medically indigent chiklren.7" In 1986, some
600 federally funded community and migrant health centers served
over five million medically underserted Americans (65% of whom
were children or women of childbearing age), but another 20 million
persons remained unserved."

Finally, the federal Supplemental Food Program For Women, In-
fants and Children (WIC) provides basic health care and vital nutri-
tional supplementation to over three million pregnant women, tams-
ipg mothers, infants and children annually. Giten the positive
association between nutritional supplementation and birth weight, on
the one hand, and the negatite consequences of nutritional deficiency
on the other, WIC benefits constitute a key health service.78 Vet in
1987, WIC served only 40% of all eligible women ,tn:l children)."

FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN CHILD HEALTH POLICY

The grave shortcomings of the public and private health care
financing systems for pregnant women and young children have
taken a terrible toll in both human and financial terms. Infants born
to women who receite either no care or inadequate care ire at far
greater risk of death and presentable, lifelong disabilities. It has been
estimated that between 1978 and 1990, the nation will experience an
"excess" of more than 330,000 low birth weight births, at a cost of
S2.5 billion, a cost which might hate been averted had their mothers
received adequate maternity care."

This human tragedy also carries major financial consequences.
Repeated studies hate shown that pretentite intestment in maternity
and pediatric care, including prenatal care, risk-appropriate deliter-
ies and care during infancy and childhood which includes regular
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exams, immunizations, and teatmen of acute and chronic health
conditions. can save any.. bele from two to fourteen dollars for every
dollar invested." Yet. other than South Africa. the United States is the
only Western industrialized country that does not lime a national
maternal and child health policy.'2

If public health goals in infant and child health are to be achieved,
and if all children, regardless of family structure or economic status,
are to have access to a reasonable level of medical care, then the
following reforms must take place:

All pregnant women and children must be insured, either pub-
licly or . All poor children .1nd their families should lime
access to Medicaid, and all near-poor families should be able to
enroll in Medicaid for an income-adjusted monthly premium,. if
they do not otherwise have adequate private cmerage.
There must be sufficient and appropriate health providers to
meet the needs of undersened communities and populations.
This means that funding for the community and migrant health
centers should be sufficiently increased so that all underserved
communities and providers lime access to primary medical care.
Additionally, funding for the Title V Maternal and Child Health
programs should be increased so that eery underserved com-
munity can hme specialized maternity and pediatric sen ices for
medically and socially at-risk families with children.
Eligibility standards governing federal public health programs
must be simplified and unified, so that women and children can
more quickly obtain both medical and nutritional sec. ices. More-
over, the benefits mailable under Medicaid must be made more
uniform, so that geographic location no longer determines
whether a child has insurance or whether his or her insurance
covers an adequate range of benefits. Provider reimbursement
standards must be set in accordance with reasonable criteria and
public health agencies and health centers should be reimbursed
on the basis of their reasonable costs.
The WIC program should be expanded to sere all financially
needy women, infants and children at nutritional risk.
Funding increases for immunizations must be sufficient to ensure
that every child is immunized against preventable disease.

These fundamental improyements aie needed in order to ensure
that children receive necessary medical care prior to birth and
throughout childhood. There are indications that the nation is slowly
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heading in the right direction. Despite major deficits and budget
constraints vv hich in recent years have sty micd many vital social policy
reforms for families and children, modest but notable progress has
been made in reformulating national maternal and child health
policies. Legislation recently passed or currently pending in both
Congress and the states holds the promise of long-term reform over
the next decade.

Medicaid. During the 1980s, there has been no better e:-ample of
fundamental, positive changes in public policy than in the area of
public insurance coverage for low-income children. These advances
have begun to compensate for the reductions of the early 1980s. Since
the 1981 state and federal retrenchment in Medicaid coverage of
children, there has emerged a new consensus at all levels of govern-
ment that the traditional rules governing Medicaid eligibility for
families with childrennamely, the same criteria used to detemine
eligibility for AFDCare simply inappropriate standards to gauge
the need for publicly-subsidized insurance. This is particularly true
at a time when so many millions of low-income persons, including
millions of workers and families, are falling outside the private
insurance system.

Ironically, the 1981 Medicaid cutbacks themselves helped fuel this
reversal in thinking, in part because of their documented adverse
effects on coverage of the poor and in part because the 1981 legisla-
tion also included new state options to expand coverage for pregnant
women and children without also having to provide Medicaid cover-
age for more expensive populations such as the aged and disabled."
These developments coincided with the economic recovery, (which
led to the availability of additional state revenues), and a growing
awareness of child health problems, the Medicaid coverage options
available, and the cost-effectiveness of child health care.

Together, these events encouraged a number of states to expand
Medicaid coverage of children. By 1986, between 12 and 15 states had
broadened their coverage of pregnant women and children. During
1987 and 1988 more than 40 states adopted major new Medicaid
maternal and child health expansions." Others supplemented these
Medicaid expansions with additional public health funding to develop
maternity and pediatric clinics. A series of federal reforms encour-
aged and accompanied these state activities. These federal reforms,
taken together, comprise the basis for a significant modification and
restructuring of Medicaid from what has been essentially an adjunct
to welfare into a basic public health program for persons without
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access to the private insurance system. The most important Medicaid
reforms enacted to date include the following laws:

legislation passed in 1984 and 1980 which requires states to
extend Medicaid to any pregnant woman or child under age five
with family income below AFDC eligibility standards, regardless
of' family composition;"'
legislation enacted in 1986 (strongly supported by both the
Southern and National GoYernors. Associations). which for the
first time permits states to pros ide Medicaid to pregnant women
and children under age five with family incomes above AFDC
financial eligibility levels but below the federal poverty level,
considerably simplify Medicaid financial eligibility standards, and
dramatically revise Medicaid enrollment procedures to more
quickly enroll pregnant women: "'' by December 1987, over half
the states had taken advantage of this new flexibility:
legislation passed in 1987 which permits states to provide Medi-
caid to pregnant women and infants with family incomes below
185% of the federal poverty level and to extend benefits to all low
income children under age eight: and"7
legislation enacted in 1988 mandating coverage of all pregnant
women and infants with family incomes below 100% of the
federal poverty level and pending a broad new set of benefits for
families making the welfare-to-work transition.'"

Other pending Medicaid legislation would permit states to extend
coverage to many near-poor families for an income-adjusted pre-
mium. Those assisted would include families making the transition
from AFDC to work," families with disabled children."' and other
poor or uninsured families."' Such a structural change would provide
for these families an insurance subsidy analogous to the one pros ided
to upper-income, privately-insured families through the tax system.
These bills, if enacted and implemented, along w ith legislation to
strengthen the private health insurance system, would dramatically
reduce the lack of insurance coverage among American families with
children.

Other Health Reforms. In addition to the Medicaid reforms, other
key structural reforms include: the Education for liandicapped Chil-
dr( n's Amendments of 1986 which for the first time pros ide federal
funding for the development of' early intervention programs for
infants and toddlers suffering, or at risk of. developmental delay ;"2
additional revenues for the Title V Mate, nal Child Health Block
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Grant Program and expansion of the Community Health Centers
and Immunization programs."

CONCLUSION

The issue confronting policymakers is not Is hether the nation can
afford health reforms for children but Is hether it can afford not to
enact long-term improvements. Young people between the ages of 16
and 24 comprised 23% of the U.S. population in 1978, but will
constitute only 16% by 1995." One in three of our new workers will
be members of a minority group. As the number of young workers
steadily declines, therefore, business and industry will be forced to
rely upon workers and potential workers in whom we trMitionally
have failed to invest. Our future prosperity now depends in large part
on our ability to enhance the prospects and productivity of a new
generation of employees that is disproportionately poor, minority,
unhealthy , undereducated and untrained. Good health can make the
difference between a thi is ing, productive and competitive workforce
and one hampered by presentable illnesses and disabling conditions.
Our national well-being depends on the future of child health policy.
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POVERTY, FAMILY AND THE BLACK EXPERIENCE

James P. Comer

THERE ARE LEAS i three major causes of economic poverty among
individuals. The first is structuralthe absence of either self-employ-
ment or other employ ment opportunities. The second is socio-env i-

ronmental the presence of factors Iv hich lead to attitudes, values or
ways which inhibit employment; employ ment seeking and job reten-
tion. The third is personallimited inch% idual development and
functioning in areas needed for success in the modern job market
including social and interpersonal patterns of behavior, psycho-emo-
tional and moral attitudes, speech and language skills, thinking and
school learning abilities and others. All three causes are interrelated
and can be more or less at play at the same time.

Policy-makers can develop approaches which diminish the struc-
tural causes of poverty, and which promote attitudes and behaviors
that help communities and families support adequate individual
functioning among most ieople. TO accomplish these tasks with
respect to children, policy-makers need an understanding of the
processes of child development and the kinds of experiences and
support children need to function well. However, they also need to
understand the Iva} institutions and conditions external to the devel-
oping child and family are operating, or have operated in the past, to
either promote or prevent poverty.

As a nation of former immigrants, current immigrants, former
slaves, former prisoners and other pc' sons s ho once lived under
difficult conditions and ho overcame, we revel in and glorify the
spirit of independence and individual effort that has made great
national and individual success possible. But we also overstate the
case, underestimating the cost and the role of structural factors Iv hie h
influenced such success in the past, and failing to recognise the
changes that have occurred for over one hundred and fifty }ears that
make the individual and family escape from poverty more difficult

109
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today than it was in earlier times. These misperceptions are particu-
larly pervasive with regard to pmert) among minority groups in the
United States, especially blacks.

THE EFFECTS OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CHANGE

When enough families are able to earn a thing, meet basic net ds
and function reasonably well, then social networks and communities
usually constitute wholesome en) ironments in w hich adequate child
growth and development are the norm. Good functioning is most
likely when authority figures within such networks are able to influ-
ence most people to live b) socially desirable standards. This is
possible because constructie belief systems -often grounded in reli-
gion, but sometimes based on a family, comet nity or national
ethospositively influence the I la) ior of the fininhes involved. But,
although minimal income is not an absolute deterrent, desirable
family functioning is nonetheless more difficult to sustain without a
reasonable threshold level of economic opportunity.

Prior to 1900, most heads of households in this country could gain
employment or engage in self - employment in a largely agricultural
economy without education or any special skills. In rural areas it was
possible to produce the goods and services needed for survival.
Families often worked together to do so even into what was the early
industrial era after 1865. And man) could live off the excess of
agricultural products even when they were unemployed. Ti-ansporta-
tion was slow and mass communication was limited: thus, information
and influences from outside a comnumit) were minimal. These
economic and social conditions together ga%e great power to belief
systems generated by authority figuresreligious, political, economic
and parentalwithin a community.

Children grew up in families that were enmeshed in social networks
of selected and more or less accepting friends, kin, organizations and
institutions. Each social network had political, economic, social and
emotional ties to, and a particular status in, the larger but local
society. Through local and regional institutions, groups were tied to
institutions of the still larger national society. Despite significant
exceptions and variations, a highly dominant mainstream culture
evolved nationwide. The degree to w hich heads of households could
provide for themsehes and their families largely determined their
sense of adequacy, well-being and belonging. But these features of
self-esteem were also determined by the family's and social network's
ability to identify with, believe in and, in turn, experience well-being
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in the local culture and beyond. The sense of well-being and belong-
ing encouraged families and their social networks to live by standards
and belief systems established and reinforced by authority figures
and leaders at every level of the society. And in this period in
American history the standards and expectations were more or less
the same at every level.

These conditions created a sense of community and relatedness.
School was a natural pa.-t of the community. As a result there was an
automatic transfer of authority from home to school. This transfer
permitted neighbors, friends, school staffs and others to promote a
kind of functioning and development of children in and out of school
that was generally accepted as desirable. Moreover, the level of devel-
opment needed to carry out adult tasks was not very high. One could
leave school with only modest education, obtain a job. pros ide for self
and family experience a sense of adequacy for being able to do so,
and in turn be moti}ated to perform well as a family member and
citizen.

But by 1900 about half our population was in urban areas. And
between 1900 and 1945 the nation's economy became based on hea}y
industry. Employment and self-employment more often required a
moderate level of education or special training, although there were
still many economic opportunities for uneducated people. After 1900
it became increasingly difficult for families to produce their basic
human needs themselves or to li'.e on agricultural abundance. They
became increasingly '.ulnerable to economic downturns. And the level
of personal development necessary to earn a living was creeping
upward. Children from the families who functioned best in the pre-
1900 period recei}ed social and de}elopmental experiences that pre-
pared them to function adequately as adults after 1900 more often
than children from families who were not functioning well in the
prior generation.

Although he economy changed significantly during the 1900-
1945 period, the nature of community changed only modestly. Right
into World War II. America remained a nation of small towns and
rural areas. The cities were. in many respects, actually collections of
small towns. Transportation development occurred fairly gradually,
as the horse and buggy age of the turn of the century really ga'.e way
fully to the automobile age by 1945. Compared to today, mass
communication was also limited and affected the day-to-day lives of
families much less than it does now. With limited transportation,
heads of households often walked to work and to recreational and
other dui} ities. And recreation was still usually communalamong
friends, through social and religious groups and organisations. Under
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these circumstances. authority figures still interacted with each other
a great deal and the powerful among them were able to influence
greatly the way most people lived. And parents, teachers. neighbors
and friends were still the major sources of information, guidance.
direction and control for children.

After World War II, the economy moved rapidly into the last stage
of the industrial era, or the science-based, early technological period.'
Most importantly, education and/or training became the ticket of
admission to primary job market opportunities, whether the job
actually required it or not. Children from families that functioned
reason.cbly well in the previous economic era were able to give their
children a developmental experience that would allow them to acquire
the high level of education and training nteded to be successful in
the job market of this era; and the same scenario is applicable to the
post-industrial age that has emerged in the 1980s.2

The science and technology age spawned conditions that decreased
the sense of community which existed prior to the 1950s. Improved
transportation began to make it possible for adults to work long
distances from where they lived. Recreation became less often com-
munal and more often took place outside the local community. This
decreased the interaction among important authority figures in the
lives of children. Public policy encouraged suburban sprawl, mostly
without any provisions being made to create community in the new
settings, or to maintain a sense of community in the urban places
being abandoned. Health, education and other public policies were
made with little attention to how they vvonld affect community and
family life, and child development. Racial and class biases in housing
contributed to the isolation of minorities and different income
groups.'

Television emerged as a powerful and pervasive force in the lives of
children and adults alike. It brought attitudes, values and ways from
around the world to children directly. not through the important
authority figures who in all the previous history of the world had
provided children s ith knowledge about and interpretation of their
emironment and experiences. Sometimes the information was differ-
ent from and in conflict with what parents were trying to teach their
children. And most of all, young people simply received much more
information, and more models for behavior. than ever before.

In some ways all of this was liberating because powerful authority
figures could not impose unfah attitudes and conditions on vulnera-
ble groups as easily as in the past. But behavioral expectations were
no longer as clearcut, the env ironment was not as predictable as in
the past, and the sense of rclatedness and belonging could not exist
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to the same extent. Constructive role modelsteachers, doctors,
policemen, othersbecame more distant to many. While the school
usually remained a part of the neighborhood, it was often not a part
of the social network or community of many finnilies.

As social and class differentiation increased, distrust and eventually
alienation developed between a variety of sere ice givers and the poor.
Identification and internalization of the attitudes, values and ways of
nuddle-class America and its institutions took place less often. And
the transfer of authority between home and school was no longer
automatic. Many families were alienated to the point that the had
attitudes, values and ways that were sl_arply different from those of
the mainstream societythe value of education being one. Such
conditions permitted much more acting up and acting out on the
part of children than was possible when the sense of community and
relatedness was greater. The organization and management of
schools was not adjusted in a way that would enable them to help non-
mainstream children or their families manage the complexities of the
new age.'

Nonetheless, children are no more mature in the post I950s world
than children ever were. Given the complexity of today's ..ociety and
economy and the high level of development needed to function in it,
they need more adult support for development than ever before, yet
they probably have less than ever before. In addition to a loss of
support for development from the existence of a community, there
are fewer extended families. There are more families in w hich both
adults are working. There are more families in w hick no adults are
working. There are more families headed by y oung single parents.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT, EDUCATION AND POVERTY

Ben families with adequate income and education feel stressed by
the complexities of this age and need help in supporting the devel-
opment of their children. Despite the need, we have an education
system in which a large number of professionals, if not a majority,
have not had adequate training in applied child doelopment, and
cannot establish and manage schools that support the development
of students.

The purpose of child rearing and development remains the same
to enable children to function adequately as children and adults in a
competitive, democratic, open society. Children are born totally de-
pendent for growth and development on the interest and skills of
their parents or caretakers, and the public policies and practices
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which promote the ability of families, schools and other institutions
to influence it.

Newborns have biological potentials which must be developed be-
fore they can care for themsely es. They have aggressive drives which
must be channeled into the energy required for work and play, or
life; otherwise, such drives can be expressed in ways that are harmful
to the child and to others. Children have the capacity for relation-
ships, but this capacity. too must be developed in a constructive way.
Without adequate adult care the newborn will be underdeveloped
overall, intellectually retarded, psychologically disturbed or can die.

In the process of pro% iding the child with basic needs, emotional
attachments are established between the parents and child. These
attachments give parents or adults the leverage or power tc, aid the
growth of children along developmental pathways. Children first
learn to behave in a particular fashion by imitating, identifying with
and internalizing the attitudes, values and was of their parents.
These early relationships are far more powerful than is frequently
realized. They are the template, or prototy pe, for all future relation-
ships. This is not to say that significant growth, development and
change cannot take place after the first couple of years of life, but the
great importance of these early experiences must be appreciated.

Growth takes place along many developmental pathways simulta-
neously. There are several in which growth and development are
critical for adequate school or academic learningsocial-interactive;
psyd-;J-emotional-affective; moral; speech and language; intellectual-
cognitive-academic.' School or academic learning is facilitated by
adequate development in all of these other areas. Deye!opment along
these pathways takes place through ordinary interactions between
child and caretaker.

In the process, children develop control over harmful impulses and
learn how to wait, sit still, take in information and concentrate on
activities and tasks that wil! permit them to learn, first at concrete and
then at abstract and higher levels. At the same time, with adequate
care, children remain capable of spontaneous thought, exploration
and imagination. They are responsive to the instruction of "important
others." Early interactions provi the child with the beginnings of
inner control, direction, motivation and a sense of personal responsi-
bility, because exhibiting such beim for brings positive feedback from
those who matter. This enables the young child to experience a sense
of adequacy and confidence. It permits him or her to experience a
sense of belonging and security. Such children can approach school
at five years of age with a reasonable chance for success.

The degree to which adequate preschool development takes place
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depends greatly on the skill, sense of well-being, and motivation of
the primary caretaker or parent. The presence or absence of these
conditions depends a great deal on the experiences and level of
success of the caregiver. Also. the attitudes, values, childrearing
patterns and other ways of parents are greatly influenced by the social
network of friends and kin to which they belong. And, while there
are multiple social networks, all subscribe to attitudes, %clines and
behaviors that are either mainstream, marginal or antisocial. This
greatly affects the kind of experiences, attitudes, talues and habits a
child receives and adopts prior to school.

Children from mainstream social networks more often receite the
kind of experiences, and are expected to develop the kind of capabil-
ities and performance outcomes, that are desirable for functioning in
modern society. This increases the likelihood that they will make a
positive impression on and recent a positive response from school
staff. This, in turn, facilitates a positive attachment, or "bonding,"
between the child and school staff, enabling the child to imitate,
identify with and internalize the attitudes, values and tv4ys of the
school, including academic learning. When the experiences, expecta-
tions and tasks of the home and school are similar, parents and staff
are able to reinforce each other. And throughout the first three or
four years of school, positive interactions between a child, school and
parents enables him or her to internalize academic learning as a value
as well as to gain the discipline and skills to succeed. By the time a
child is in the detelopmental phase in which he or she is attempting
to diminish emotional ties to adults, around nine or ten years of age,
academic learning and desirable social behat ior hate already become
their own values and habits.

Children from social networks that are marginal to the mainstream
of the society have different preschool experiences even when their
parents are caring and hate reasonably good childrearing skills. Many
such parents are alienated from social normsthey may not be able
to read or write well themseltes, may not be employ ed, do not vote
and cannot teach their children the social-interactive, problem sok ing
or other skills needed in school. Such children often gain skills that
are useful on the playground, in the housing project or on the street,
but they are skills that are not useful in school; in fact, they often
create problems. A child st ho comes home and complains about being
beaten by other children and is told that if he or she does not fight
back there will be another beating at home is learning behavior that
may be functional for stir% is al. But such responses will get children
into difficulty in school, where they are expected to negotiate and
work out disagreements, or invoke school personnel in doing so.
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Similar patterns of' behay for may not be yy rong, bad or even undesir-
able at some times or in some places. 'Thus. when families are Hying
under economic and social stressmore often the case for non-
mainstream familiesparents are less often able to pi omote the level
and kind of development needed for school success.

Underdevelopment in the social-interactive area is often viewed as
bad behavior. Inadequate psycho-emotional development is often
seen as immaturity. Children who manipulate, take the possessions of
others, distort the facts and more are usually viewed as troublemakers
with low morality levelsliars, thieves, irresponsible. And children
with poor self-expression. limited curiosity about things of impor-
tance in school and with little apparent drive for knowledge are
viewed as having limited ability. All of these perceived shortconungs
may represent underdevelopment that could be modified by appro-
priate school and home responses. But more often than not the
response on the part of the school is to punish such children or to
have low academic and behavioral expectations for them. This leads
to a struggle between school staff and child and often to a downhill
behavioral and academic course for the child.

Because most children are easily influenced by adult caretakers
befnr the age of eight or nine years, even the most underdeveloped
children can respond positively to reasonably caring and effective
school staff. And as a result, there can be growth and development in
all of the critical areas through the early school years. But around
eight or nine years of' age, about third grade or so, at least two
developments begin to limit the school achiexement of underdevel-
oped children. First, they deYelop the cognitive capacity' to under-
stand that they are different in style from the mainstream children
and from school staff, and the significance of this. If they have not
developed a posime relationship to academic expectations by this
period, they are also not likely to be prepared for the higher level of
learning that is now required. Simultaneously. they are entering a
developmental phase in sy hich they begin to pull away from their
emotional and social dependence on adults. These factors combine to
decrease the importance of academic learning to them. Academic
learning is not internalized as a value of its own; the discipline and
motivation to learn is not adequately developed. This often leads to
inadequate academic performance and early school leaving.

The experience of children from anti-social networks is similar to
that of children from social networks marginal to the mainstream.
They have learned trou,lesome attitudes. Values and habits that most
often lead to school failure. But there is eYen less chance that they
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can form positive attachments and bonding w ith school people. And
failure in school is even more likely.

In this post-industrial age, most children who fail in school
children who do not gain academic skills or credentials or adequate
social or interpersonal skillsare likely to fail in life after school.
They are able to hold only marginal jobs, if they are able to hold a
job at all. They experience personal mental anguish, even illness, to a
disproportionate degree. They are overinvolved in all of the social
problem areas. And it is highly likely that their children will have a
similar experience in the next generation, perpetuating poverty.
personal anguish and social problems.

Blacks hate had a more traumatic social history and have been
more adversely affected by changes in the economy, educational
requirements, racial bias and antagonisms than other groups of
Americans. As a result, there is a disproportionate number of mar-
ginal and anti-social black families. And the troublesome relationships
between black families under the greatest stress and mainstream
institutions make it difficult for many black parents to prepare their
clinch-en for school, and make it difficult for schools to respond to
the needs of their children. Guilt and denial relative to the experience
of blacks permits rationalization and scapegoating, and makes it
difficult to appreciate the role of structural forces in creating poverty
among many. And yet, we must be able to understand the economic,
social, em iron mental and individual problems the black experience
has created, in order to develop effective public policies and practices
needed to promote success in school and to prevent and reduce
poverty.

THE BLACK EXPERI,NCE AND POVERTY

Most groups who came to America were able to experience a
reasonable degree of cults al continuity in the process and were able
to undergo several generations of development that paralleled eco-
nomic change in this countr, . Most groups were able to maintain
either a language, religion and/or °the' aspect of the culture of their
old country. Some moved in large numbers from one place in the old
country to one place in the new country. This permitted a degree of
social comfort and cultural cohesion.

Opportunities in the mainstream of the society facilitated family
functioning and stability and served to moth ate families to prepare
their children to achieve. This set up a push-pull phenomenona
pull for development from outside of the family and a push for
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development from inside the familY and social netwoi k. And. again,
the economy permitted people to achiese with low levels of education
and training prior to 1900, but 1 equired moderate levels between
1900 and 1945, and high levels after 1945, particularlY after the
1960s.

The initial black experience in America, unlike that of any other
ethnic group, was characterized by the involuntary imposition of
cultural discontinuity and b) strictly enforced exclusion fwm the
mainstream of American society. The conditions of' slaver) destroyed
the fundamental infrastructure of the Africans' cultural and social
institutions. FOrmal segregation, and active and passive discrimina-
tion, continued into the post-World War II period to maintain eco-
nomic and social isolation fOr black families. And effective political
powerboth cause and effect of cultural cohesionhas only been
won in the 1970s and 1980s.

The political, economic and social institutions of Africa had pro-
vided guidance, direction and motivation for participation in the
societies of Africa in a way that people experienced a sense of
adequacy and well-being. In the movement to this country. however,
Africans lost not only their language and religion, but also were
denied all of their other guiding institutions of community and
society. Only aesthetic remnants of their culture that did not interfere
with slavery were permitted. The conditions of slaver) did not pro-
mote cultural cohesion.

Indeed, a slave culture was imposed. Slavery was a system of forced
dependency. The slaves had no way to experience adequacy other
than through the acquisition of an adopted religion. oi by per forming
as a "good slave"an adequacy determined by the masterin effect,
an inherent statement of inadequwy. Fol most slaves there was no way
to work toward a better life condition.

Knowledge from the social and behavioral sciences tells us that
these conditions are all severe obstacles to good mental health. In
consequence, troublesome attitudes. values and habits were created
among a significant number of the slavesgeneral acting-up mid
acting-out beim% ior. working as slowly as possible, leaving tools in the
field to rust and other fimms of passive aggressive rebellion, func-
tional as a defense of the psyche against the self-abasement of slavery,
but irresponsible and self-harm; ill as personal habits after slavery.
Hopelessness, depression, low self - esteem and a variety of other
troublesome conditions were created b) slayer). And among many
blacks, these troublesome conditions, attitudes, %allies and habits were
transmitted from parent to child fin generation Ate' generation, as
slavery was replaced by segregation and discrimination.
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Some blacks took the Protestant religion prominent in the South
and fused it with the rem. its of African culture and created the
Black Church. The Black Church provided a belief system and a
culture that enabled many to experience a sense of adequacy, worth
and hope for a better future in Heaven. And since some lived under
less oppressive conditions in slavery, together the Black Church and
less oppressive conditions were protective factors for some slaves and
enabled them to function as reasonably stable and adequate people
and families during and after slavery. In a 1969 study of black
students from the Southeast selected for their academic potential,
98% were the children of Black Church ministers, officers, and usher
board members." It is no accident that the Civil Rights leadership and
now the political leadership of the black community is disproportion-
ately made up of religious leaders compared to other groups.

Opportunities in the mainstream of the society after slavery could
have intersected the pattern of defeat experienced by most black
individuals and families. But the vote was denied to blacks through
violence and subterfuge. This was the case for many right into the
middle of the last stage of the industrial era, the 1960s. And without
either the vote, or the numbers necessary to exploit it effectively
where it did exist, blacks could not gain through politics the means to
significant economic or social power. For the most part, blacks contin-
ued to be closed out of the economic mainstream. And without either
political or economic power it was possible for blacks to be closed out
of educational oppol t unities throughout the period during which the
rest of America was preparing for the age of science and technology.

As late as the I 930s, four to eight times as much money was spent
per person on the education of white children as on the education of
black children in the eight states that had 80% of the black popula-
tion. The disparity was as great as 25 times in areas that were
disproportionately black. Such higher education as was permitted and
financed was mainly in the professional areasteaching, nursing,
religion, medicine and lawfin the purpose of preparing young
people to serve other blacks, and thus the ends of segregation as well.
In the middle of the 1960s, one-half of Harvard University's endow-
ment was more than the endowments of the more than 100 black
colleges combined. The absence of political, economic and social
opportunity for blacks within the mainstream of American society
sharply limited the norm in the community. And the high level of
racial antag misin that existed because blacks did not have political,
economic or social power prevented even those who were well edu-
cated from receiving significant opportunities in the mainstream.

Despite these difficult conditions, most black families functioned
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reasonably as families well into the 1950s. The rural, small to,% n and
church culture, and income from work at marginal jobs, permitted
many heads of households to meet their adult responsibilitiesto
care for themselves and their families as responsible citizens of their
communities and the society. And as a result, as late as the 1950s,
only about 2 2 r% of black households re female-headedclose to
the 1417c fr white households which %%ere female-headed.' Most black
communities were reasonably safe.

But just as racial barriers began to weaken in the 19.10s, education
was becoming the ticket of admission to primary job market oppor-
tunities. Blacks, great l% undereducated before the 1950s, were most
adersel% affected 1)% this development. The countr% was at that point
entering the last stage of the industrial era, with an inceasingl%
science and technolog%-based econonu, but a disproportionate num-
ber of blacks were greatly undereducated and unskilled. And, in
addition, the positive impact of the Black Church and rural culture
generators of functional attitudes, values and habitswere lost for
many in the dislocation caused b) migration from the rural South to
urban centers of the North and South. Many families that once
functioned quite well began to function less -.veil.

With the emergence of a late industrial economy in the 19.10s,
families functioning best limited their site in order to gain greater
economic opport unit% . This as the case for the most successful black
families as well as whites. But many black families not functioning
well, indeed those functioning least well, did not limit their site to the
same degree. Thus, since the 1910s those black families most mar-
ginal to the mainstream of the tit:. let% have been ha% ing the greatest
number of children. These ale th,! families least able to take advan-
tage of the opportunities that have opened up as a result of the Cil
Rights movement Thus at this point, parts of the black communit%
appear to be going in opposite directionssome are functioning well
and preparing their c hildren for opportunities never ihailable before;
some are locked into social network attitudes, sidues and habits that
limit opportunity, and maintain and promote poverty.

When large segments of neighborhoods are poor and isoated from
the mainstream of society, other negative conditions emerge and a
vicious c%cle sets in. I leads of households %% ho cannot get primal% job
market work opportunities lose respect lot and confidence in them-
selves. Marriages more often do not occur, or fall apart. On the other
hand, many seek a sense of personal adequac% and self -fulfillment
through having child renilthough the cannot pro% ide for them.
These conditions promote negative attitudes about self and others,
anti-social and self - destructive beim% ior and low expectations.
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Economic development is less likely to occur in such areas. And. as
a lesult, an underground economy of drugs, trading in stolen prop-
erty and the like often emerges. Teenage pregnancy. gang member-
ship, welfare dependency and a number of other troublesome beha-
iors are ',inch more likely under these circtunctances than efforts to
participate successfully in the mainstream of the society. Families
liin oder these conditions are not prepared to give their children
the kind of preschool experiences that will allow them to present
themselves in school as socially and academically competent young
people with a reasonable opportunity for success in the classroom
and in the society.

Over time, the existence of this pattern, and its effect on several
generations of children, have led a subset of the black population to
extreme differentiation from the attitudes, values and habits of the
mainstream of the society. Alienation and anger towards the main-
stream have doeloped among large numbers of people trapped in
social networks different from it. Non-mainstream attitudes. values
and habits line been transmitted to succeeding generations to the
point that the so-called "underclass" different from both blacks and
whites in the social mainstreamhas been created. It must be empha-
sized that an undo dem.% hem been Healed, in the first installce by destruc-
tive social and economic circumstances reinforced by inappropriate
public- policies and practices, not by inherent cultural norms. It can
and must be diminished or eliminated by changes in mainstream
public policies and practices; it cannot be effectively reduced b; black
community of forts alone.

Social, economic and political forces from the beginning of this
country through the presentfrom slavery to the age of science and
technologyin one way or another led to poverty or inadequate
income among a disproportionate numbet of black families. Socio-
emironmental factors h hich sustained exclusion, and antagonistic
attitudes towards blacks, added psychological and social stress, result-
ing in beim% ior problems and attitudes among a segment of the
population that has been less protected by the kind of institutions
that generate organizing and consti ucthe belief' systems and condi-
tions. Families that functioned easonably well despite dif fit tilt condi-
tions under an agricultural dnd industrial society function less well
under a science and technology-based economy. As a result, dopro-
portionate number of black children do not experience the kind of
individual doelopment that penults them to pi epare lot the modern
job market as children, and to participate in it as adults, creating
poverty for themselves and setting the stage for pm en% among their
children in a subsequent generation. Without successful intervention
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the problem will be worse in succeeding generations. in that those
families under the greatest social stress, in all groups, hate the largest
number of children.

POVERTY REDUCTION

The kind of successful earl) childhood development that increases
the likelihood of earl) and later school success must be at the heart
of any effort to address poverty among the black poor. Fhe War on
Poverty contained this focus in I lead Start, as well as in other pro-
grams needed to reduce the level of povert)child care, job training,
community development and others. The major shortcoming of the
War on Poverty was that it did not serve the vast majorit) of those in
need, and it was not sustained long enough f 01 implementors to learn
from early effbrts and to develop more effective approaches in
subsequent years.

But, in addition to not being inclusive enough, programs directed
specifically at minorities, bloc ks in particular , did not ad:Iress a critical
issuerelationships. Because of out national need to understand
ourselves as a nation of successful individuals, w idiom a class of
victimsor to see the wounds of victims as self-inflicteddesirable
public policies and practices, from school integration to public hous-
ing and health provision, have been carried out without consideration
of' the relationship of' much of the black poor to the mainstream social
system throughout out history, and its impact on behavior. Because
these programs were not responsive to relationship tiesboth positive
and negativethe) have been less successful than the might have
been. This and other national developments have led to a backlash
against the poor and minot ities. Both the backlash and intervention
shortcomings must be addressed.

EDUCATION, FAMILIES AND SOCIAL NETWORKS

The education of most poor children will not be improved b.\ most
of the reforms suggested b Sc iolal s and public polic)makers over
the past five to ten )ears. These reforms address personnel and
curriculum standards primaril). ben when school reorganization is
mentioned, the concern appears to be about school site and staf f
control more than stall-famil)-student relation,hips. Most poor chil-
dren fail in school because their home experiences and relationships
do not prepare them for the school expel iences hic Ir, in turn, leads
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to difficult staff' - fancily- student relationships, and student underde-
velopment and underachievement. School success yy ill be more possi-
ble for low-income children, and more minority group children, yy hen
schools systematically decrease the real and potential alienation be-
tween school and families and their social networks, and make it
possible for the children to experience the positive attachment and
bonding, imitation, identification and internalization of the attitudes,
values and ways of school personnel and programs, that leads to
adequate development and learning. The Yale Child Stud) Center
team has developed a model designed to achieve these ends.

The School Development Program model was established in 1968
in two elementary schools in Neu Hawn, Connecticut as a collabora-
tive effort between the Yale Child Stud) Center and the school sy stein.
The two schools involved were the lowest- achieving in the tits, had
poor attendance and had serious relationship problems among and
between students, staff and parents. 99% of the students were black
and almost all were poor. Parents were angry and distrustful of the
school. There was hopelessness and despair among the staff'.

The Yale Child Stud) Center staffsocial worker, psychologist,
special education teacher, child ps) chiatristpros ided traditional
support services from these disciplines. But they were focused more
on trying to understand the underlying problems and hove to correct
them, or proem their manifestations wherever possible, than on
treatment of individual children, or on finding deficiencies among
staff and parents. Three program components were established in
response to the apparent needsa governance and management
group, representative of parents, teachers, administrators and sup-
port staff; a mental health or support staff team; and a parents'
group.

The make-up of the governance and management group permitted
the kind of agreement or consensus about expected child behavior
and performance, and staff behavior and perfOrmame, that existed
nationally m a natural uay prior to the 1940s, as hen the school yyas a
natural part of the community. The mental health team worked in a
way that pros ided the staff vv nth knowledge of child development and
behavior and the skills to use it in the classroom, and throughout the
school, to help the students grim and to compensate fin the children's
underdevelopment in critical al eassocial-interatiy e, psycho-emo-
tional, moral, speech and language and intellectual- cognitive-aca-
demic. The parents progi am was designed to support the overall
we I. of the school.

As parents worked with staffin a climate of mutual respect and
general agreementa message was sent to the students that the
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expectations of home and school were ba,ically the same. As the
governance and management group add' essed problems and oppor-
tunities in the school, utilizing know ledge of child development and
behavior, the functioning of students, staff and parents improved.
and the hope and energy levels of the staff increased. 1 he eventually
developed a comprehensive school plan that focused on impro% ing
the social climate, which, in turn, permitted an adequate locus on the
academic program.

Increased time for planning led to an improved academic program.
Eventually the curriculumand, indeed the entire school experi-
encewas designed to compensate for student underdevelopment.
An active staff development progam helped teachers, administrators
and parents alike gain the skills necessary to promote student growth.
Highly significant academic and social gains followed!' This model is
now being used in a number of schools in Neu Hawn and in other
school districts.

This model recognizes that historical conditions ha'e created family
and social network functioning problems for many, and ha'.e resulted
in the underdevelopment of children entering school. At the same
time, schools ha'.e not been organized in a way that addresses the
potential and actual relationship problems that interfere 'pith student
growth and development. This model puts in place mechanisms and
operations that permit the necessary groups to come together
despite suspicion and distrust created by differences in race, class,
education, etc.in a way that allows all of the adults invoked to
support the development of students.

There are many other successful school progams sen ing low-
income families across this country. The research of the late Ron
Edmonds identified corollaries of school success in low -income
communities" and a number of schools ha'.e created these conditions.
Westside Preparatory School in Chicago, directed by NIara Collins.
and a number of other prkate schools ha'.e been able to meet the
needs of poor children who have been unsuccessful in public schools.
But to address significantly the problem of powrty through educa-
tion, programs to sere such children must be successful on a large
scale. This requires success in public schools. Generally, most school
intervention projects hale focused on improl ing the academic
achiewment of poor children and not on ()lentil dewlopment
throughout their years in school. The mission of the school is to
prepare children for life success, with school success and Icork readi-
ness being secondary outcomes. A focus on dewlopment at eery
level, through adult maturation, is needed to prepare young people
to cope successfully in the complex world of today.
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In families locked in social networks that are reactite to their
exclusion from the mainstream, there are often negatite attitudes
about 1%ork and achietement. Mans young people grou up in homes
where parents do not work, Imrk infrequentlt hate difficult work
exI -riences and respond negatitelt to them, and so on. Man) simply
do not receite information about what it takes to work successfullt

Mark live in neighborhoods in which the underground economy
composed of marginal or criminal work actin itiesis financially more
rewarding than the mainstream economy. In many neighborhoods
the pimp, the prostitute, the drug dealer and other, similar "profes-
sionals- have the highest incomes. Without knowledge of or access to
mainstream social interactite and work skills and employ ment oppor-
tunities. the motitation for academic learning declines as young
people assess their ability to succeed in the mainstream workforce
and society. Intertention efforts, then, must go beyond improting
school performance and must pros ide the necessary skills and con-
tacts in the mainstream world of t%ork. Students must be connected
through programs intolt Mg home and schoolfrom kindergarten
through high school.

The Vale Child Studs Center School Detelopment Program has
developed a Social Skills Curriculum for Inner Ott Children. It
integrates the teaching of social skills and bask skills, and apprecia-
tion of the arts, in four areas of actit ities in uhich toting people till
need experience in order to succeed in the mamsneam uorld of work
and society business and economics, health and nutrition, politics
and goternment, spiritualleisure time. Through a number of simu-
lated and real actit ities in these four areas the youngsters experience
the reletance of basic skills to mainstream work and societal expecta-
tions. This increases their interest in basic academic 1%ork. lz also
improtes their social interactite skills, more needed in todat 1%ork-

force than in the past. The project is no deteloping similar programs
for the middle school and the high school. At the high school level. in
particular. there is an effort to create a nemork of exposure, experi-
ences and jobsin the real 1%orld 1% here possiblethat 1% ill make
students auare of opportunities -is uell as demonstrate the kind of
skills and behat iors necessart to capitalise on them. Again, just as

ith school staff. careful attention must be paid to the relationship
bemeen students front lm-income backgrounds on the one hand.
and employers on the other. Mutual respect and responsibilitt must
he promoted then cannot be assumed.

Making it possible for students to participate in the mainstream
wot kforc e would appear to be an obt ious benefit, and thus no
reinforcement support for this ef fort twuld seem to be necessart
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But such participation, for many, requires a change in social network
ties and relationships even a break. Sometimes the break is with
longtime friends and relatiles, eYen parentsw ho are, among other
things, a greater source of positive self-affirmation than members of
the societal mainstream. It is for this reason that acceptable main-
stream attitudes, values and was must be supported and reinforced
by groups who are releYant and important to the children and young
adults among the poor. Appreciation of this need led to the creation
of a Black Family Roundtable in New Haven.

The stimulus for the development of the Black Family Roundtable
was the National Conference on the Black Family sponsored by the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) and the National Urban League in 1984. In 1-385 t:te
NAACP and the Urban League in the New Haven area created an Ad
Hoc Committee on the Black Family made up of 14 black leaders
drawn from all segments of community lifeeducation, business,
religion, politics, housing, labor, social welfare and so on. The work
of this group eventually led to the establishment of the Black Family
Roundtable in 1986. The Roundtable works in two major areas
traditional advocacy on behalf of the black community and support
for health) youth development. Approximately 30 black community
organizations, including a significant number of Black Churches, have
been asked to support the work of the Roundtable.

The focus of the Roundtable on traditional achocacy issues should
result in more efficient and effectiYe action in this area,. but, at least
as important, it gives the organization credibility ' ithin all segments
of the black community. Because the Black Church has been the
major adaptive institution within the black community, its presence
in all areas of Roundtable work is critical. Credibility throughout the
black community, mill, it is hoped, enable the organization to sponsor
youth development actiYities such as scout tror-ps, youth clubs, etc.
Through these actiy 'ties, the black community that is most a part of
the mainstream society w ill hate the opportunities to deYelop mean-
ingful relationships with black youth, and will be in a position to
transmit the kind of attitudes, yolues and helm% ior that will lead to
success in school and in life. This program i., new and still emlying,
but its importance is its recognition of than relationship problem
between the mainstream of the larger society and the black c,,mmu-
nity, the black poor and alieted in particular.

Black community of fort, howeler, will be successful only in conjunc-
tion %% ith changes in maip.tieam public and priyate policy and prac-
tice in housing, jobs, economic development, crime redo( don and
other areas. It is rxhemeh difficult to promote and sustain desirable
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family functioning in crime-ridden communities. where there is little
economic opportunity. and where there is little sense of relatedness
and acceptance in the mainstream of the society. Under such condi-
tions. constructive belief systems and desirable behaYiors cannot stir-
} ive and thrive among enough families and inch} iduals to create
adequate preschool experiences for child:en in general.

PUBLIC POLICIES AND PRACTICES

Public and private policy-makers must understand the coping prob-
lems of man} among the poor as issues of relationship, development
and reactive behay for rather than as a lack of ability or desire, and
willful anti-social behavior. Policy- makers must understand how
changes in the economy since the 1940s have made it more difficult
for many families to cope. how scientific and technological develop-
ments have decreased local community support for child development
and socialization for adult life. while simultaneously increasing the
level of development needed to succeedthe highest level ever re-
quired in the history of the world. Public and private leadership
particulary the media, but schools as wellmust take responsibility
for attacking the my the that undergird attitudes responsible fin
growing hostility towards the poor, the minority poor in particular.
Without such understanding among the general population it will be
difficult to impossible to establish the kind and levels of pr6ects and
programs necessary to significantly reduce poverty.

In addition, institutions training professional and other set-% ice
personnel need to strengthen their focus on child development and
relationship issues. This is particularly true of schools of education.
Even today it is possible for the majority of educators to recei'.e
credentials in their profession without taking a single applied child
development or social and human behavior course. As mentioned
above, this often leads to puniti}e responses to and low expectations
of children who are underdeveloped or deYeloped in ways that do not
prepare them for school. And. oh} iously, there needs to be some way
to "retool.' those who are already working in schools without the
needed understanding and perspectives. But the need goes beyond
the school.

Over the course of our history we have made a number of public
policy errors, in part because policy- makers have limited understand-
ing of child development and social and human behavior. For exam-
ple, housing policies uhich forced the most successful families out of
public housing projects often left formes sharecroppers and tenant
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farmers, least socialized and prepared for functioning in the main-
stream of the society, without the role models and social organization
around them needed to promote conditions that would lead to
successful mainstream functioning. And even as the country moves
toward tenant ownership and management in an effort to promote
self direction and desirable functioning, policy-makers must take in* J
account that many such tenants have not had leadership experiences
prior to this time, and probably will not have adequate leadership
skills without training and support. Similarly, businesses and other
agencies attempting to work with schools serving the poor must
recognize the causes of school management failure and the resultant
student-staff-parent underachievement in them. Without such under-
standing, efforts to help often simply complicate and overwhelm the
schoolor, at best, lead to limited success. With adequate under-
standing of schools and the problems of the poor, it is possible to
design work exposure and experiences for young people and their
parentsthrough the schoolthat will better prepare students for
mainstream functioning in the world of work.

Again, early childhood programs must be at the heart of any effort
to reduce poverty in this country. It is through adequate socialization
here that children can be prepay d for school success. It is also here
that families can be involved in ways that allow them to better support
the development of their children. In the process, many parents gain
the motivation to improve their own level of functioning; and, in
programs properly designed, parents often gain the skills needed to
function in the mainstream of society. These efforts in school, com-
bined with housing programs that are sensitive to the needs of the
poor and job training programs .,:milarly designed, can significantly
increase the potential of poor families to function.

The Bible says, "Ye have the poor with you always." That ma\
indeed prove to be true; but, it is also true that in the United States
we have the capacity to limit significantly the number of people who
live in poverty, and to reduce the severity of their condition. We must
do so, for not only does poverty stunt the growth and development of
children and limit the fulfillment of their lives as children and as
adults, it also limits the quality of life of the overall society. Poverty
todaymore than in the pastcan destabilize a nation when the
f o-ces generating it are allowed to go unchecked. Thus. both for
altf wstic reasons and for reasons of concern about the welfare of' our
nation, we must attempt to find ways to prevent and reduce the
ravages of poverty.
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR INFANTS AN YOUNG
CHILDREN: PREVENTIVE SERVICES FOR

CHILDREN IN A MULTI-RISK ENVIRONMENT

Stanley I. Greenspan

DURING TM 1980s, a number of studies have been conducted aimed
at describing accurately the factors present in a child's life that
contribute to the existence of serious and damaging developmental
problems. The results of these studies now provide the basis for
identifying and dealing w ith some of the major causes of educational
and social failure that arise in infancy. New approaches are being
developed for multi-problem families that rely on an evolving under-
standing of the way children's minds grow in response to the condi-
tions of their envilonment, and particularly in response to the kind
of interactions they have with those who are their primary caretakers.

THE EXPERIENCES OF EARLY CHILDHOOD AND
THE ABILITY TO LEARN*

Equal opportunity for our citizen is one of American society's most
fundamental ideals. Historically, this has meant,. among other things,
providing children with a good education, through laws requiring
that they attend schools. Indeed, mandating that each child have an
education is, in many respects, a cornerstone of the "equal opportu-
nity" ethic.

But physical access to education starting with kindergarten is no
longer believed to guarantee access to opportunity to learn. It has
become clear that man) children w ith fine potential are already
educational failures by age four because the critical establishment of

*An eat het ctsion of this scowl' appealed III iftc 011tiOOk sethon of the Iladanglon
Post. Match 14, 1988
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learning capacity that occurs in the first three to four years of life has
been defective, or its development has been ignored.

Until relatively recently in our history, many infants didn't survive,
and those who did were considered basically only bundles of reflexes.
Young children were not given, even informally, the status and rights
of persons until they were old enough to talk and follow rules. Adults
assumed that real learning only began with the onset of a fully
developed capacity for reasoning. In this context, beginning chil-
dren's formal education when they had developed to the point that
they were ready to read, write and use numbers seemed to make
sense.

But now we know otherwise. The very abilities needed to learn,
reason, talk, follow rules and comprehend shapes and sy mbols are
themselves the product of preceding years of active learning. Such
basic behavior as paying attention and concentrating, trusting and
relating to others, controling impulses and actions, being imaginative
and creative, distinguishing fantasy from reality and having positive
self-esteem is either learned or not learned for the first time during
the first three or four years of life. If children have not learned to act
and to interact in these specific ways before formal schooling begins,
they will be impulsive, without hope, distractable and irrational.

In spite of the evidence, many people remain skeptical that vital
learning occurs in the first years of life. Ey m though it has been
known for a while that by five years of age the brain has grown to
three-quarters of its full size, it is only relatively recently that we have
been able to figure out when and how specific different emotions and
intellectual capacities develop.

We now know that a newborn can tell the difference between his or
her mother's voice and someone else's. He or she can (and will, if
encouraged) copy physical behavior of head and face. If the new-
born's word is chaotic and/or inattentive in the extreme a child will
exhibit distraction and confusion, or withdrawal. The evolving mind
and personality are learning to react negatively rather than positively
to the world around it. A mother who fails to touch, look at, or talk
to her inhint, or who shakes the infant too aggressively is likely to
have a baby who either seems to look inward or 'a ho stares at distant
objects, showing no recognition of or interest in other people.

By four months, the infant being raised in a generally positive and
interactive environment feels secure, aad is reads to relate to others,
to feel close and trusting. Four-month-olds can already take a special
interest in then parents or other caretaking adults. If the world is
aloof or overly intrusive, instead of smiling happily and
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forming positive expectations, an infant learns to withd.-aw from
others, to be distant and fearful. A few angry sounds and some
frantic gestures might be followed by gradual listlessness and eventu-
all) an indifferent solemn look.

By ten months, "cause and effect" learning is well established. The
infant whose parents "read" his other communications has already
learned how to have an impact on the world and to communicate with
his or her own brand of logicif I cry or reach out, I will be picked
up. Babies at this age can learn an impersonal type of "cause and
effect" by banging a block on the floor and hearing the sound. They
can only learn that each of their own feelings and intentions can have
an impact on other persons, however. if they receive clear, logical,
empathetic feedback from their caregivers. And if different inclina-
tions and associated gestures lead to different responses, babies also
learn to separate out the "meaning" of their own different feelings
and intentions.

Between 18 months and two )ears, children can begin to see how
pints fit into a whole, to communicate across space with gestures,
sounds and a few words and to control impulses and behavior. Wish
al, I intentionality are now part of' a pattern.

At this age, an environment that is s:gnificantly undermining.
abusive or overly permissi%e will teach a child to be fragmented,
passive or antisocial and destructive.

By age two, the child is encountering a large and complex world.
What we call play or pretending is important behavior in the testing
of concepts and ideas that structtne this complexity, both in terms of
outside reality and in terns of the child's feelings. By three, children
are learning to firm an image of who they are and to separate what
is real from what is not real. They also are read) to feel positive self-
esteem and optimism or they are beginning to he trapped in negativ-
ism and despondency. Before age four, children need opportunities
to reason about their needs and frustrations, to explore their imagi-
nations, to articulate their thoughts and feelings and to develop the
ability to see limits. They are beginning to use ideas as a basis for
logical thinking and problem- soling and to use language for com-
Municating thoughts and for labeling and understanding feelings.

In an arbitrary environment where ideas are misunderstood, ig-
,red or not encouraged, young children tend to become overl)

c crete, devoid of basic literacy skills such as the ability to see
al -actions, and are at the merc) of immature coping strategies. In
sue situations, four-)ear-olds learn to deal with frustrations eithei
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by hurting others, by exhibiting disorganized beim\ ior ,r by becom-
ing helpless and self-destructive. I'hese patterns et nonconstructive
but functional acts, including avoidance, vv ithdravval and the direct
discharge of behavior, are the same patterns found in older children
and adolescents who are delinquents, drug users, andAn the chroni-
cally helpless.

The early environmental determinants of success and failure are
all too clear. At one extreme, there are warm, consistent, loving
relationships which provide physical safety,. pleasurable emotions and
special experiences geared to the child's changing needs. At the other
extreme, there are inconsistent early relationship patterns, a lack of
physical safety, emotions of anger and rejection and a failure to adjust
to meet the child's changing developmental needs. Yet, there is
evidence that even with factors present that create great stress, such
as a mentally ill parent, families that Imo\ ide elements of the former
can teach their children to cope effectively. There is also mounting
evidence that when the latter conditions prevail, children can fail to
experience each of the necessary earl) learning opportunities, com-
ing into earl) childhood devoid of the most basic social and intellec-
tual competencies.

Clearly, in the first finer years of life, children are experiencing
their most fundamental lessonslearning to focus, to be intimate, to
control their behavior, to be imaginative, to separate reality from
fantasy and to have positive self-esteem. Well-mastered, positive les-
sons afford them real intellectual access to the educational system
and, therefore, to a reasonable degree, equal opportunity. Without
these early lessons, however, access to subsequent education and
opportunities can hardly be truly equal. The child vv ho cannot focus
his attention, who can't decode simple sounds, much less read letters,
who is suspicious rather than trusting, sad rather than optimistic,
destructive rather than respectful, and one who is lost in a sea of
fi ightening fantasy rather than grounded on a foundation of real-
itysuch a child has little opportunity at all, let alone "equal" oppor-
tunity.

Whatever abilities children might be bot n with, as they mature they
do not experience biological development sepal ate f i om env ii onmen-
tal needs nor, for that matter, from physical, intellectual of emotional
experiences. Poor nutrition, lack of consistent lov ing cat e and lack of
appropriate emotional interactive and cognitive oppot tunnies can all,
either separately or together, seriously compromise development. In
the extreme, even propel Maim th vv ill be compromised by seem e
lacks in any one of these areas.
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THE (X)NCEPI OF THE MULTI-RISK FAMILY

As converging findings from both human and animal studies have
indicated strongly that the Nast majority of developmental problems
in infancy are influenced by both biological and experiential en% on-
'bona! factors, it has become more apparent that the optimal time
fbr prevention and treatment is calk in the course of the disorder.
Yet a large gap still exists in the de%elopment of clinical techniques
and tools to assess, diagnose and intervene in a «imprellenske man-
ner.

We haw, ho%voel. made major ad%am es in identifying the capaci-
ties that are key to developmental progress, and in associating these
capacities, or their lack, %%ith specific conditions 'meson in patterns of
family interaction, Further, we have been able to associate the prooa-
bility of negative patterns with certain social conditions and other
family characteristics, so that %%e can no identil, families likely to be
at risk of inuinple problems, and, hence, likely to have children with
significant disabilities. This progress has permitted the creation of
ne%% intervention models %%hich, while not yet in %%idespread use,
nonetheless show promise.

Our present ability to monitor de%elopmental progress using rather
explicit guidelines, facilitates call% identification of those infants and
young children %%ho are progressing unsatisfactorily. For ex.imple, it
is now possible to e%aluate infants %%ho have dif ficult% de%eloping
capacity for focused interest in their immediate ens ironments, or
%%ho fail to develop a positke emotional interest in their caregiver's. It
is also possible to assess an infant's inability to learn "cause and elf ect"
intera( tions and complex emotional and so( ial patter ns, 01 by age two
to three, to create symbols to guide emotions and beha%hn . In
exploring the factors that may be contributing to less than optimal
patterns of deselopment, focusing on multiple aspects of develop-
ment in the context of c !cal l delineated de%elopmental and emo-
tional landmarks opens the door to «ninehenske assessment, diag-
nosis and preventise intervention strategies.

IDENTIFYING AT-RISK POPULATIONS

In multi -risk- factor families, the parents are often ps% ( hologicalls
impaired, social and economic stress is usually high and the parents
ale generally deficient in a %al iety of coping functions (including self -
care, planning for the future and judgment). Children in these
families are at risk not only of infant mortality but of illness, injury
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and serious disabilit) as well. particularly in the areas of ps)chological
and social functioning (luring the first years of life.

In the classic descriptive work on multi-risk-factor families b)
Pavenstaedt,' only 13 families (which had ,10 to 30 children between
the ages of 21/2 and 6 years) were studied, No ertheless, clinical
impressions from the stud) are striking. Almost all the children
showed social and ps)chological characteristics more consistent with
11/2 to 2 -year -olds in their egocentricity and need-orientation. Then
ability to use a symbolic (or representational) mode to plan tot filling
their own needs and to consider the needs and actions of others was
limited, and the had variable self-esteem. The tended to think in
fragmented, isolated units. rather than in cohesive patterns. The
were not capable of goal-directed, organized action and were limited
in their ability to socialize and interact appropriatel) fiw their age.
The children already had an ingrained defeatist attitude and the cote
of an aimless (either asocial or antisocial) personality.

'Iii find out how children learned such negative patterns we con-
ducted an in-depth prospective clinical stud) of multi-risk-factor
families.' A clinical approach, which studies infants, children and
families from multiple perspec tives and assesses the degree to which
developmental milestones are being met. allows extraction of the
clinical characteristics of vulnerable infants and families. It has been
known Cor some time that cei tain populations are clearl) at greater
risk than others fin pool cognitive, social or emotional development
(e.g.. teenage mothers. low-income families, infants with lcm birth
weight, and/or chronic physical illness). The cumulative impact of
multiple risk factors, including ps)chological as well as social charac-
teristics. however, until recent )ears has not been dead) identified.

This study focused on cumulative risk and invoked -17 families
referred prenatal clinics 01 other agencies with doubts about then
child rearing capacities (65ci b) medical facilities. I I by social
service facilities and onl) 177( b) mental health facilities). Man) of
the multi -risk families. often thought of as "social" and/or "economic"
challenges, had a high degree of psychiatric illness, inc hiding some
whose backgrounds included seete developmental intet fei elites and
disturbances in ps)chosodal functioning. In addition. earl) difficul-
ties in interaction abilities with their infants were observed. 61(/,'came
from families with a history of psychiatric distrubame. 3-te,i had
experienced psychiatric hospitalization themsehes and an additional
15(4 had some t) pe of outpatient contact with a mental health
provider.

Of these motile's. -11';'; had experienced physical abuse and 3N
sexual abuse prior to age 18, while 13(,:; reported citi rent physical
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abuse and a tendency to abuse or neglect their ow n children. (There
were significant correlations between past and present abuske pat-
terns.) Over two-thirds (6) ci) had experienced significant disruptions
of a parental relationship 01 parent surrogate relationship prior to
adolescence. Over 75fi:. had impaired ps)chosocial functioning in
either the famil), school, peer or wolk setting in childhood. adoles-
cence and now in early adulthood.

Some 18 items were considered to be unfavorable and put into an
"Index of Misfortune." Fitt) percent of the mothers had nine or
more "misfortunes" compared to a low isk comparison group w Inch
generally had none of these mews.

In addition. a series of reliable ps)chiatric ratings various ego
functions dealing with impulses and regulation of emotion, self -other
boundaries and maternallrelationship capacities predicted high-risk
group membership correct) about 98c of the time and low-risk
group membership about 85(2 of the time. Overall, close to 95ci'i of
these cases were correctly classified."

In general, the babies in the program. most of whom had been at
risk before birth, but had apparent) normal patterns of development
at birth (prenatal intervention having assured adequate nutrition and
other supports, including appropriate medical tale). showed signifi-
cantl) less than optimal development as earl) as the first months of
life. Pediatric. neurological and neonatal examinations at one month
of age. for example, showed developmental progression. but not the
increased capacity for orientation that is the noun. The stuck's high-
risk group tended to be less developed in orientation, habituation
and motor organization than average children at one month. even
after a few families with the greatest risk had left the program.'

II) three months of age. instead of at capacit% for self-regulation,
organization and an interest in the world, a number of babies showed
increased tendencies toward muscle rigidity, gaze a%ersion, and an
abseilce of organized sleep-awake. alert. and feeding patterns. Then
caregkers, rattle' than offering the babies comfort. protection and
an interest in the world. tended to w ithdraw from them 01 0%o-sti-
mulate them in a chaotic and intermittent fashion. At about the ages
of two to foul months, we expect to find in an infant the beginnings
of a deep, rich emotional investment in the human world. especial!)
in primal) cal egkers. also expect a human emir onment that w ill
"fall in love" ith the child and, in tin n, w ill "woo" that child to rettn it
the feeling in an effective. multi-modal. pleasurable mannel. Instead.
a significant number of these children exhibited a total lack of
invokement in the human woi Id 01 an in%01%ement that %%as nonef fec-
the. shallow and impersonal. and we saw caregivers Ito welt. emo-
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tionally distant, aloof, impersonal and highly ambhalent about their
children.

Between three and nine months of age, one expects an infant's
capacity for interacting with the world in a reciprocal. causal, or
purposeful manner to further develop and form a foundation for
later organized causal behavior or thinking (reality orientation and
testing). Instead, in the multi-problem families, the child's beim% ior
and feelings remained under the contro! of his internal states in
random and chaotic or narrow, rigid and stereotyped patterns of
interaction. The child's environment. instead of offering the expected
optimal contingent responsiveness to the child's varied signals, tended
to ignore or misread them. The child's caregivers were overly preoc-
cupied, depressed or chaotic.

Toward the end of the first year of life and the beginning of the
second, the child in the multiple-risk-factor family instead of showing
an increase in organized, complex, assertive and innouthe emotional
and behavioral patterns (for example, taking his mother's hand and
leading her to the refrigerator to show her the kind of food he wants),
tended to exhibit fragmented, stereoty peel and polarized patterns.
These toddlers were withdrawn and compliant or highly aggressi\e,
impulsive, and disorganized. Their human en% ironment tended to be
intrusive, controlling, and fragmented. The toddler may have been
prematurely separated from his caregiver. or the caregivers may
have exhibited patterns of withdrawal instead of admiringly support-
ing the toddler's initiative and autonomy and helping him to organize
what were at that point more complex capacities for communicating,
interacting and behaving.

As the toddler's potential capacities continued to develop in the
latter half of the second year and in the third (18 to 36 months),
profound deficits could be more clearly observed. The child, instead
of developing capacities for interned representations (imagery)
around which to organize his beha% ior and feelings, and for differ-
entiating ideas, feelings and thoughts pertaining to the self' and the
non-self, either developed no representational or symbolic capacity,
or if the capacity did develop, it was not elaborated beyond the most
elementary descriptive fbrm so that the child's beim% ior remained
shallow and polarized. His sense of the emerging self, as distinguished
from the sense of other people, remained fragmented and undiffer-
entiated. The child's potentially emerging capacities for reality test-
ing, impulse regulation and mood stabilization were eithel compro-
mised or became extremely %ulnerable to regression. In °the' words.
we saw patterns consistent with a later borderline and psychotic
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personality organization, or with seYere asocial or anti-social, impulse-
ridden character disorders.

At this stage, the underlying impairment manifested itself in the
child's inabilit) to use a representational or s)mbolic mode to organize
behavior. In essence, the distinctly human capacit) of operating
beyond the survival level, of using internal imager) to elaborate and
organize complex feelings and wishes and to construct trial actions in
the emotional sphere, and of anticipating and planning ahead were
compromised. In man) of our families, the parents simpl) did not
have these capacities. Even when the) were not under emotional
distress or in states of crisis or panic, the did not demonstra.e a
symbolic mode, as e% idenced in the lack of verbal emotional commu-
nication (only one aspect of s) mbolic communication) and in the lack
of symbolic pla). Such families tended to be fearful and to den) and
fail to meet needs in their children that were appropriate for their
ages. The) engaged the child only in non-s) mbolic modes of com-
munication, such as holding, feeding and administering physical
punishment, and at times the misread or responded unrealistically
to the child's emerging communication, thus undermining the de.el-
opulent in the chila of a sense of self and a flexible orientation to
reality.

Needless to SaN , the master) b) the children in these families of
higher level developmental tasks was e'en more difficult. At each ney%
level of development, the infants and toddlers who. for a %ariet) of
reasons, had suryiyed earlier developmental phases intact, invariably
challenged the multi-risk-factor environment with their new capaci-
ties; for example, with their capacity for s)mbolic communication.
The healthier the toddler, the more challenging and overwhelming
he was likely to be to the people around him. In a pattern that we
have frequent!) observed since this original study. the child 'timed
ahead of the parent (engaging, for example, in symbolic play around
themes of dependency or sexuality), and thus the parent became
confused and either withdrew from, or behaved intrusiyel) toward
the child. The )oungster who experiences developmental failures,
including the failure to develop a full representational or symbolic
capacit) (the basis for formal school experience later on), be
handicapped in subsequent opportunities for learning.

APPLICATION OF MULTI-RISK CLINICAL CRITERIA TO
A NON-INTERVENTION, HIGH -RISK POPL: ION

The findings from a related study of a population of multi-risk
families demonstrates that famil, pshologit al and infant mterac-
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tional patternsindependent of socio-economic status (SES)corre-
late with poor outcomes at the age of four. They further show that
cumulative risk patterns during infancy can he used to predict as
much as a 25-fold increase in the probaf.1it of poor cognitive
outcomes at the age of four.' The results of this study suggest that
cumulative risk factors place infants and families at greatest risk.

Participants in this study were recruited only with the aim of
looking at the effects of different types of parental emotional distur-
bances on IQ development in children. As a group. however, the
individuals involved exhibited patterns consistent with those found in
multi-problem or multi-risk families described above. Of the approx-
imately 200 families followed from pregnancy, a broad range of socio-
economic categories was represented: white, black and Puerto Rican,
with family sizes ranging from one to ten children. Approxiatel,
one quarter of the women were either single, separated or divorceo.
Their education ranged from completion of the third grade to the
acquisition of advanced college degrees.

'len variables that appeared to be clinicallh relevant from prior
studies were selected to categorize the families into high and lm -risk
families. Multi-risk status was defined operationally in this studs
according to the number of high-risk variables in an%

Multi-risk patterns had far greater impact than an one risk factor
alone, For %erbal IQ outcomes at the age of four, two standard
deviation differences emerged between the lowest and the highest
risk groups, i.e., between families with only one or two risk factors
compared w ith families hal ing six or more. Perhaps the most impor-
tant finding of this stud, however, is the fact that interactive, familial
and psychological lariables, as measured b multiple-risk criteria,
have an impact on later developmental outcomes ewn within single
socio-economic groups. It is often thought that poverty, or socio-
economic status more generally , accounts in its ow n right for poor
de)elopmental outcomes. This stud) demonstrated that, quite to the
contrary, interactive, psychological and familial patterns account fOr
poor developmental outcomes even 1%hen smio-economic status is
held constant.

lb highlight these findings, in another analysis, families 1)ere di-
vided into km, moderate and high-risk groups. depending on the
number of risk factors in the family. A most striking result of this
analysis uas to indicate that if a family falls into the high-risk group
characterized b) four or more factors, the children hale a 25 times
greater probability of falling into the km IQ category.

It should also be pointed out that the same relationships described
here for intellectual performance 1%ere also found for aspects of
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emotional and social functioning at the age of four." The latter
relationships, though, while significant, were not as dramatic. This is
most likely due to the types of measures used rather than a lesser
degree of impairment in emotional functioning.

The implications of being able to identify high-risk patterns in
infancy and early childhood for potential preventive programs is
enormous. Further research could establish probabilities of poor
developmental outcomes associated with specific familial, interactive
and constitutional patterns in infancy. Such research has the promise
of bringing a degree of specificity to developmental diagnosis and
prevriitive intervention which has only been possible for a limited
number of disordc rs in general medicine.

A MODEL PROGRAM

In order to address the issue of how the negative effects of multiple
risks in the infant and family might be reversed, a pilot program was
implemented to develop the te..:inology for a larger-scale demonstra-
tion of preventive interventions.

Called the Clinical Infant Development Program (CIDP), the pilot
was able to study performance in depth of 47 multi-risk-factor fami-
lies.7 The approach developed a regular pattern of services; the CIDP
organized service systems on behalf of the family's survival needs,
such as food, housing and medical care. It also pro. ided a constant
emotional relationship with the family and, most important, offered
highly technical patterns of care, including approaches to deal with
the infant's and family's individual vulnerabilities and strengths.

In addition, the program had a special support structure to provide
partial ci full therapeutic daycare for the child, innovative outreach
to the family, and ongoing training and super% ision of the program
staff at one site. To respond to the full range of the family's concrete
needs, various community agencies would need to be involved; how-
ever, many of these families, for a variety of reasons, were adept at
circumventing offers of traditional supports. The component of a
comprehensive effort that was absolutely necessary, was a close rela-
tionship of participants with one or more program staff. Such rela-
tionships were not easy to establish, since distrust was often ingrained
in each parent, as well as in the family unit. Further, once established,
relationships needed to grow to parallel the infant's development and
needs in order to help the parents facilitate that development. "I he
relationship pattern needed to render growing regularity, emotional
attachment, and a therapeutic process which facilitated describing
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and examining interpersonal patterns. To provide this human rela-
tionship, the study used both a t am and a single primary clinician.
In order to give it appropriate significance, the CIDP developed a
therapeutic relationship scale which could be rated reliably, differen-
tiated high and low-risk groups. and correlated with other measures
of caregiver functioning (Table 1).

When the program began, agencies were alerted to send their
"most difficult and challenging" cases, leading the C1DP to become
known as the group that would "go anywhere to see anyone." Call,
were received from prenatal clinics regarding mothers who had
missed appointments, who appeared confused and who were not
adequately following medical guidance. Calls were also received from
protective service case workers. The calls usually involved a family in
which the mother was pregnant, displayed a lack of interest in her yet
unborn new baby, and had a history of neglecting old-2r children.

The key to recruiting and forming an alliance with these families
lay in the staff's ability to deal with patterns of avoidance, rejection.
anger, illogical and anti-social behavior and substance abuse. Experi-

TABLE 1
DIMENSIONS OF THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP

Steps in the Therapeutic Process

Regularity and Stability

I. Willingness to meet
with an interviewer
or therapist to con-
vey concrete con-
cerns or hear about
services.

2. Willingness to
schedule meeting
again.

3. Meeting according
to some predictable
pattern.

4. Meeting regularl
with occasional dis-
ruptions.

2.

3.

4.

Attachment

Interest in haling
concrete needs met
that can be pro-
sided by ansone
(e.g.. food. trans-
portation, etc.)
Emotional interest
in the person of the
therapist (e.g., con-
%es s pleasure or an-
ger when they
meet).
Communicates pur-
posefull% 1 at-

tempts to deal with
problems
-Iblerates discomfort
or scars emotions.

1ir-t , ,)

Process

1. Preliminary com-
munication, in-
cluding verbal sup-
port and
information gath-
ering.

2. Ability to observe
and report single
behaviors or action
patterns.

3. Focuses on rela-
tionships involved
in the behavior-ac-
tin pattern.

1. Self-observing
function in rela-
tionship to feel-
ings.
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Steps in the Therapeutic Pi ocess

Regularit and Stability

5. Meeting regularl
wiq, no disruptions.

Sour( e. S
Idhood

Attachment Process

5. Feels "knots n" or ac- 5. Self-observing
cepted in positite function for the-
and negative as- matic and affectite
pects. elaboration.

7. Makes connections
between the ken
relationships in life
including the ther-
aputic relationship.

8. Identification of
patterns in cur-
rent, theraputic,
and historical rela-
tionships to sock
throulA problems
and fa ..irate new
growth.

9 Consolidation of
new patterns and
Inds of satisfac-
tion and preparing
to separate ft om
the thetaputic re-
lationship.

10. Full consolidation
of gains in the con-
text of separating
and experiencing a
full sense of loss
and mourning.

I GI eensPan. Ps""Pat 11(thig% and MaPtannn m iniano and FAIR
1'1111(11)1es of Chinn at Diagnosis and I'm oentne Intel %mum

enced clinicians here selected because of their ability to deal }% ith such
beim} ior. In the earl} phase!, of the work it might be necessary for
the "primary clinician" to make fire or six home Yisits These }isits
would include knocking on the door, hearing a lei y suspicious
pal ticipant behind the (fool }talking mound, making a felt comments
through the door, nut getting an ansYwr, but returning three days
Liter. This pattern would «mtinue until the indkidual on the other
side of the dour %%mild feel comfoi table enough to open the door to
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144 GIVING CHILDREN A CHANCE

let in the primary clinician. This pattern might repeat itself intermit-
tently for a number of months.

Even more difficult challenges were posed by participants who
eagerly embraced the offering of services and who then would "flee"
by missing three or four appointments, including not calling or
returning telephone calls. The continual offering of an interested ear
would, in most cases, eventually meet with success. Occasionally, it
would take a year before a constant pattern of relatedness would
evolve. Overcoming a tendency to say, "they're not interested in help,"
"they told us they don't want us," "they're not motivated," "we're
being a burden to them," "we're making them upset" and so forth,
was a key challenge for the CIDP staff.

Organizing responses to a family's concrete needs and offering the
family a close human relationship, however, are not enough. This
human relationship must be able to help the parents understand
some of these maladaptive coping strategies and teach them how to
deal with their own needs, as well as those of their infant. In addition,
special clinical techniques and patterns of care to reverse maladaptive
developmental patterns in the areas of emotion and social interaction,
sensory-motor development and cognition must be available at the
appropriate time. For example, a mother who is suspicious, hyperac-
tive, and tends to deal with stress by hyperstimulating her already
over-reactive baby, requires an approach that shows her how to not
only sooth her baby but also help her baby deal with his own over-
reactivity.

Such interventions must occur over a sufficiently long period to
allow the family's own strengths to take over and be sustained; they
cannot be successful if they are crisis interventions lasting only a few
months. A mother's capacity to nurture and facilitate the develop-
ment -if a new baby was significantly more advanced after two years
with the program than when she entered the program pregnant with
an earlier child.' In other words, when the helping relationship was
offered over an extended period of time, the frequently observed
tendency of multi-problem families to deteriorate further upon the
birth of each subsequent child began to be reversed.

Many parents in the program began their childrearing as teenagers
and commonly experienced progressive deterioration in their own
functioning and that of their infants with each subsequent birth. In
most instances, even when a woman had had four or more children,
this pattern of deterioration reversed itself by means of appropriate
clinical techniques and services. A number of multi-risk families, after
entering the program, experienced a gradual improvement in the
mother and a modest but positive change in the first baby born

1 75
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thereafter. If the family remained in the program and a second baby
was born, the change in the family was more dramatic, reflected in
the new baby's more optimal development from birth.

Infants in the intensive intervention group also showed a capacity'
to recover from earl) perinatal stress or developmental deviations.''
Even when an infant's development had deteriorated during the first
tl ree months of life (as evidenced by. lack of human attachment,
chronic gaze aversion, muscle rigidity, and emotional instability),
appropriate interventions often resulted in better self-regulation and
attachment capacities within one to four months)" The process of
therapeutic work first called for determining the types of experiences
that were either unpleasant or satisfying for the infant. Also identified
were those underlying feelings in the parent that might be interfering
with the latter's ability to pros ide comforting and pleasurable inter-
actions. In most cases, families could then be helped to deal with their
unique problems. These problems appeared either in the infants, as
auditory and tactile sensitivities, or extreme unstableness of mood, or
in the parents, in the form of severe ps,chopathology , patterns of
rejection or mei stimulation. The clinical work was extremely chal-
lenging but the staff often found the most challenging cases the most
rewarding."

FUTURE CHALLENGES

While a great deal of progress has been made, in enormous
amount of work on this approach remains to be done. Additional
models are needed vv Inch demonstrate how to work vv ith the ph) sical,
cognitive, emotional, social and familial aspects of development. The
application of such models to a range of common challenges m
primary care settings for infants, children and their families, includ-
ing motor and language delays, high-risk parenting situations and
emotional-social disorders, should be implemented and evaluated.

In addition, while ti normative developmental landmarks have
been well delineated, more studies documenting disturbed patterns
in development are required. Such basic questions at; the relative
contribution of fine and gross motor delays to emotional problems,
or the contributions of difficulties in sensor ) processing to emotional,
social and intellectual difficulties need to be addressed. The demar-
cation of a developmental timetable inYoly":n cognitive, emotional,
and social functioning now permits both short and long-term detailed
studies of the factors that determine both optimal and poor des elop-
mental outcomes. In addition, the ability to follow development
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146 GIVING CHILDREN A CHANCE

through each phase %sill permit short-term studies to be applied fo
longer-term ones.

It is time to undertake ney programs of research to examine the
efficacy of comprehensive approaches to preventi%e intervention and
further our understanding of the pathogenesis of psychomotor,
cognitive and emotional difficulties. While it may be thought that one
should fully understand pathogenesis before embarking on intenen-
Lion. medical care has always attempted to offer the best care available,
and through clinical programs of research, to refine diagnostic and
intervention strategies.

Therefore, an important goal till be to evaluate various groups of
at-risk or developmentally disordered infants _Ind families, especially
those seen in primary health care settings. "These ..ould include
infants with motor, sensory, sensory-motor, cognitive, emotional and
social delays, infants in at-risk families or enY ironmental settings and
infants experiencing combination:, of the above. In addition, infants
with chronic physical illness, loYy birthweight and/or those presumed
at genetic risk for emotional or cognitive disorders (such as offspring
of schizophrenics, manic-depressiY es, learning-disordered parents
and parents Yy ith unique sensitiYities to emironmental stress) should
be examined.

The assessments of these populations will f urther our understand-
ing of the origins of distui bed development. Of particular interest is
the relationship among biological, constitutional,, maturational and
experiential environmental factors. Studies aught include:

the role of irregularities in sensory processing on cognitive and
psychosocial delays;
the role of the infant's emotional status on interactive patterns
with caregivers on overall developmental progress;
the role of parental peisonality f unctioning and family patterns
in the infant's developmental progress;
the role of cumulative risk in developmental outcome; and
the developmental role of specific genetic-biological risks, in the
context of dd. ferent interactive and family patterns (including
sensory and motor lags or irregularities, parental schimphrenics
and multi-risk families, parents with manic-depressRe illness,
families Y% ith histories of learning difficulties and families espe-
cially sensitive to environmental stresses).

Another major challenge involve, the further deYelopnwnt of clin-
ical tools and naming approaches. While a number of research
instruments hake been developed to assess %al ions aspects of cognition
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and emotion, relative') feu clinical tools can be used in primal-) care
settings to assess ps)chosocial as well as intellectual deNelopment and
disturbance.

The types of studies suggested will permit exploration of specific
hypotheses. However, they also will facilitate, within each study, the
exploratory hypothesis- generating investigations necessary to define
the individual differences in patterns of sensor) processing, fine and
gross motor capacities, social interaction, and famil functioning that
contribute to various t) pes of difficulties. These studies are essential
for impro\ ing the spec ificit) of diagnostic and pi eventive intervention
strategies.
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BREAKING THE CYCLE OF DISADVANTAGE: NEW
KNOWLEDGE, NEW TOOLS, NEW URGENCY

Lisbeth Bamberger Schorr

INCREASINI, Nl NIBIAS of ming people are conning into adulthood
unemplo% able, bearing babies the% are unable to support and real,
and becoming part of a «intinning ode of miser% and dependenc.
While these threats to Amet kan dicams of «intinuing prosperit% and
expanded °ppm tunit are no%% %%idel% recognised, ne%% tools that
could help reserse the gro%% th of an American underclass go untan-
ned.

It is now possible to Hewn% a set ies of call% interventions that can
help prevent such damaging outcomes as adolescent pregnanc),
school failure. and jmenile clime. These outcomes. %%hose long-term
consequences at e destrtu Ike to the inch% idnals imolved as %%ell as to
society as a %%'hole, make then appearance at tlw transition from
childhood to adulthoo(I, but almost aka% s have then roots earlier in
life. "Ivent) ears of findings hum both research and experien«b shed
nest ;:;;ht not 0111% on the antecedents and consequences of damaging
out«nnes, but also on the inlet %entions that can !educe then inci-
dc

The good nets that eine' ges horn these findings is the extram (fi-
nal % comet-gen( e in the elements of %%hat %%mks: the bask am ibutes
of successful ogiams%t hether the% of fel health tale. social sup-
port, child car eat h education Or some combination of all of these
ate striking!) sit lilac. 1 he disturbing ne s is the e% idenc e that the
piograms that al c successful in ple%enting athel se out«nnes among
those gro%% Mg up n the must damaging en% nonents ale of ten quite

I he stud% cm %tint h this t halm 1 is based t%.1, &tie uticic tht. auspit cs of the I hut tl
I. %Vol Isitig oup MI I at It Lift. tith suppoi t hum Ilk C.it tit }tic Cot potation
o! Nett lin I.. I his chaplet ad. pt( tl halt the book. II Ain /?tudi Theakeng the

1),,adoantag, 1.1,1)(111 li Schutt Datitel St but t. published in the sin fog
of 19881m 1)0fibled,o/ \m ho: Books
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different from proailing progiams, and f tom programs that woi
for populations at less serious risk. the dis«mtinuit% between w hat
works fin the maim it% and what works fits the families that face the
greatest risks challenges main long-standing beliefs aml raises dif fi-
cult politic-al questions. Before turning to these, it is Mm' tant to
consider the role of human services in the broad attack on social and
economic disachantage, and to e% iess %%hat is now known about the
nature of effective interventions.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
ECONOMIC STRATEGIES, WELFARE REFORNI,

AND HUMAN SERVICES

More Jobs, jobs that pa% hotel, expanded job raining, moue senz,i-
ble housing policies, and a welfare s%stem that pt 0% ides effective
income support while helping more re( ipients to be«me oduct i% el%

emplo% ed would ob%iousl% reduce substantiall% the incidence of pm -

ei I% and social patholog% in Arnett if an communities. 1-he hequent
accompaniments of inadequate income homelessness, !lunge', fam-
il% stress and despair would not «minute, in such knge measure, to
add to the destructive legacy of the next generation.

But non-economic strategies ate as essential as economic strategics
if the future is to change for .%inerican children at highest risk of
damaging out«nues. Just as high school graduates who ate competent
and willing to work can't support a Lund% if there are no jobs at a
decent wage, so expanded economic ippot tunities cannot be seised
b% young people whose health has been neglected, whose education
has failed to equip them 5% Ith the skills the% need, and %%hose earl%
lives have left them without the capacit% o persevere and without
hope.

Economic strategies. es en when couplet! with a far mot e tational
welfare s%stem, not eliminate tI e need for more effective services
for disachantaged children and men families. 1 his nation is uniikel%
to redistribute its wealth so equitable in the foreseeable future that
ser% ic es to deal with the consequences of pmet t% become unnec-
essar). Children and families have needs that cannot be met b%
economic measure alone, ind that cannot be met b% inch% idual
families alone. And, although a set %ices strateg% will accomplish little
in the absence of emplo% ment opportunities, the essential first foot -

holds for the climb out of disachantage for mans 11% ing in persistent
and concentrated Pomo t% are most likel% to wine in the for in of more
effecthe services and institutions.

C
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INTERVENTION IS MORE EFFECTIVE EARLIER THAN
LATER, AND CAN COME FROM OUTSIDE 'THE FAMILY

By the time adolescents actually drop out of school, become preg-
nant too soon, or are in serious trouble %%ith the la%% . helping them to
change course is a daunting task. It is possible to help adolescents in
trouble to make a successful transition to adulthood, but earlier help
is better help. The more long-standing the neglect, deprivation and
failure, the more difficult and costly the remedies. Help earl) in the
life cycle is more elle( tkefailure and despair don't have as fit m a
grip, and life trajecte.ies are more readily altered.

01 course. cal ly interventions present the problem of all real
investmentthe cost «nes some' . the dig idends later. And, not only
does a long time elapse bet een intervention and payoff, %%Inch makes
prompt demonstration of effectkeness impossible, but the "profits"

e likely to end up on a different ledger than the expenditure.
There may be a three-hAd ieturn on mi.) dollar spent in the

preschool period to prevent elemental-) school failure, but the pie-
vention clonal comes from a budget that is rarely, if ever. part of the
budget that realizes the later savings.) Benefits to the indk idual, and
to society, may never be attributably' to any one agency's budget.

Many thoughtful Americans remain skeptical about the idea of
expanding social programs to help young children, not only because
the payoff is delayed, but also because they see childhood as a time
when character and %allies should be formed within the family.

In pastoral, bygone days, children's characters ma% have developed
%%ithout significant benefit or harm clerk ing from influences outside
the family. But no longernot in an era of economic uncertainty .

%%Inking mothers, shrinking families, pr.,te, dye sett ices and foster
care, high teenage unemployment and ubiquitous street drugs. In
today's world, social policy can significantly strengthen m weaken a
family's ability to instill virtue in its children.

Liberals and conser%atkes used to talk about )alues and character
in %en differem )%ay s. Conservatives would extol then singular im-
portance, and liberals would worn that t hetoric about %allies and
character was being used as a cop-out by those %%ho would not
acktum ledge the need tot government programs. 'Inday, people with
)%idely dive' gent ideologies can meet on the common pound that the
family is central. but that children are most likely to gro)% into sturdy
adults )%hen the family is buttressed by sok tat institutions, including
churches, schools, communit:. agencies aid government.

All families need help from beyond the family. But tot the families
%% hose children are grm% ing up in the most (lest' tictke en%itonments,

r),t
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effective services are essential pi ()tutors against atherse outcomes.
The children at highest risk of long-term damage, w hose families
most need help to pros ide them with a minimal ens ronmen for
healthy growth, include:

children growing up in neighbt rhoods of concentrated pm ert
and social dislocation:
children growing up in persistent pmert :
children growing up in families that are homeless:
children grow ing up with a mentalh ill, alcoholic or drug ad-
dicted parent:
children growing up w ith an isolated parent: and
children at risk of neglect, abuse or removal from home.

PROGRA11S THAI WORK

Programs that ha e changed outcomes for such children, and offer
clear documentation of success, come from the domains of Limit\
planning, prenatal and child health care, famih support, social sen -
ices, preschool are and education and elementary education.' A
brief description of two such pi ()grams will illustrate some of the
common charactelistics of effective earh interventions

Homebuiklers, a program of intenske fannh sere ices.' began in
1974, when the staff of the Tacoma, Washington, Catholic Children's
Seri ices took stock of the dismal state of organized help to families
threatened w ith remo al of a child. Reports of neglect or abuse would
trigger the agency's intenention, but the famih's tangle of troubles
(which might consist of not enough food or clothing, no income, a
depressed mother, an alcoholic or abusive Lithe', a sick 'dative,
dilapidated housing, disconnected utilities) almost al' as exceeded
b) far the capacity of the fragmentary services that were mailable.
The alternative was to remose the child from its famih, possibh to
set it adrift in a fostei care limbo for sears to come.' Ha\ ing deter-
mined that existing services aimed at helping families to function
were woef tills inadequate and f iequenth lesul,ed stn unnecessai
removals of children from horn, the Ta«ua agenc , with the help
of a federal grant, came up w ith a plan that ultimateh eated a social
service version of the medical intensne care unit.

The new pi ogram assembled a !eam of professionals, all ith
graduate degrees in social work, pscholog) oi counseling. w hose
services wei e made mailable to aims fanuh h, in the pudgment of

C.;
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a child welfare, jutenile justice or mental health agent:, stood in
imminent peril of the removal of a child.

Homebuilders staffas the hate now clone for more than
a decademeet with the famil: on its own turf, alwa:s within 24
hours of referral. The listen to all Tamil: members and take as much
time as necessary to resolte the immediate crisis. The% then help the
familt learn nett ways of coping, so they will not fall back into crisis
after the intensite intertention ends. Each staff member is responsi-
ble for no more than three fan ilies at once, and the agency is
prepared to help for a pre-defined periodus-tall: lasting six weeks.
In ten :ears of the program's operation in Tacoma and Seattle, out-
of-home placement was alerted for 90(;i of the man: hundreds of
families served.

It is true that home is;tstt !licit, especial!: in the initial clays of
working with a familt , often last man: hoursare more demanding
of staff than seeing clients at conteniend: scheduled times from
behind one's desk in the comfort of one's own office. Staff who go
into clients' homes must be able to function well in unstructured,
unpredictable, and sometimes dangerous situations. On call 24 hours
a (la: and seen dats a tteek, ttorkerf must be able to juggle personal
schedules to meet the sometimes ot helming needs of their clients.
But staff members agree that a case load small enough to enable them
to do justice to !men- clients' needs, and the sense the: are succeeding,
more than compensate for the personal contenience they sacrifice.

The cost of the Homebuilders program, tt hich averaged about
52,600 per familt in 1985, is modest when compared to the projected
cost of out-of-home are that is sated Homebuilders calculated that
funding agencies realize a fife- to six-fold return on eter: dollar
invested.

13: mid-1987, at least eight states were experimenting ttith large-
scale implementation of I loniebuilders intensite faun!: Services, and
seem to be achic sing similar!: impressi%e results, presenting both
unnecessary placements and unnecessart public expenditures. In
addition, a large number of local agencies are employing some or all
of the principles deteloped in Wa.,hington Stateoften with training
and consultation from the iapidl: growing Homebuilders inganiza-
tion itself.

In tt hat ma: be its most daring %cloture in replication, the Home--
builders group accepted an imitation f rom a consoi tittia of Me public
and pritate agencies in Nett tin k City to adapt ;, program for use in
the Bronx. As :et, no one knows fin sure whet1.1 a program that
clear!: corks in the predominandt tt lute, comp.oatitcl: uncompli-
cated State of Washington, can be made to trot k to toe 13ioux, an area
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of concentrated pm cm largel black and Hispanic. and dependent
on the sers ices of the bureauccaticalls most complicated city in
America.

After a period of extensise planning and training in both Seattle
and Ness York, the first Seattle-trained Homebuilders called on a
family in the Bronx on May 4, 1987. In the first few months of
operation staff found. as the had expected, that posert is much
more intrusive and determining of people's 1. es in New York than in
Washington State, and that the task of obtaining additional sersices
for their clients is infinitels more difficult in the Bronx than in Seattle.

-taff were less prepared for the larger and more destructise role
that .gs especially crack, phis in the world of the Bronx. and are
currend trsing to adapt their intensise are model to the more
devastating circumstances their Bronx clients face.

But Homebuilders, the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation which is
pros icing support, and the New York Cit. Consortium are optimistic
about the ability of Homebuilders to function successfull in the
Bronx. They are also impressed with accumulating es idence that the
very process of importing the Homebuilders model to New York is
shifting the focus of some of the cits's public and pi-nate agencies
toward a greater emphasis on preserving families. presenting out-of-
home placement. and rendering intensise. round-the-clock sers ices.

A second example of an intersention that has changed outcomes in
a high-risk population is a program of intensise nurse home sisiting
to pregnant women, new mothers and their infants. launched in 1974
in Elmira. New York)

Elmira is an Appalachian industrial toss n. s ith a population that is
95% white. Described bs The New }ink Times as a communit of "lost
jobs. broken families and fading hope." Elmira is a is id example of
the decline of American heas ulustrs. Its rates of confirmed cases
of child abuse and neglect ale the highest recorded in New York
State exceeding those of some of the nation's ssorst urban slums.

Despite the ini.uspicious setting. the nurse isimrs succeeded in
reducing the incidence of child abuse. neglect and accidents and
impros ing the health of participating mothers and babies. The also
succeeded in increasing the number of teenage mothers 'cunning to
school and employment, and in decreasing the number who became
pregnant again and were dependent on welfare support.

The program was the product of a sear of joint planning IA the
local health and human sers ices wmmunits and the Cm% ersit of
Rochester Dep,atmenis of Pediati ics and ObstetricsiGnecologs. Reg-
istered nurses s ho were theiuselses mothers and mere considered
compassionate. sensitise and mature enough to pros ide emotional
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support along with education aid inn-sing care. were given special
training to work with Nigh -risk families.

400 families participated in the program's experimental phase.
Al woman in Chemung Count. pregnant w ith her first c hild was
welcome. but special el forts were made to enroll teenagers and
women who were unmarried. unemplowd or on welfarethe popu-
lation at greatest risk of pregnanc complications and difficulties with
parenting. .et least likeh to be reached b. traditional health and
human services.

During the prenatal period, the nurses usualh made about nine
home .isits, each more than an hour long, during w hich the tried to
help mothers see how their beim% ior could affect then health .111(I
that of their unborn child: helped to prepare the mothers fOr labor.
deliwr% and the earls care of their newborn: and discussed the
mother's. or parents'. plans lot em plot ment. schooling. contraceptive
use and spacing of future children.

After the bath was born. the same ivirse. now haying a solid
relationship. cow :nued helping the mother or parents to under-
standand act on then understanding ofthe unique characteristics
and abilities of their infam, and the infant's nutrition and health
needs. Nurse and mother would discuss the importance of respond-
ing to the bath's cues. and of encouraging the bath to enjoy progres-
sheb more complex motor. social and intellectual experiences.

The nurses knew the had to be especial!h alert the parents'
preoccupation with stirs hal problemsw hat Di. Dab id Olds. the
program's founder. calls the "unending chain of stressful events"
experienced b. so man. sociall% disathantaged women during preg-
11.111C and the first %ears of then bath's life. Unemplo ment, marital
conflicts and difficulties with finances and housing can make it impos-
sible to comet t knowledge about good health Ina( tices and child care
into action.

The nurses um ked explicith on stm engthening the women's sup-
ports. helping them to establi,11 links both with odic] Lund. members
and friend~. and with «ffluntinit l'he nurses Lido] ed the
content of .isits to individual 01-(11111q.111«.s. listened caret tab . pro-
ided emotional support. and alw.ns tried to be .wailable in times of

stress. !tile encouraging the oummg parents to develop their (A1 mm

problei. ,olx Mg skills. I he nurses of ten u led as a bridge between
the women and then obsteu me hills and pediau ic maims. 111.111% of whom
wele unaware of how the multiple pm able ns of the (mil orients in

hich these women lived could intei fem e w ith desii able health habits
dui ing pregnam and with good (ate of the c Inlet

PS
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The Elmira program based its esaluation on a four-sear studs of
participants. randonil assigned to control and treatment groups.
The results were dramatic:

Among the women at highest risk, those in th, home sisiting
program had one-fifth the serified cases of child abuse and neglect of
the "unvisited" during the first two ears of their children's lises.

Among the poor unmarried women. participants returned to
school more rapidly after delher. were emploed a greater part of
the time. obtained more help with child care and had fewer subse-
quent pregnancies over the next four years.

Among pregnant girls under 17 and those w ho smoked. program
participants had header babies and fewer premature babies than
their um isited counterparts.

Mothers in the program restricted and punished their infants less
frequently and pros ided more appropriate plan materh.ts. Their
babies were seen less fi-equenth in the hospital emergency room. and
had fewer accidents and fewer incidents of swallow Mg foreign sub-
stances, probably as a result of bent- supet sision of the children's
immediate environments.

The Elmira experiment is significant not only because it was able to
change outcomes for a population at high risk of later damage. but
also because it senses as a warning of what can happen w hen the
consequences of diluting a program in the process of replicating it
are not recognized. Like mans other successful model programs. the
Elmira program %.as wattled dun, n as it emerged from the protection
of foundations. federal grants and an academic base. and entered the
cold world of budget-pinched local services.

Home smiting in fauna is now rm bN the local health department
and fund( d b. Medicaid. On the da it took user the program. the
health departmentbesieged b funding cuts afid demands that
seemed more urgentdoubled the nurses case loads. The original
nurses were immediately pressed to shorten 11161 sisits and to drop
families w hen the babies were foul months old. 'flies found them-
sekes in an ens iron went in which then work suddenly seemed less
valued. The felt then couldn't gise then clients the kind of attention
and suppot t the required. TheN could instruct the oung mothers
on when to phone the doctor. but theme was not enough time to
puitle out how to manage when theme was no (them adult around. no
telephone in the building and the bab seemed walk sick. The could
adsocate a return to st hool. but wet e unable to sta long enough to
explore with the mung mottle's the obstacles that had to be met-

ICC
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come. More leisurely comersations became casualties of the doubled
case load and brisker climate in %%Inch the nurses iloy% Ywrked.

Within months of the program's comersion hum demonstration
tmoject to mainstream operation all the original nurses had resigned
Their replacements are competent and committed nurses, but are
insare that they are no longer able to pros ide the same intensiYe care
their predecesscrs did.

There is no Yvay to kno for sure (there being no money in the
current budget for eYaluation), yhether the exchanges that no longer
take place are indeed luxuries that can be dispensed Yith yithout
affecting outcomes. The nurses that Ywrked in the original program
believe, on the basis of their mn experience and much research, that
the parts of the program that haw been eliminated are in fact the
subtle but essential stuff of shich effectiYe support to y ulnerable
families is made.

ATTRIBUTES OF INTERVENTIONS THAT WORK

We no knoy% that at eYel% stage of a child's early deYelopment,
inter eniins, exist that tan improye the odds fin- a faYorable long-
term outcome. But the programs that 'laYe succeeded in changing
outcomes for children at highest risk of later damage differ, in
fundamental IwYs, from preYailing sen ices. We cannot build On
successful progiams unless mf understand the differences.

Programs that are successful in helping children and families Y% ho
use in concentrated poYerty and disathantage typically offer a Inoad
spectrum of servuo. They knm that social and emotional support and
concrete help (1% ith food, housing, income. emplos mentor any thing
else that seems to the Lund% to be an insurmountable obstacle) may
haw to be pros ided to enable a f mull\ to make use of other services.
from antibiotics to ack ice on parenting.

respond to then clients' or patients' untidy arras of needs. staff
make sure that services arc «duqent and integmted. When necessary,
staf f cross traditional plot essional and burealic Ian( boundaries.
These programs rel% only lard% on referrals to other agencies. 1 hey
take special pains to maintain continuity in relationships, and to
assume I esponsibility fur assin ing that child and Limily needs are in
fact met, regal dless of bin eau(' ati«w prof essional «upal Internali-
zation. No one says. "This may be %%hat yini need, but helping You get
it is not part of my job or outside our jurisdiction.-

Most successful programs find that so-% ices cannot be rigidly rou-
tiniied. Staf f members and program structure' ale f undamentally
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flexible. Professionals are able to exercise discretion about meeting
Meth idual needs (tt Inch nett mother needs three home isits etert
week and which needs ()Lit one during the first month), and families
are able to decide tt hat sen ices to utilize (whether and tt hen to enroll
their child in the atailable day care program), and how thet want to
participate (whether to work in their child's school as a fibrin-)
volunteer, a paid aide or a member of c parent advisory bod} ).

Successful programs see the child in the context of Jam!), and the family
in the context of 115 surioundings. The clinician treating an infant for
recurrent diarrhea sees be and the patient on the examining table to
whether the child's health is threatened by circumstances that require
a public health nurse or social worker to help the famil) obtain non-
medical sen ices. The successful school mobilizes parents in collabo-
ratite efforts to impart a lose of reading. Successful programs in
etery domain offer support to parents who need help with their lites
as adults before they can make good use of sen ices for their children.

Professionals in successful programs are perceited by those they
sere as people they can trust, people tt ho caie about them and respect
them. Staffs of these programs tend to be highly skilled. Most empha-
size how much training, support and time it takes to establish the
kind of relationships that actually bring about change. Although
many human sert Ice programs hate been successful in utilizing well-
super% ised nonprofessionals, trained on the job, experience with
families lit ing in the most marginal and stressed circumstances sug-
gests that these families need help that requires a letel of skill and
judgment that is best pros ided bt well-trained professionals.

In successful programs, piofessionals we able to it define thta roles and
to find tt ats to escape the constraints of a professional %Atte system
that confers highest status on those tit ho deal tit ith issues from tit Inch
all human complexity has been remote(.` These professionals ten-
tulc outside familial surroundings to make sen ices atailable in
nontraditional settings, including homes, and often at nontraditional
hours. The prow am does not ask families to sin mount for
barriers, unassisted. before thet can get tt hat they need. It makes
sure that pat ment all angements and determinations do not
pose insuperable obstacles. It does not set preconditionssuch as
keeping a series of fixed appointments in fin -.twat places, or a disp;at
of adequate "Inotitation--that mat sc l een out those most in need.
On the iontralt successful !migrants tit to reduce die barriers of
moue), time, fragmentation, geogiaphic and psy ehologu al remote-
nessthat make heat% demands on those w ith limted energy and
organizational skills. Instead of %tatting passitelt to scree only those

ho make it du ough the daunting maze, these pi ogi ams pet setere
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to reach the perplexed, discouraged and ambixalentthe hardest to
reach who are likely to benefit the most.

In sunk' the programs that are effecti%e in changing outcomes for
high-risk children are comprehensive, operate at an unusual lexel of
intensity and adapt the content of then ,services to Hu, (114111(4in, needs of the
population :hey serve. Health care that is adequate for monitoring the
pregnancy of a healthy middle-class woman may tota'ly bypass the
most pressing needs of an undernourished, depressed, drug-us, .g
pregnant teenager. The parent support component of a preschool
program, occasionally helpful to middle-class participants, is often
essential for high-risk families. Intensixe, comprehensixe, inch% idual-
ized serf ices with aggressne attention to outreach and to maintaining
relationships oxer time may be frills for more fortunate families, but
are rock-bottom necessities for high-risk populations, whose lexel of
energy and tolerance for frustration may be low, who are likely to
haw more than one problem at a time and whose experiences in
searching for help are likely to lease them profbundly discouraged
and unable to use services as customarik offered.

NEW FOUNDATIONS FOR THE SPREAD OF
EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS

The distinctneness of the characteristics of programs that succeed
in helping families sunounded by concentrated poxert and social
dislocation suggests a fundamental contradiction between the needs
of these children and families and the traditional requirements of
professionalism and bureaucracy fhis ontradiction helps to explain
%11) programs that work for these high-risk populations are so rare
and u h) less effectne programs are so much more prexalent. It is a
contradiction that future attempts to build on successful programs
must take carefull into account.

Just as programs that haw proxen successful hate man) common
attributes, patterns can be discerned in past failures. Maw, failures
hate resulted from a mean spirited iilmillingness to help those must
in need. Maw, haw resulted from a lack of understanding of the
nature of the problem, of tun% ef fectne. intensixe and «nnprehensixe
intenentions can be, ind of how much help for the Seriously disad-
tantaged is enough. And some of our failures result from a lack of
understanding of how promising programs can be m,idel replicated.

If intenentions that work we to be«nne ,nailable to those
who need them most. we need a new political commitment that %%ill
endure mei time. a deeper understanding of tl insights that come
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out of the experience of the last 20 }ears, and a new determination
to solve the problems of w idespread implementation.

First, we must recognize that, for children w ith man} strikes against
them, damage cannot be prevented by simplistic, one pronged approaches of
an kind, Because narrow I} -defined interventions aimed at precisely
defined problems make for read} measurement, assessment and
replication, because it is easiest to mobilize political support to fight
one simple evil with one simple remedy, we are left with half -way
programs which fail to ameliorate profound social problems. Effec-
tive action requires a new consensus that complex, deeply rooted
tangles of troubles cannot be successfully attacked w ith isolated frag-
ments of help, or with help rendered grudgingly."

Second, we must come to a more sophisticated understanding of the
interplay between local action and national and state policies. Powerful
forces and institutions, far enimed from }Amu local efforts to
establish and maintain effective programs, can threaten the stir} kal
of valuable local programs, and the chances of successful replication.
Failure to recognize this w ill lead to repeated disappointments, as
local efforts owl-come formidable barriers and result in excellent
programs that soon w idler because local effo-.s alone turn out not to
be enough.

Reimbursement arrangements of public and pri}ate third part}
payers that do not reflect the complexities of effective interventions
undermine the stability of well-designed local programs. When ser} -
ices such as outreach, counseling and support are not paid for by
Medicaid and pri}ate health insurers, then hard-pressed health pro-
grams will not provide them no matter how essential to the program's
purposes. When reimbursement definitions do not reflect the higher
costs of pro% iding service to poor, multi-problem families, then pro-
grams that pros ide the poor with the care they need cannot stir}
That is w h} there is no mric! ition between a program's stirs i}al and
how successful it is in ac hieing improved outcomes for families at
risk.'

Third, we must be prepared to change the admunstiatrve and policy
contest nr which pogianh for disadz,antaged families and iluldwi are
expected to operate It is no coincidence that prow anis with demon-
strated success in changing outcomes for disadvantaged children
have, for the most part, developed in unusual «mdinons. They have
been able, for a variety of reasons, to operate free of "normal outside
constraints." With sonic exceptions (such as WIC and Medicaid), most
were funded initially vv ith private seed nione} or vv ith gmei nment
grants w hic h did not flow through ordinal} channels or carry the
usual encumbrances. In almost all cases, these programs originated
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in circumstances that were somehow idiosy ncratic. Several began
under the auspices of a university with a mandate to conduct service
experiments; some had a specific charge from the federal govern-
ment's War on Povert y ; some had explicit mandates from state legis-
latures or go%ernors; many began when the special circumstances of
the moment allowed an effective leader to insulate the program from
normal political and bureaucratic pressures.

"'hat successful programs have come out of ,unusual circumstances
does not negate their significance, if only because it is important to
know that there are programs that have succeeded in sol ing seem-
ingly intractable social problems. Even if they are idiosyncratic in
origin, model programs provide a Yision of 1% hat can be achieved. But
when proven programs, performing Vital functions, are auilable in
only a few isolated places, rely ing on unique talents and commitments
to prevail the face of perverse incentives, that is, at the most
fundamental level, poor public policy."

Fourth, evaluation researchers and program administrators need
to find better ways of collecting the kind of evidence of effectiveness that will
be convincing to the body politic. At the same time, at least some of the
agencies and institutions funding human services must come to
recognize that judgments about what works cannot be based on
numbers alone, but must rely on common sense, prudence and a
thoughtful synthesis of an accumulation of wisdom and experience.
'Event), years ago, when social policy was formulated in an atmosphere
of boundless optimism, the combination of a little theoretical re-
search, fragments of experience and a lot of faith and dedication
were enough to justify a new social program. Today budget deficits,
fears of wasting money and perpetuating dependency and a gloomy
sense of social problems beyond solution result in a much greater
need for tangible evidence of effectiveness as a condition fot support
of any social program. Yet the reasonable demand for o idence of
effectiveness must he tempered by an awareness of the dangers of
converting both program input and outcomes into terms that may be
readily measured but are otherwise irrelevant. Many of the central
components of effective interventions ale elusive, and progress to-
ward the development and implementation of effectke interventions
can be hampered by attempts to evaluate programs prematurely and
in narrow fragments. Assessments which promise policy significance
should take priority over the pursuit of findings that offer quantifia-
ble elegance but are ultimately trivial.'

Fifth, more Americans need to become familial with the powerful
evidence that already exists of the positive impad of intensive out), interven-
tions on long-term outcomes fw children. Many programs have docu-
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mented substantial direct say inks from effective into mentions. "' But
monetary savings are not the only returns society realizes w lien it
invests in improving outcomes for children growing up at risk. If
effective cally interventions were more widely available, employers,
including the armed forces, would be able to draw on a larger pool of
skilled, healthy and motivated young Americans. Budgets for law
enforcement and prisons %voukl reflect the economic effects of less
crime. \bung people better equipped for parenting would mean lover
rates of dependency, school failure and school-age childbearing in
the next generation.

The decision to imest in decent sen ices and schooling for disad-
vantaged children cannot be made solely on the basis of how much
the taxpayer saes, without taking into account values that cannot be
measured in dollars. Yet, the knowledge that economic costs will be
recovered is centraleven if the later savings don't show up on the
ledger of the sante administrator w ho authorizes the expenditure. It
is also essential to be aware of the costs of not making the investment.
As the Committee for Economic Development found after studying
the long-term effects of early and sustained intervention in the lives
of disadvantaged children. " improving the prospects for disathan-
taged children is not an expense but an excellent investment, one that
can be postponed only at much greater cost to society." "

Sixth, interventions aimed at high-risk populations must be able to
attract and train enough skilled and committ«I personnel. lb this
end, the value .system within which pi ofessionals learn and walk, must take
belle) account of the spa ial needs of disadvantaged ch !diem and they families.
When it comes to professional status and economic compensation, in
health care, social sen ices and education, basic services rank low,
preentke sen ices rank low and the pros ision of sen ices to the least
powerful ranks lowest of all.

Narrmly dia%% n boundaries that limit %%hat is expected of a profes-
sional are for maw, the %cit. essence of pi ofessionalism. Thus pht si-
/jails apply their biomedical expertise to meet the health needs of
poor and oen%helmed families, but are defeated 6, a combination
of gaps in then o%%n claming, counterproduabe reimbursement
policies and the lack of support systems that could help meet 0,ese
families' health-related needs. feac hers are often in the same demo'
;di/nig position. Then tiaining has not equipped them to deal %%ith
the collection of difficulties that many pupils bring to schoolbut
they are aware that these problems get in the way of school learning,
and that nobody else is dealing %%ith them either. Social woe kers and
many oche' professionals %%or', in settings %%here t het see unmet
needs so .ilei%%helming that thet can only continue functioning lit
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looking away from matters beyond the confines of then o s n special-
ties.

Professionals in most fields are more proficient in responding to
circumscribed problems than to a combination of problems. When
the) encounter difficulties that extend beyond their expertise they
are inclined to retreat to what is more familiar; the limits of their
training set the limits of their practice. Both training and practice
reflect the low priority assigned to the special needs of the poor. Both
training and practice could, however, change rapidly in a more
encouraging climate.

In the early clays of the Wm on Povei ty, when word went out that
federal support was aYailable to estaLlish comprehenske health cen-
ters in forsaken rural area .,d inner-city slums, health professionals
by the hundreds left narlow pursuits in laboratories and private
medical practice and rapidly acquiled the skills to respond to newly
defined needs.

A similar phenomenon occurred when Head Start began. The
overwhelming response from local communities, in the summei of
1965, to the availability of funds Nu comprehensive services for
preschool children would have ended in chaos had theme not been an
equally massive iesponse from the nation's pediatlicians, child deYel-
opulent specialists, clergy, teachers and social workers. Many dis-
rupted their personal and pi ofessional liYes and %%oiled unbelieyable
how s"all because they believed in what Yyx- happening. "'' They
changed the climate in which a new genei anon of child de\ elopment
and Baal) education professionals defined the challenges of the fu-
ture.

At many times in our history. gifted and «nmnitted people in all
walks of life have o..snonded to newly articulated human needs. With
thoughtful planning, solid leaden ship, and sermons iesolye, that mould
happen again.

The seventh major obstacle to broad implementation of effective
pi ()warns that must be oyeimme is the staidly of skills with which to
make a good plow am %yolk amid hal sh bureatioatic realities. !1u
deve/opmcnt am/ alAwonnation of +hilt+ nete,sat) lot the adonniAllanon
«mph,. and intensive new Mpg-tams within lager bateau( tam., meyttime fat
greater attention, and nuns inyestment, than the\ have receiYed in
the past.

Obyiousi). the replication of any nutiatRe on a broad scale inyolyes
a certain amount of bum eauc m atiiation. Massie paperwoi k iequile-
ments suddenly appeal, along with iegulations that dis«an age the
flexibility and clean\ itY Leith al to the pi ogiam's successful opelation.
Agency boundaries develop willy-nilly. Pei haps the must pal t is that
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these problems ae not no essarily created because small-minded or
uncaring people are in charge. Rather they of ten reflect a legitunate
need for accountability . They are the tinoeistandable consequence of
imposing some measure of standardization to proem abuse and
assure high quality.

The bureaucratization \ hick accompanies large-scale replication is
most threatening to the effective inter\ onions here described because
they have attributes that are particularly delicate and easily destroyed
when they become part of heavy-handed bureaucracies. If the most
effective tools we have for breaking the cycle of disachantage are to
be protected f"in destruction while being made more widely, ay..:1 '-
hie, professionals. imliticians, advocates and caring citizens must all
make the detailed questions of how bureaucracies actually deal with
people their continuing concern. As governors, count executives and
mayors conic to appreciate how badly agency boundaries correspond
to family needs, he may pros ide riot e aggressi\e leadership in
building bridges across agency and junsdictional lines. At the same
time, the flow of resources to high-risk populations mast become
sufficient to obviate the need to choose between an elegant program
that works for a few, and a diluted version that serves
inadequately.

The task of do icing strategies for surmounting obstacles to wide-
spread replication of sti«essitil programs is at least as difficult as
devising a successful interyention in the first place. The do elopment
of effective strategies invokes the giN e and lake of many, minds, many
interests, many (1isciplines and mon) lock of practical experience.
The arenas for action are fa' nitre Nark(' than they were Perceived
to be twenty \ Call s ago. While the federal role temains crucial, state
and local govonments are increasingly competent and increasingly
cow erned about y ulnerable populations, especially including pool
children. Public private partnerships al e also pioneering flexible new
approaches to achieving the common good.

No one level of government, and co tainlv no isolated private
of forts, can bring us to nil Nana. Because success( ul plow ams set ing
high-risk familio are m mans different stages of development, and
because they oiler ate in diverse contexts, the best next steps will
require a number of different strategies. Como ting success( ul local
effortF into state or national polic , and (or ululating national policies
that will support successful state and local efforts raise different
issues in health, social services, day (ale and education. What needs
to he done can't be orchestrated by .111) one group or bodyalthough
a President and a few other highly r isible leaders yy ho understood,
cared and pro\ ided "bull) pulpit" header ship On these issues would

1
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make a big dif ferenc e." A ptogt am of grants combined s Uh intenske
technical assistance would go far uncard getting a critical mass of high
quality services into areas of concentrated social dislocation.

A NEW AND SHARPER FOCUS ON THE
"'TRULY DISA DVA N EAGED-

Whether our highest priority goal for the next decade is to assure
a better-educated pool of ptoductke torkers. to 'educe the tax
dollars that pa fin welfare support and prisons, or to end pel)aske
alienation and achioe a national sense of communit), we must focus
more sharply On the most difficult and most urgent social problems- -
even if this requires major departures from traditional approaches.

Man) Americ ans «mnitted to improving the lives of those left out
of the general prosperity fit ml) belies e that the problems of the
disachantaged .tre best addiessed b) including them in a larger
framework. The politics of social reform has had as its primer the
Social Securit) Ac t of 1935. The. ppularit) and success of programs
of universal entitlement t,:tight that politic al 'um ies woe direct')
dependent on the In eadt h and heterogeneity of the beneficial)
population. Progress seemed to be contingent on a pet cep: ion of
need lot governmental help as universal (as in Soc it Security and
Medicare). 01 as resulting hom bad luck (as in the birth of a handi-
capped child). The greatest and most lasting recitations in the num-
bers of the pool woe made h) "incorporating the pool through the
political back (1001.-H A In oad constituency has been seen as no es-
sat not only for initial enactment of legislation. but to maintain a
quality plvgram over the long run. Programs aimed at the most
deprk ed. b) contrast, woe regarded as too hard to protect against
detoimation. Programs fin the pool. we were taught, becain,. pool
programs.

But the determination to amid .1 specific locus on the seriously
dis..thantaged ma) in now have become counter productive. It ma be
time to reasso., vv holm the high value placed on unk c. sal coverage.
still %Aid wv i.h r espect to 'chine') simple income nansfei pr ow ants
like Social Sec min, should continou hold 101 complex human
service programs. .k close examination of the long-term successes
achieved b) pr tuns and institutions sewing high-tisk populations.
cleat!) demonsu ales that c bildi en in greatest danger of later damage
need inlet Nentions that ate mot e intenske, mole wmpiehenske mid
often more costly than those needed In families 'king in less disad-
vantaged circumstances.

Justice tot disadvantaged populations has ti aditionalk been
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equated with equitable access to set-sites, assuming equal need and
equal efficacy of treatment. It no appears that equal access, while
necessary, is not sufficient. For children who are grow ing up in
persistent and concentrated pox erty , in families that al e helmed
and surrounded by others in similar straits, equal dice, s does not
spell equity. Effectise help to sex erely disadvantaged populations
requires that sere ices be of the highest quality and that the range of
services reflect the broad range of needs in this population.

Services for high -risk groups can be pros ided as part of a unixersal
program or rendered emit, nely to a high-risk population. A home
visiting program for high-1 isk mothers, for example, could be an
intensive version of a universal program. or could be focused exclu-
sively on poor pt egnant teenage' s.'' What is essential is that pi ograms
for those with the greatest needs must be clearly designed to take
those distinct needs into account.

Now that we know there are intersentions that can help the children
who are growing up in destructise ens ironments. now that we know
how to present damage befOre it occurs, the highest priority in the
next decade's efforts to break the cycle of disadsantage and depend-
ence must go to making intensive, high - quality services asailable early
in the life cycle to the populations Using in areas w here the risks to
healthy development are con,. 'united. This will lequire new funds
and sweeping changesin lo 1. state and federal legislation, in
procedures for allocating resources, in bureaucracies, and among
professionals.

Only a clear uncle' standing of our common stake in effecting these
changes will provide the necessary impetus. "Common stake" does
not necessarily mean that only common programs, sea' ing the middle
class and disadvantaged like, will do. A sense of common interest
can also derive from a recognition of the great stake we all have in
hi caking the cycle of intergenerational disadvantage.

When educational failtne, adolescent crime and teenage childbear
Mg combine to c reate long-term social desastation, the damage be-
comes so massive that exert' American acquires a stake in its preven-
tion. Although some of' the adolescents who ho lease school early and
have babies too soon (and even some se ho commit se' ious ca imes) w ill

ultimately become self-supporting. responsible and productise adults,
more will be napped by the interaction of men without Jobs, women
without husbands, children without fathers and families without
money, hope, skills, opportunitiesas well as without effectise sup-
ports and sere ices that might help them escape. The young people in
these circumstances se ill become the long-term welt-ale dependents,
the unemployed and unemployable, and the parents w able to hum
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stable families of their own. Many will join the ranks of the hungry
and homeless. Surrounded by despair, neglect and %iolence. these
young people are likely to lack any vision of the future tt hich would
inspire present sacrifice. Disconnected from the mainstream of Amer-
ican society, unable to make the transition to productive adulthood,
they will get stuck at the very bottom of American society and become
part of a growing underclass.*

We all pay to support the unproAuctite and incarcerate the
We are all economically weakened b} lost productit ity. We all lice with
fear of crime in our homes and on the streets. We are all diminished
when large numbers of parents are incapaJle of nurturing their
dependent young. We hate an enormous common stake in undoing
the bonds that keep children in misery today. .rnd threaten to keep
their children even more permanently excluded from America's
mainstream.

Earlier in this century. the routes up and out of potertt worked
less well for blacks and other minorities than for 'lathe-born whites,
but they were plentiful. Most poor and otherwise disadtantaged
families lived in env ironments that pros ided day-to-day et idence that
hard work, ambition and perseterance brought rewardsreflecting
in large part the expanding demands for unskilled labor. Mot Mg up
from disadvantage did not require either the personal heroism or
intensive help from outside it does now.

Ladders up from the bottom are fewer toda y ; they are harder to
locate and to climb. Because, as a result of macro-economic and
technological detelopments of the List two decades, it has become so
much more difficult for disadtantaged young people to beat the odds,
the societal role in rhangwg the odd. has become far more critical.

Thday, forces largely beyond indit idual control, particularly the
slowdown in economic growth and the shift to service and high
technology occupations. propel families into the underclass and keep
them there. Between 1973 and 1984. the proportion of young men
able to support their families plummeted. whilein direct conse-

*The term "underclass" has been sbunned bs man} lest the label be seized on to
blame the pool lot then posert. or to walk oft at small minin its ;Ault ptublems that
seem so intiactable that the} will be dismissed as impossible to help But I ag" cc %salt
kVilliain J 11'llson that the liberal ielac tante to addles, (anthills the flustering and
concentration Of social casualties has ceded the tet nun s to (onset 'tames who see both
causes and remedies in era hisivels units iduallstu toms. and who cannot imagine a
slit cessf 'espouse through so( tem! inlet scAltion and suppot Lspec hills those of us
who arc ssorlong unit that demonstrates that intensise so.ial (Alm is can leach
and help esen those who ale now stuck at the bottom. must focus attention on 111c
distinct needs of the must disadsantaged populations that base been so scut tisk
neglected by prcsailing systvms and mslitutions
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quencethe number of female-headed families sky rocketed, as did
the number of children grow Mg up in eny ironments that undermine
healthy development.''

As economic opportunity shrank for the less skilled of all races and
backgrounds, the many blacks who were in a position to take advan-
tage of expanded opportunities to obtain higher education and enter
the professions, business or the skilled trades moYed up and out, with
devastating effects on the inner-city areas they left behind. Profr-ssor
William J. Wilson calls it "one of the most important social transfor-
mations in recent U.S. history." Although there are still plenty of
people in these neighborhoods who work very hard, there is no
longer the critical mass of stable, achievement-oriented families that
once provided neighborhood cohesion, sanctions against aberrant
behaNior, support for churches and other basic community institu-
tions. Missing are the essential practical connections to mainstream
society, the informal ties to the world of ssork that pros idc models of
conventional roles and beim% for and could alert y oungsters to job
openings and help them obtain employment. In America's inner cities
today there are too feu neighbors whose lives demonstrate that
education is meaningful, that steady employ ment is a xiable alterna-
tiYe to welfare and illegal pursuits, and that a stable family is an aspect
of normalcy."' The %ant= is being filled. says Yale Uniyersity psychi-
atrist James Comer, by drug pushers, pimps and prostitutes. ""They're
often the only successful people that the kids see.""

In depressed neighborhoods of all kinds, drugs hate Vastly exacer-
bated other social dislocations, from robbery to personal iolence,
adding an element of pathology that earlier generations did not haw
to cope with.2"

More and more families. stressed and depleted. are surounded by
others in similar straits. This concentration of the persistently poor,
unskilled, alienated, unenq,,oyed and unmarried ha:, a high probabil-
ity of negatively affecting the development of children. These chil-
dren are isolated f win many essential socializing influences and
supports. It is hard for the head of a family, male or female, black or
white, ho cannot support the family, to real chilch en to conform to
cultural expectations and to contribute constructlyely to society.''

A boy being brought up by ci mother alone, even a poor mother
alone, need not necessarily suffer damaging effects. In facti British
study has shown that growing up in a female- headed household is
not in itself damaging." But when single parenting is not only a
family fact, but a community fact, the effect especially on boy s --can
be highly disruptive of not mal deYelopment.'' When the w hole neigh-
borhood is made up of families without fathers or a consistent male
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presence, not only the income. but the discipline and role models that
fathers traditionallt hate pros ided are missing. Bms ale left to learn
about manhood on the streets, where the temptation is strong to
demonstrate one's prowess through %iolence, breaking the law and
fathering a child.

Since the concentration of miser} and social dislocation is so clearly
implicated in its perpetuation. the growth in the population lit ing in
areas of concentrated potertt is alarming. In only ten years. between
1970 and 1980, in the nation's Fite largest cities, di( number of poor
people living in potent areas increased by 58(:( and the number
living in areas of extieme poverty went up by a shocking 182% !2'

Despite the ex idence of worsening conditions, the sen ices which
could buffer disachantaged children against the impact of their harsh
surroundings, and strengthen families in then efforts to improte the
odds for these children, remain painfullt inadequate. Mont sen ices
have been reduced as a result of budget cuts,. but their weaknesses go
deeper than budgets. The kind of schools, preschools. dot care.
health clinics and social sen ices that might help are. with a few stellar
exceptions, simply not reaching those who need them most. So,
instead of protecting against the destructne impact of the concentra-
tion of dexastation, our social institutions often contribute to it.

Considering the wealth of present knowledge about the dangers of
growing up in areas of concentrated potent and about the interven-
tions that can change outcomes for exen the most disachantaged
children, it becomes indefensible not to make these inter-tendons
at ailable. A pre mute, population-based approach to targeting inter-
tendons, as opposed to au approach based on indit iduailt established
pathology, has become a realistic possibility just as it has become an
urgent necessity. We not only know more than exer before about the
conditions that jeopardize healthy detelopment, we also know a great
de :z1 about where the children at risk are concentrated.

In a recent attempt to define and estimate the size of the wider
class, economist Isabel V. Saw hill and sociologist-demographer Erol
R. Ricketts, working together at the Urban Institute in 1986. imagi-
nativelt analyzed 1980 census data to identify exert census tract with
unusually high proportions of high school dropouts, welfare reci-
pients; I-Juale heads of household and working -age males not regu-
larly attached to the labor force. They found 880 tracts, (about two
percent of urban census tracts) in which all foni these induatms
dislocation occurred at a rate higher than one standard (lex f

the mean for the nation. These areas contained a total of 2.5 million
people, or about one percent of the U.S. population. Geographically.,
the largest concentration of the 880 census tracts is in the Noi theast.
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The six cities with the highest number of these areas arc New Nbrk.
Chicago, Detroit, Newark, Philadelphia. and Baltimore. In the 880
census tracts. 58`i of the population are black. 1 1 cc" are Hispanic,
and 28% are white. 36Ci are children.''

Ricketts and Saw hill would be the first to warn that these are rough
calculations. The children in these 880 census tracts may be only the
tip of an iceberg of disachantage, but gilen the tools we now hale, it
would be unconscionable not to use them to helpas a beginning
at least these children. That so many American children are growing
up in the midst of dense concentrations of poverty and social disloca-
tion makes inaction intolerable. At the same time their number is
snub enough to make concerted effOrts to locate high quality sell ices
and institutions in such areas a realistic immediate objectile.

Elected officials and other leaders may object that interventions
effectise for those at greatest risk require a large "up-front" invest-
ment. But they can no longer coi,,,nd that resources should be
withheld because no one knows how to help, or 1--( ause the el idence
of high returns on such an investment is lacking.

While economic policies with more sweeping effects, and programs
that would assure unilersal entitlement to a range of human sere ices
are being developed. we cannot afford to sit by and watch as the
children and families with the greatest needs and whom we know how
to help are simply abandoned. A broad coalition of citizens, profes-
sionals and political leaders must begin to mole the public and prhate
sectors to bring a critical mass of successful prograris into the geo-
graphical area., with the highest concentration of persistent poverty
and other indicators of disachantage and disintegration. This will be
an arduous undertaking, requiring careful planning. thoughtful use
of the last two decades of experience and a s igorous determination to
guard against dilutions. short cuts and false economies.

The investment and the risks are justified by the prospect that fewer
children will come into adulthood unschooled and unskilled, commit-
ting violent crimes and bearing children as unmai lied teenagers.
Fewer of the children lip ing in concentrated poverty today will tomor-
row swell the welfare rolls and the prisons. Many moi e ill grow into
responsible and productile adults, themsehes able to form stable
families, contributing to. lather than depleting Amei ica's prosperity
and sense of community.

Utility and self-interest. a:, well as humanity, should wove us to
apply what we hale !canted about prelentile interventions to change
the futures of the children growing up in society's shadows, and
thereby to break the cycle of disadvantage.
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NOTES

I. The studs on s halt ribs chapter is based identified and anal% zed
programs that (a) hase documented a f awl able impact on Les risk factors it
outcomes among children glossing up in high-tisk ens tun:mews, and (b)
employ methods shim n at a theoretical loci to be promising. These pro-
grams. described f nib in L B &Jun r. Readi. 1988. include Lund%
planning programs in St. Paul. Minn.. and Baltimote. MD. pi enatal tate
programs in California. Mai %land and South Cat olina. child health programs
in Mississippi. Baltimore and Lis Angeles. intensne fannIs suppott plow anis
in 1Vashington State, the Bronx, Ness Hawn and Elmila, Ness Yot k. preschool
education and child care programs in -Ii:tinessee, Ypsilanti and Leslie. :Mich-
igan, Ness Nbrk Cits and Fan fax Counts. Virginia. and elemental s schools in
Ness Hawn, Mar stand, and Ness Yolk Cits . Also federal programs including
Medicaid, EPSDT, WIC. Neighborhood Health Centers and Head Start.

Systematic efforts to identifs presentee programs that ssork hase also
recently been undertaken bs the Coninintee fin Economic Deselopment
(CED), the National Gosei nor's Association (NGA) and the Ante] own Psycho-
logical Association (APA). (See especialls the CED's C1/41/then iii .Veed. hiv/.tinciu
Strategies fin the Educationall) Disadvantaged. 1987. and the NG.Vs 1:0111A on the
First Sixty Month.s, 1987.) Fhere is considerable oseriap in the programs
selected by these three wimps and those identified in the studs Fur It dhnn
Our Reach. although the pt ocesse, bs ss Inch prow anis %%ete chosen sailed
considerabls. This should reassure skeptics that these plop anis do pros ide
objectise indicators of success. From the fact that each selection process also
identified programs that none of the others found. it is ieasonable to
conclude that no one nulls Anal ii organization can put betsseen tsso (Amu%
all the proses and pionusing efforts that succeed in responding to the
complex needs of families buffeted by changing Tamils stt mut. es. mu easing
poverty and deer easing emplos sent °ppm utilities.

2. The (lest npuon of the la«nna Homebuilders progiam comes from J.
Ni. Knmes, et al. "1- lotne5tulders: Keeping Families -Iligeth I," /atonal of
Consulting and Clinical Psyholog). l<rI 15(1). 1977. pp. 667 -673: J. NI. Knmes ,
"Homebudders. An In-Home ()Isis Inter %union Program." Chddien
No I. Jaguar yFebruary, 1978). pp 15 -35: 1) A. Haapala and J. M. Kitmes
"Homebuilders Approach to the Training of In-Home nerapists." in Home-
Based Services for Chi& en and Families. S. NIs banks and M. Bryce. (Eds.),
Springfield, IL. Charl:!s C. I Inmi.1%. 1979, mate' ials finnished by Beliw.loi al
Sciences Institute, Federal Was, Wk. E. M. Clai k Foundation. Keeping Families
Thgether. The Case lin haul) Piesermaon, 1985. and Intel %less% in 1986 and
1987 ssith Peter Forsythe, Director. Poigt am fin nuldien, and Peter D. Bell.
President, E. NI Oat k Foundation. Int °I Illation about the ieplicauin of the
Homebtuldets program] s the Brost is based on comet sations in 1987 %sill]
officers and staff if the Clark Foundation. ssnh Das id !obis, Sento' Assig late,
Welfai e Reseal di, Inc li Kathleen Feels, Ness Mirk Cu% Depai uncut of
Juvenile Justice, and 011 ii atenals prepared and furnished 1,s Nh
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3. Although foster care is intended to be a temporary arrangement,
extended placements are the not in. In Ness Nbrk City, ;he aserage length of
time a child removed fi om the family spent in foste care in 1980 ssas 4.8
years; other areas of the countrs report similar figures. (See D. Fanshel,
"Decision-Making Under Uncertainty: Foster Care for Abused and Neglected
Children?" American Journal of Public Health Th1.71(7), July 1981, pp. 685-
686; E. M. Clark Foundation, keeping Families Together, 1985; Child Welfare
League of America, Repo?! of the Nabonal Commission, on Children m Need of
Parents, 1979.)

4. The description of the Elmira nurse home %iting program is based on
a sisit to the program, 30 Mas 1985, which included inters iews with the
original project director, Dr. Das id L. Olds. of the Department of Pediatrics,
University of Rochester, the original nursing staff, the staff at the time of the
sisit, and officials of the Chemung Counts Health Department. Also see the
following: D. L. Olds. "Improsing Formal Sus ices for Mothers and Chil-
dren," in Protecting Ghazni from Abhse and Neglect, J. Garbarino and S. H.
Stocking, (Eds.), San Francisco: Josses-Bass. 1981, pp. 173-197; D. L. Olds,
"The Prenatal/Early lnfancs Project." in In the Bezinning. J. Belsky, (Ed.).
New Nbrk: Columbia Uniseisity Press. 1982. pp. 271,-85; D. L. Olds, C. R.
Henderson, R. Tatelbaum and R. Chamberlin, "Impros mg the Delisery of
Prenatal Care and Outcomes of Pregnancy." Pediatrics, Vol. 77(1), January,
1986, pp. 16-28; D. L. Olds, C. R. Henderson. R. Tatelbaum and R. Cham-
berlin, "Impros ing the Life-Course Deselopment of Socially Disadsantaged
Parents," unpublished report. 1986; D. L Olds, C. R. Henderson. R. Cham-
berlin, and R Tatelbaum. "Presenting Child Abuse and Neglect. A Random-
ized Trial of Nurse Home Visitation." Pediatrics, VA. 78, July 1986. pp. 65-78.
Outcome data is from the hater three repot ts.

5. Sociologist Andress Abbott has %%linen that ssithin a gisen profession,
the highest status professionals are those ssho deal ssith issues defined bs
colleagues in such a ssay as to remose human complexity, \sink "the lowest
status pi ofessionals are those ssho deal ss ith problems (tom %%Inch the human
complexities are not of cannot be remosed." See A Abbott, "Status an.'
Status Su ain in the Professions," .1metkan Patna' of Sociology, Vol. 86, 1981,
pp. 819-835.

6. Those in greatest need of set s icesbe it in health care, family suppoi t
or educationtend to face the greatest barrier, in the search for help.
Sers ices for those ss ho need them most ale often too fragmented and too
meager to accomplish then put pose Childi en's advocates succeed in expand-
ing access to medical cal e. but inside the doctoi's office the content of secs ices
remains unmatched to the needs (.1-the undersei %ed. Extreme ftagmentation
of sell, ices and a "consistent pattern of failed connections" wet e identified in
a broad re' less bs the Midi en's Defense Ftmd as the critical weaknesses
children's mental health set s ices. Childi en's problems and then need for
sets ices were often identified early, and sometimes repeated's. But the
sers ices themselves seldom mail rialized Sunda' findings of "failed connec-
tions" emerge consistently h or: rotors of tase records of children killed of
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serious!) Mimed as a result of child abuse is on alb the clulth en are hum n
to social agencies, but the set-% nes that could present trageds do not inateti-
Mize. Across the (Anuls. case mot Lets midi direct responsibility lot s :duet a-
ble children often experience "nupossibls large caseloads, emessne and
meaningless papensork, no time to get to knoss the children fit shunt thes
make decisions. no time to s isit and no tt aming to deal s ith «nin,lex
family problems." (See J. Knitzet . "Mental Health Set %ices to Chihli en and
Adolescents," American PThulogi,st, '01. 39(8). August I98-1. pp. 905-911. M.
A. Uhlig. "Mans Child-Abuse Deaths Come in Cases Where Risk Is Knoss n.
The New Fork Times, Nosember 9. 1987. J. Knitzet. B. Mc Gummi and M. L.
Allen, Children Without Homes. Washington. I) C.. Children's Defense Fund.
1978.)

7. A classic studs of the fac tot s that accounted for (manual sunnal of
rural health clinics four.(; that the more Limn aton tests a clinic pros uled. as
a proportion of total se 'lices. the inure hkels it ss as to become self-stiff it tent
The more outreach sent, es it pi us ided, the noire likels it Isas to shut doss
when grant funding came to end (See R Feldman. D. M. Deitz and E. E
Brooks, "The Financial liability Of Rural Primary Health Cate Centers."
Ammicon foul nal of Path( Mak MI. 68(10),Octobet , 1978. pp. 981-987.)

Social melt are researchers Sheila B. Kamerman Ind Alf red J. Kahn arm ed
at the same conclusion with regard to social seruces. "There is no relation
benseen sun nal of agencies and either need or imp( I.- See S. B. Kamerman
and A. J. Kahn, Sen ices for Chihli en. linith and Families," (A
proposal to the Amite Cases Nnindation, Ness Thrk. Nos ember, 1986)

8. Weathei!:, ;olleagues came to a similar conclusion after sun es mg
comprehensise prop ant f ot pregnant and pat eating adolescents. The
deselopint rit aad stns ts at of local pr ogtams during the past decade is nothing
less than phenomenal (onside' int, the obstacles thes face ... fhes stand as a
testimony to the sibi a liCs resoarcef Illness and tespthistsness of local ef-
forts." The researchers punitt_d out that the exemplar) pt ()warns .unit sers
ices they found Isere exceptions, and "must Ines nab!) remain so in the
absence of basic poll() ch tngcs." The difficulties at the Iucat lo el Is hi( h must
be osercome in deseloping and updating good progiams. and the cumber-
some strategies that rims' be des Ised to mei mme pi nailing «nisi' aints,
"fasor the deselopment of set sic es in a t elatneh f els fur Innate (t esout h

and bend-seised) localities.- -flies conclude bs asking %sheltie! "the ell«)111-
agement of a cottage industry is an apptopt late I CSIVH15e Io . . a serous.
widespread social problem." (See R Weather , et al., Pat Programs
Comprehensnw Serea e% for Pregnant and Parenting .1doh.%« ids. Iepurt prepared
for the L. S. Public Health Set I Ice. Office of Population Al fans, U.S. Dept t-
went of Health and Human Set sices, 1985.)

9. I'm an excellent discussion of the meaknesses of prodding .11)1°,01es
to esaluation tesearch, and Inns Mel might lie mu «nne. see 1) Campbell.
-Problems lot the Ex pet interning Slit in the Inter f ice betsseen E,aluatnin
and Service Pr °skier s," ut ilineiu«'s Mont) Support P grams. Perkpettroes and
Prospects, S. 1,. Kagan, D. R Puma, B. Weissboutd, and E Zaglei . (Eds.). Ness
Hawn: Yale University Press. 1987.
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10. Fot data on dollai sa% mg, from c,n I% intei sentions %%ith cluldt en and
families in high -risk emit onments, see L. B. Schot t, 1l li/mI our Reath. 1988.
In addition, for data on clonal sa% ings nom IN &lima! rate, see Institute of
Medicine, l',evenling Lou. Buthweighl, 1985, for data On sa% ings f tom
family supports, see estimates of Honiebuildets, the Beha% toral Sciences
Institute, Fedmal Was, Washington, 1987. also W Shossell, Biennial Repo?! of
CS1Y3 lnlen,vve liund) Senneo, State of Oregon, 1985. for data on dollar
savings from reduction in teenage parenthood, see K. A. Moore and R. E
Wert hheitner, "Teeaage Childbearing and Welfare.- Fa nvly Planning Pempo
Ewes, 1981: for data on doilat sayings Flom noise home shits, see D Olds, el
al, -Improsing the Delisers of Prenatal Cate and Outcomes of Pregnancs,-
Peduth 77( 1), Jan oat , 1986, pp 16-28, for data on sayings from Yale
das care-health care-famti% support p1ogiants, see V Seitz. el al., "Effects of
Famils Suppot t Inter sentient," Child Deztlopmenl, 1985, A. Na% , "Child Das
Care,"Jeno nal of Pm rvenla.e 1)%yhialo. 1982, lot sayings f t ont preschool int et -

ventions, see C. U Weber, el al , ,In Economic Anal)%1A of the }-pdanll Pen)
Thesehool vied, 1978, also see National Coalition of Athocates foi Students,
Ban lo Excellence, 1985.

I 1 ( toninutee On Ectmonuc Deselopment. Cheide1n in Need l mrInanl
Sholepes fa? the Educanonall) Dicadvaniagal. 1987.

12. J M. Sugarman, "Head Start. .\ Retrospectue Vie%%, rs Pi/eel Head
Shari A Legacy of the Wa? on Pam!). Ziglel and J Valentine, (Eds.), Ness
Mirk: The Ft ee Pt ess, 1979, pp. I14-20

'rhe rsiNkt.:f k". (' ir ',pi Lad Implementation of suc.c....s1-111
prow inns in this se ion asses much to Pt of essor 'eter B. Edelin,ut of the
Geergetoun Unnersits Lass School. oho Aimed nee to make use of his rich
insights and obsers at

14. H. Heclo, "The Poll'ical 1:m11(1,111(ms of Antipmert% Pubes," in FighlIng
/'overly, S. H. Daniigei and D. berg, (Eds.), Cambridge, MA. Hawed
Unkersity Press, 1986, pp. 91-103.

15. Minnesota's Earls Childhood Fanul% Education Pt ()wain mules one
ex unple of hos% the tension bet%%een utthet sal and tat geted se' % ices can be
reconciled [inlet the umbrella of a state -side. communit% -based effort to
help patents promote healthy child deseeopment, th, pe °giant pto% ides
parenting education and support foi esei sone, but also mains mole uuensise
and comprehensise set sues specificalls tmard %el high -th1 groups.

16. W J. Wilson, the 15 oh Doaduanlaged, The bine? Ca), the Undochom, and
Piddle Polley Chicago. Unicet sit% of Chicago Ness, 1987.

17. 60fi of soling Amet kali men %wie able to can enough to keep a
family of duce out of posei t% in 1973. but oafs 42'i sere nl 1981. The
coati iage tate of the men in milts age gimp fell In half clueing this pet iod.
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GIVING CHILDREN A CHANCE:
WHAT ROLE COMMUNITY-BASED

PARENTING INTERVENTIONS?

Judith S. Musick
Robert Halpern

EF FOR I S c) strengthen pool pm ents' ability to 'motet inn turc and
cal e fen their child' en hay e long played a tole iii our so( iety 's ottempts
to address the causes and consequences of poyci ty. In the cui rent
context, Yy ith poYei ty increasingly concentiated 111 famines yyith oung
children, caul) childhood parenting issues ha\ e surfaced at Mall
points in policy debates about reducing dependent: and improying
the life chances of poor children. Fen example. much has been made
of the obstacles to attentiye and nuturant parenting posed by too
early childbearing. But discussion of such issues !1.ts not reflected the
difficulties of altering parenting capacities and styles acquired
through a lifetime -xpei fence in a particulm familial and social
world, nor has it lequately inhn need by accumulating program
experience.

In this chapter. thors examine the potential of community -
based early parentm, pi ()grains to influence the forces that shape
capacity for and styles of parenting. We begin h ith a discussion of

hy early parenting interventions seem a plausible strategy for en-
hancing child deyelopment in kny-in«nne children. We then examine
vhy programs may not be %%01-king as effect' y ely as they should, .old

Pennons of this palm ate based oo tau lei cot impels IA Judith Musa k. I he lost,
"I's%cliologiial and IRAelopilielital 1)11111211,ms of AdoIestent Pleglialit% and Patent-
ing. An Peispei %sas pi epal cd Nu the Rot ketellei
Decembet. 1987. I he setoid, "Paiapiotessionals. Palentilig ilid Child 1)(lelopiiit lit
Undo standing the Pi obi( its and Seeking Solutiolis,- %sas tit authored In 11.111t e, Stott.
1)11.1)., of the Faikson Institute. It siIl appeal ut the lot dimming /tindbook u/ Lail
Intervention, S Niche's and J. Shonkof (FA% nub' id .;e L'imei it Ness
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what it would take to make them ork mot e clfectiYek. Finally. Yee
discuss the implications of our suggestions foi child and family policy.

COMMUNITY-BASED EARLY PARENT! NG
INTERVENTIONS

The intei ventions Y% it h Yhich we are concerned are those in Y% Inch
neighborhood-based agencies employ community members, ,ome-
times ; oncert Yith professionals, to pro\ ide support for disachan-
tiged oirents during pregnancy and/or infancy. Components of that
support generally include information. feedback and guidance, help
with practical problems, help ith sec tiring entitlements and sei \ices,
encouragement and emotional support. Support is Imo\ ided it h the
objective of promoting attenti'4e parenting, parents' personal in\ e-
mem and healthy child development. Community -based cal l parent-
ing interventions ale sometimes conceptuali/ed as a «immunity de-
velopment strategy, designed to build or renm mutual support
structures and resources in low-income communities.'

Three basic formats are most conneon in «immunity -based early
parenting programs. The first is the home-based program. in Y%hith
home visiting is the major direct sei ice actiyity. The second is the
stand-alone group-based program, in Y% Inch parent education classes
or support groups located in a cons enient. community-based setting
are the major deny.Ity . The third is the neighborhood center, cleated
foi the purpose of pro\ iding an array of child development and
Lim y support services to young Lupines. Such services might in-
clude, in addition to parent suppoi t groups and/or home
cleYclopmental child care 01 respite care, health and developmental
screening, personal counseling on a range of family life issues, high
school completion classes, transportation and so forth.

The great majority of community-based eat ly parenting programs
are initiated by local ageneies, r esponding to perceiYed neighbor hood
needs, with very modest, lelatiYely short-term funding. These are
generally undertaken as service programs, although they may doe u-
ment numbers audio' characteristics of families served. A small
number of state initiatives are cur rently in Yarmus stages of develop-
ment, as well.= These state initiatives typically proside a unmuon
funding base, some kind of mandate Yith regard to targeting, pro-
gram purposes and components. and sonic level of technical assis-
tance. Levels and types of evaluation actiYity associated with state
initiatives vary. There are, finally, a small number of national set ice
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demonstrations mulct maN ith nom)! ks of piogiams to dif I et ent
parts of the country.'

THE RAPIONALE FOR EARLY PARENTING
INTERVENTIONS FOR LOW-INCOME FAMILIES

There is a great deal of consensus about m hat infants need in order
to grog) and deyelop to their I ullest potential. '!'hey need protection
Flom ph) sical and psychological halm, adequate nourishment and at
least one special, reTonsive adult, to Y% hom they can become at-
tached. and %%hot mill act as guide and mediatm betmeen them and
the %ild. As infants doelop. their experience of the morld, as
sum t tired and mediated by that special adult and others. begins to
shape in them a sense of mho they ale, %%hat they can do and m hat
the murld is like.' 'Hie doastating effect Of poverty is not only that it
(hirect') ,nut chronically threatens infants' physical Y%ell-being lion]
the time the) ai e «m«.iYed, it also undermines the capacity and
resources then patents to protect. mature and guide them.

The effects of pmero are by no means uniform: (nen in the
Boor est of communities some pat cuts at e able to teat then child' en
in competence-enhancing yays.' Such pat ents function to mitigate 01
buffer negative effects of the en% ironment for their thildren. They
pt ide consistent) and predittabilit) in an unpredictable sical
and social mod& The) exploit positke communit) supports like
hurt hies.uul self -help groups to theii f plow( ring.tnd tin tilt-

ing their child' en's suengths. enabling [Itch children to ni e the
best possible use of mhateYei the «numunitY and midei 'Acn Id has to
offer. Such pal ems ale able to do tit:, lat gel) because of the greater
pmchological resources they possess. Although these patents' actual
life circumstantes and mate' lid t esout es maY be no hotel than those
of parents mho al e less pi mectke and enabling. the' ate much less
likely to have a sense of hopelessness or power lessee

But for )0 owing immix!t S of )(twig, lom-inn une adults, obstacles to
attentne patenting posed by pen askelY stressful !king conditions,
and lack of adequate support f tom entitlements or set %ices lot basic
needs, ale compounded bY su uggles for (hell omit pet sonal do clop-
mem, lack of pet sonal r esouit es and info' mal suppoi t systems m hose
costs can at times outweigh theh benefits." Feelings of pomeilessness,
futility and limited life options hut casing") accompany the expeti-
ence of poverty, and these feelings flame the %%odd-% iem that an
increasing proportion of Im -income patents communicate to, diet'
children front both. A majolity of patents of infants «nRened and
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born in poserts were themsehes reared in poserts, personalls expe-
riencing its physical and psychological injuries. Low-income parents
are disproportionateh like's to have experienced broken attachments.
neglect. esen abuse as children. and to bring the residue of such
experiences to their own parenting. The chronic stress associated
with lack of stability and margin for error in almost e.ers area of
famils life can drain phs swat and emotional energies. leas ing few
resources for attending to children's deselopment needs. Compound-
ing all these factors, loss-income parents are disproportionatels like's
to be extreme's soling and unmarried when the begin parenting.
and thus unable to draw on either personal maturit or marital
supports in adjusting to the new and changing demands for parent-
ing.

The famih histories and psycho- social backgrounds of the mos
troubled soling parents sersed b. cone ,nits-based parenting pro-
grams include such variables as absence o -ir consistent father
surrogates: frequent separations and 'or ii.adetiaate nurturing from
their own soling. distressed mothers: mans siblings sharing the moth-
er's limited resources: premature. inappropriate assumptim of adult
responsibilities at the cost of personal deselopment: exposure to
N iolence. disorganisation and unpredictability: sexual and or physical
abuse: lack of education and basic skills to bolster self-confidence and
pros ide alternatnes to earls parenthood: and a gnaw ing hunger for
affection. affiliation and the meeting of unmet dependents needs.

Such formatise experiences require psychological accommodations
that may be adaptne in the short-run. but all too frequentls have
long-term costsfor ioneself. and )ater. for one's children. Thus. for
example. a mother who herself 'j earned- as a child that too much
curiosity and assertiseness brought negatise consequences from par-
ents or public authorities. ma) be more sensitive to the risks than to
the deselopmental purposes of such behavior. Or, she may be unable
to tolerate her child's normal des elopmental need for independence.
because it feels too much like the abandonment she experienced
when her own mother periodical's and unpredictably disappeared
from her life. Personal history from childhood and adolescence forms
the sub-structure which underlies later skills, attitudes and emotions
about one's children, and about one's role as a caregis ing partner in
a reciprocal relationship.

Earls parenting interventions (nimists cannot pros ide as powerful
and continuing an influence on parenting as that pros ided bs per-
sonal history and life situation. Intersening to strengthen the earls
parenting that 1m-income children receise. without attending as well
to the social, institutional and economic context shaping that earls
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parenting. is both practicall% and ethicall% dubious. Ne%ertheless,
within a context of the range of bask support efforts. earls parenting
interventions should be able to identif% the en% ironmental stresses
and resource deficits impinging on childbearing in a particular fain-

and. over time, the personal issues (such as those around depend-
ence and independence) shaping parenting capacities and styles.
These interventions should be able to help parents become more
conscious that they are rt' :ting to the world and raising their children
in particular wins, for particular reasons. Such interventions should
then be able to introduce. and pros ide the ps%chological support
necessary to risk new wins of parenting, and new wins of coping.
problem- soh ing and using mailable resources to meet [mull% needs.

BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE
PARENTING INTERVENTIONS

Although earl% paret.iing interventions should be able to introduce
and pros ide the support necessary for risking new wars of parenting.
coping and growing, the authors' personal experience with such
programs generall% suggests a number of interrelated obstacles to
achie, ing these objectives. These obstacles include:

the difficult of balancing attention among families' basic sun i-
ial needs. parents' personal needs, the parent-child relationship

and children's development needs:
even when parenting is addressed. a tendenc% to under-estimate
the complexit% of parenting behavior and its determinants:
scarcit% of staff with the necessir% skills to identif% and address
parenting issues salient to particular families: and
implementation conditions that make it difficult to build and
maintain program capacities to overcome other obstacles.

DIFFICULTY OF BALANCING PROGRAM EMPHASIS

When a program enters the life of a oung. low income famil it is
both ethicall% and practicall% necessar% to attend to the %inlet% of
needs that present thetusekes. These ma% include lack of basic
resources such as housing. medical services or food, as well as the
need fm personal support around [mull% and other crises. Parents
cannot attend adequatel% to their children's de%elopmental needs
when the must expend most of their energ% simpl% sunning. But.
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while it is difficult to hold at ba) the suess created b% resource-scarce
Limit) and communit% en% ironments that act as barriers to nurturant
parenting, it is nonetheless essential to address parents' responsibili-
ties to and relationships w ith their children. if the children are to
th rive.

While attending to the doelopmental needs of all )oung children
should be a high priority in both the public and innate spheres of
American life, attending to the needs of children in high-risk life
situations is especial!) critical. For these children there are rare!)
compensating forces at work in the carc.;i%ing en% ironment to buffer
them against specific threats to health) de%elopment. If programs
delay addressing children's de%elopmental needs until other dimen-
sions of Limit) life have been full) addressed, precious time and
opportunities w ill have been wasted. Once wasted. the often cannot
be regained. The home % isitor who spends all her time attempting to
resolve a parent's current personal or f; ,.uncial crisis ma) fail to
observe and intervene in parent-child difficulties until they haw
escalated to less manageable levels. or ma% even fail to notice a
developmental difficult) in a child that could be great!) alle%iated if
that child received earl) diagnosis and treatment.

While the challenges of balancing the needs of parent and child
ma) be formidable, the are not insurmountable. -16 take a common
example, if a teen mother puts her energies into getting back on track
in terms of school or work, without also taking special care to spend
time with her child in grow th-facilitating wa)s. and if that child is
subsequent!) neglected as the mother pursues her immediate goals,
then the mother's growth will ultimate!) be at her child's expense.
Further, she will be robbed of the opportunit% to de%elop as a parent,
to fulfill the tasks of a critical and %alued human role. An intervention
program's function. it's %er) purpose, must be to encourage and
facilitate the doelopment of both parent and child, and to help the
parent balance her own needs with those of her child.

Helping parents to return to school. to understand and interact
more mature!) with their families, to train for, and obtain jobs are all
clear!) important intervention functions. All pros ide parents with
necessar), skills, improved self-esteem and relief from undue stress,
thus enabling them to cope w ith then children better. However. a
growing proportion of pool families need more than this if we expect
to reduce en% ironmental risk for then children. Such families require
intervention ser% is es w Inch are targeted dinitb at of felting parenting
practices, and at idemif)ing children in need of specialised ser% ices
as earl) as possible. These parenting and child-focused set %ices will
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also have to be more firmly rooted in know ledge of child dexelopment
and parent-child relationships than is presently the case.

UNDERESTININFING THE COMPLEXITY OF
PARENTING AND ITS DETERMINANTS

A second common obstacle to supporting low-income parents :.!ffec-
tively in their childbearing roles is lack of appreciation for the
complexity of parenting and its determinates and the difficulty of
changing the caregis ing environment. This does not mean returning
to the victim- blaming strategies of the 1960s in w hich educational
psychologists designed programs to "teach" low- in( 9me mothers how
to be better teachers to their young children, in order to prevent
"retarded" cognitive and linguistic development." It does mean, how
ner, that intervention emphases and expectations must take into
account the residual effects of cumulatise physical, social and psycho-
logical insults that accompany poverty. It means taking account ac
well of current psychosocial forces which pull the young adult in
developmental directions that may be immediately adaptive but ulti-
mately destructive. Final!! means taking seriously the notion that
parents' own past and current experiences in being cared for them-
selves will have a profound effect on how they care for others.

Parenting is a "relationship with a history " a way of interacting
with, nurturing and guiding a young, and initially dependent, human
being, that is derived to a significant degree from a history of being
related to in particular ways. As such. parenting cannot be "learned"
in the same way one learns an academic discipline. Nor can it be the
result of the kinds of training required for vocational competence. It
is not a skill learned as one learns to cook, or to drive a car. This
would appear to he self-es ident; yet, many early intervention pro-
grams seem to be predicated on the notion of parenting as analogous
to a job: that is, as something that can be taught, or re-taught if it has
not been "learned" well initially. It is important for us to design
interventions that draw on what we know (w hich is still far from
enough) about the process by w hich capacity for parenting develops.
An example of this is illustrative.

Several years ago, staff at the Ounce of Prevention Fund in Illinois
began to take a closer look at the causes and effects of childhood
sexual %ictimization. This was in response to repeated disclosures of
sexual abuse among program participants, almost all of w hom are
adolescent mothers of infants and young children. In order to gain a
better understanding of the scope of the problem, a survey of the
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prevalence of sexual s ictimization among pregnant and parenting
adolescents was conducted at about half the Fund programs across
the state. The findings from this study were very sobering. Of almost
500 mothers taking part in the study, some three-fifths had experi-
enced sexual sictimization, vv ith about two-thirds of the s ictinis has Mg
been abused on multiple occasions andlor by multiple perpetrators.
The average age at first occurrence was 11 and a half y ears, and vv hile
many young women had been abused early in life, abuse was most
common during the middle school and earl) adolescent years."

Most of the young women volunteered comments at various points
throughout the structured questionnaire. Anyone doubting the de-
velopmental harm or psychological pain that results from such ex-
ploitation should read some of these commentsthe wouuds remain
raw, even )ears later Shame and grief extend beyond the victims
themselves to sisters or other intimates who knew it was happening,
yet felt helpless to stop it. These are the wounds that these young
women carry with them when they become parents.

When a girl has been unprotected in her family of origin, and
socialized (prematurely and inappropriately) into sexuality through
coercion, we should not be surprised if later, when she herself
becomes a parent, she feels helpless and unable to exert control over
that aspect of the lives of her children. The capacity to protect oneself
and one's children is derived from the experience of has mg been
cared for by others, of having a body (and mind) that has been
protected from v iolation by concerned and nurturing caregivers. The
diminished sense of personal %%01 th and efficacy that characterize
many former victims is manifested in their inability to protect their
own young children (boys as well as girls) from harm at the hands of
the boyfriends, sitters, 01 other temporary surrogate fathers who pass
in and out of their lives.

When asked what they thought the) could do to protect their own
children from such experiences, a number of respondents in the
study expressed fatalism or futility in regard to their ability to present
such occurrences. These responses afford us the opportunity to see
how pathological patterns of interaction and failures of protection
are passed from one generation to the next.

"I don't know of any ways to protect my children because it can
happen anywhere."

... but only time will tell."

.. "ain't nothing I can do."
In other words, the "unprotected" young children of many of the

adolescent mothers interviewed were a group at very high risk for
abuse themselves.
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In order to strengthen the capacity of young adolescent mothers to
protect their very young, vulnerable children from sexual abuse, the
Ounce of Prevention Fund developed Heart-to-Heart, an intensive,
clinically informed program component. This ten-week intervention
has been incorporated in ongoing parent support programs. It is
specifically designed to help break the code of silence and secrecy
that imprisons so many former victims in the pain of their past,
predisposing them to pass this on to their children. In Heart-to-
Heart, adolescent mothers are educated about the incidence, causes
and effects of child sexual abuse within a supportive atmosphere
which encourages their coming to terms with their own abusive
experiences. Once provided with this opportunity, young mothers
seem more open to learning and using specific strategies for protect-
ing their children. Communities are also made aware of the problem
of child sexual abuse and of the appropriate resources required to
solve the problem on an individual and community-wide basis)"

Such an approach to the design of intervention strategies is based
on a notion of childrearing as a complex process strongly affected by
the psychological history and current resources a person brings to
the role of parent. Thus, interventions must often be more than
educative or supportive, they must be healing as well. While it may be
appealing to believe that a non-deficit approach which "builds on
parents' strengths," "promotes parenting skills," or "educates par-
ents" will be sufficient to break dysfunctional parenting patterns, in
truth it may not. In some, perhaps a good many instances, we must
first undo damage already done before we can begin to promote skills
of educate parents. Strengths must be built in before they can be built
on.

Those who design, staff and evaluate these programs must begin
to take this issue more seriously than has been the case until this time.
This does not mean that traditional psychotherapeutic treatment
must somehow automatically be provided to all high-risk parents
that is not the point. Rather, it means that programs need to make
use of clinical and research knowledge about how and why a child's
dc,elopment can get off track, and about now and why parents can
be helped to grow in regard to those areas directly related to their
capacities to nurture and guide children.

STAFF QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING

If changing the early' caregiving environment involves changing
the parent, this can best be accomplished in the context of a relation-
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ship with the parent. Where issues revolve around relationships, the
principal change agents are not just the methods or curricula, they
are other people who use them. It is these people, and the quality of
the relationships they are able to establish and sustain, that will be the
critical elements in any intervention. These relationships provide the
scaffolds for affirming, and as necessary, building or re-building
parenting strengths. Most community -based early parenting interven-
tions are staffed at the direct service level by either trained para-
professionals from the community or by social work/counseling
professionals. Although these seri, ice providers may have had expe-
rience with adults or adolescents, they sometimes have had little
education, training or work experience related to infant and early
childhood development and early parenting.

Many service providers, especially paraprofessionals (or, as they
are often called, lay helpers) were themselves struggling young moth-
ers in the not too distant past. They may be too closely identified with
the young parents they see, and feel uncomfortable about how well
they themselves managed the tasks of motherhood when their own
children were little. The effort they may have exerted to pull them-
selves out of poverty, often with little or no support from near or
extended kin, may have taken its toll on their ipacity for being
enabling of their own children. Or, negative self-images established
during these service providers' own childhoods may remain in spite
of success experiences. The internalized residue of these formative
experiences often prevents family workers from "seeing" potentially
serious problems, in the children themselves, in the parent-child
relationship or in the patterns of child rearing. Limitations such as
these pose a very real challenge for intervention programs.

How can we promote optimal development in children at risk, if we
cannot meaningfully affect the childrearing environment? How can
we foster positive change if service providers, the potential agents of
such change, are not adquately prepared for their job? One way,
perhaps the only realistic way, is to change that service provider,
transforming the way she views and understands parents, children
and parent-child relationships. The Ounce of Prevention Fund's
Developmental Program illustrates one strategy being employed to
promote such change.

In 1986 the Fund made the decision to begin providing both
traditional developmental screening and on-going observation of the
parent-child (and, in many cases, grandparent-child) relationship for
all of the children born to adolescent parents in the programs it
administers. The creation of the Developmental Program, as it has
come to be called, grew out of a recognition of the need for direct
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service staff to have useful techniques for understanding and assess-
ing both children's cognitive and socio-emotional development and
the parent-child relationship, and to feel more comfortable entering
that relationship in their work with finnilies.

The entire training protocol has been structured to model the
kinds of observant, interactive roles Fund supervisors expect staff to
fulfill vis -a -vis the parents, s% ho1% ill then, it is hoped, come to behave
in similar ways with their children. Staff training includes oh . ration
of parents and child' en (using a structured observation guide), mod-
eling, and supervised hands-on experiences in both assessment and
intervention. Both didactic and interactive components have been
included. Each nourishes the other and brings about a synergistic
experience for the provider/trainee. Such training experiences have
resulted in staff gaining a better understanding of their abilities as
change agents, as well as their limitations in facilitating change.

Training is designed to help service providers make empathetic
connections with parents as well as children. For example, staff
trainers emphasize that pointing out a parent s strengths or skills,
instead of ignoring or criticizing, is a key step in building a strong
relationship. In addition, measures of child temperament (albeit
rudimentary ones) have been included in the parent-child observation
guide because of their usefulness in helping staff become more
sensitive to individual differences among children, and to stimulate
them to think about what such differences may mean to parents."

1 he training also has been designed to foster a sense of comfort
even with such "touchy" topics as discipline. Thus, for example, home
visitors trained in the Developmental Program appear to be better
able to set limits when they observe teen parents cruelly teasing,
shaking or slapping their young children for no apparent reason.
Now home visitors propose and model alternatives that are more
firmly grounded in their empathy as well as in their knowledge of
both parent and child.

The Developmental Program seeks to create a chain of enablement
which fosters positive growth in paraprofessional staff, so that they in
turn can foster such growth in teen parents. This method of training
paraprofessionals to focus on the teen as a parent is designed to result
ultimately in more enabling and nurturing parenting through a
structured, well-planned "trickle down" effect. Will these "deeper"
patterns of intervention have a meaningful effect on childrearing
attitudes and behaviors? Preliminary assessments indicate that they
will, for a sizable number of parents. Will these shifts in parenting
attitudes and behaviors then have measurable effects on developmen-
tal outcomes for the children? We will have to wait and see. One can
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observe however, that the nature of the interaction between parents
and children begins to change as providers change.

THE CONDITIONS OF I NI PLEM ENTAF ION

Thus far we have focused on the kinds of program emphases and
staff training required to have a significant influence on childrearing
in multiply-stressed y ming families. These specific dimensions of
parenting programs 11,1)1: to be embedded in broader "implementa-
tion conditions" that do not undermine skillful, focused parenting
work. But more often than those of us in the field would like to
acknotdedge. the %cry programs purporting to prevent or remediate
problems of poor children imrnn the unpredictability of the lives of
the families served.

This unpredictability has many causes. One is a lack of clarity about
whom the program is trying to reach., and toward ghat ends. '16o
often, programs are driven by global premises about families' needs
for support that do not provide adequate specification about ho
needs ghat kinds of support, and therefore do not pros ide adequate
bases for shaping program design and monitoring implementation
progress. Moreover, attention to targeting and change objectives has
to be ongoing. It is in the nature of community-based parenting
programs that their sense of purpose and strategy become refined
with experience in the field.

A second problem is lack of adequate attention to the critical role
supervision plays in supporting family mike' development and per -

fbrmance. Too often super% ision of family %%In kers' mole performance,
and nurturance of their personal growth and development, are un-
dermined by the %ariety of externally-focused responsibilities that
many supervisors have to assume. These may include not just raising
budgets, but attending to adminisnative details, public relations and
program documentation acth ities. It is important fin program direc-
tors and supeniwors to protect the most important function of their
role: providing family workers an authoritative voice to educate,
guide and interpret, and a nurturant voice to affirm their value as
people, and the value of what they are doing.

In a different )ein, the emironments of community - based pal ent-
ing programs too often are adult-focused, and do not pros 'de phy si-
cal settings for or direct programmatic attention to children. A setting
and program design that are child-focused as well as adult-focused
can provide developmental!) rich experiences for children and an
Opportunity for parents to observe new or different !Niue' us of adult-
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child interaction; and the can generally set Ye to focus program
attention on children's developmental needs.

Funding patterns in communit)-based patenting pi ograms are a
majoi source of the unpredictability and unevenness characterizing
the conditions of implementation. Insecurity and lack of long -term
funding interact with the mercurial nature of funding "fashion- to
keep agency and program directors in a constant state of anxious
fund-seeking. Rather than being able to attend to the organization
and substance of their prow anis, including stu h critical domains as
staff training and supervision, senior level staff often spend the
majority of their time writing grant proposals. This they must do in
order to capitalize on the latest source of funding, tot the latest social
problemdrug abuse of delinquency preyention. child abuse, or teen
pregnancy reduction strategies.

Just as a program is getting settled with one set of goals and
program components. the funding base changes and it must accom-
modate. Frequent!) these changes ale slight, more of emphasis than
of actual form. Nevertheless, the changes are unsettling, for staff and
participants alike. They build on the eYel -present state of insecurity
experienced by staff, especial!) community-based paraprofessional
staff, w hose feat of losing their (often new I) acquit ed) jobs under-
mines the attention they can gi%e to their work. When tipper leYel
staff' spend all then time and energy looking for financial resources,
this is conveyed all too dead) to lower level staff; the), in turn, spend
all their time worrying about financial resources, and once again pool
parents and their children are short-changed.

A more substantial and sustained funding commitment would be a
critical!) important hist step towards strengthening these programs.
Iii begin with, it would result in more adequate!) compensated and
highly motkated staff, particular!) at the direct sere ice level. More
secure funding would also go a long way towards helping programs
to set up and institutionalize systems of' training, supervision and
standards of program perftwmance. Be ) ond this, it would pros ide
the basis to allocate funds for the creation of physical emironments
that are more child-oriented, and more Loud ucke to lostel ing healthy
patent -child relationships. Increased and longer -term funding could
increase the ability of these programs to pro% ide an integrated.
coherent package of family support services.

Final!), the general level of implementation in this field of practice
is constrained b) a critical pi oblem often called the "demonstration-
dilution" effect. Although there have been a number of exemplar)
model programs lot poor families, once the expel imental or demon-
stration phase is over, these programs frequently experience rapid
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and significant declines in (walks. The promise of these plow ams is
Ieft unfulfilled as thes m)st: from the optimal conditions of the
demonstration phase greater funding. sm.llet Lugo populations.
highly skilled professional level staff. at least in supervisory positions.
quality health care. deselopmental das care. and well organiied edn-

vocational replication. or ever y day .

business -as -usual phase. Without the media spotlight. (it scientific
interesL programs can thin outnid bo(n)nie less focused. more latmez
faire. The program may continue to exist. lint the spirit. and «mse-
mientl the substance. has been eroded.

Tbgether. these implmentaticin problems can make a program so
fragile that it collapses if it loses a key person. ()I. if it does not
actually close its doors. it mats go through sun h punt ac vets pet iod of
chaos and disorganiiation that a seal or mote pies by before it is
ba:. on track. That time lost can be very sad and vets serious lot
high-risk infants and then patents. Furthei. these limitations int eta I
with. and exacerbate. the failures to deal activels with child develop -

ment and patenting. the most critical obstacle to successful pi-0watt'.
ming. Parents. especially motivated parents. may make ex«lent use
of the resources available in these programs. especially peel stipport,
from caring people who lister to then troubles and help them scull e
basic entitlements and secs it es. It is not haul to see. however. that
thrir children can remain virtually untouched. l'his is honk. wnsid-
ering that the stated purpose of most of these 'now ants is to immune
the children% development and to improve then chain es lot a better
life.

In sum. improved f unctioning of patents is c lea' Is rewssal s. but it
is far from sufficient to significands alto the haw, and life chances
of poor children. Commtmils-based prowants mast De cm ontaged.
and then assisted in then et tot is to develop into sentions with act oss-
generational focus: those w hit II addles, in an integrated fashion
voting parents own psycho-sckial and developmental needs. their
future as potentially producLive adults. and then resp onsibilities as
parents.

It may be convenient to put off. cm take lightly this charge because
of the presumption that pat entmg problems wouldn't exist it sn-in-
tnral or societal level suppol is sue In as those 'elated to employ meat
were greater. Su( h an approach. however is short-sighted. Sell-
sufficincy is intimately tied to one's psychological resouu es: one's
mental health and internalised expectations of self and of the um Id.
The foundation of these resources is laid within the tallith. and
rooted in its each caregiver- child interactions. In the absence of a
solid foundation today . the child will not be able to make ns of
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InUe.ase%t educational 01 ssvm k oppol tunnies 1011101 low dining his cm
her adolescence and .01,11110ml no mallet how potentialls beneficial
these opportunities etas appear flout our santage point.

EARLY PARENTING INTERVENTIONS AND BROADER
SOCIAL POLICY GOALS

Ve have argued that parents' capacities to tare fin, guide and
socialize their children in competence- fostering says are linked both
to adequacy Of basic material resout ces and to a clustel of personal
traits best described as psychological resources. Psschological re-
sources shape parents' responses to chronic stress and hat dship. They
determine bow patents interpret the %wild and make it meaningful
to their children. A parent %%Ito feels efficacious. and %%Ito can sepa-
rate her own t reds from those of het c hilcIretL can allow and enable
her children to go beyond %%hew she 11.1s gone lief 01 C. This enabling
process cannot be ignmed itt public policies that seek to 1:uprose the
lives of poor children.

Because there is sin h a matins of stilt( !mai supports to cushion
disadsantaged 0Itilchen and augment what the patent pros ides. and
because thew ate so mans threats to developmental integritv the
parenting tole and functions assume ern gleatel significance. It is

ironic that in circlet to help then c hildten get a good stmt. and name
out of poverty without The supports mailable to mote adsamtaged
parents. 1)001 patents need to lime 1101 just aselage. but bettet than
average psychological resources.

Even were there suddenly to be bettel schools. bow, health (ate
and greater opportunities fol emplosment. it would still take time to
undo past damage. the effects of pal entallv mediated expo iences
ma last tot generations. %%lien one leads about the multi-genera-
tional effects of the Great Dept ession.0 lot example. one sees the
naivete of the expectation that intersections. even those instils ing
changes on the societal level. can undo in one genelatiou the pet ni-
cious effects of past deprivations. Ben when conditions implose. as
they did for those who lised through the G1 eat Dept ession. even
when childten's lises are objectisels better than woe then patents.
the negative pschological effects matt still terrain. Hies inhere now
within the family and its of fspring.

But the conditions are not mils 1101 improving tot mans childt en
conceived and bin n in pmerts. then ate worsening." If such children
are to have a chance. then patents must lime inlet nal strengths as
well as external suppoits. In families in which such sit engths have
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been gradually undermined, there will be no shortcuts to indisidual
work to snengthen capacities and aspirations; fol personal develop-
ment, parenting and healthy family fbrmation. Most importantly,
parenting cannot be treated as a secondary concern, one which is
addressed only when thert has been a failure to present it, or when
the child-parent relationship has become problematic.

FINDING A PLACE FOR PARENTING ISSUES IN THE
POVERTY POLICY DEBATE

Parenting issues are implicit in the most frequently articulated
policy goals for young families experiencing poverty, notably those
goals related to reduction of svellare dependency, and improsing the
educability and school success of low-income children. Improved
parenting is brought into the policy debate periodically, sometimes in
relation to the former of these two goals, sometimes in relation to the
latter. But it is usually dealt with in a singularly simplistic manner,
with only modest appreciation for the complexities of the parenting
process. Moreover, to the extent that supporting and strengthening
parenting in poor families is articulated at all as a policy goal, it is
articulated with a sense of ambivalence about rationale and purpose
that makes it difficult to pursue.

In part, our inability to develop a coherent strategy for supporting
parenting in low-income fiimilies is due to our as yet unresolved
ambivalence about the causes of poverty, public responsibility for
children and families and the appropriate conditions for intervention
into family life. This ambivalence frequently puts those who shape
the mandates and approaches of parenting programs for young
families, and those ss ho actually provide services to those families, in
a difficult position. Early parenting interventions cannot provide
economically disadvantaged parents with critical formative experi-
ences that their first 17, 18 or 19 years all too frequently failed to
provide. Basic feelings of trust, competence and capacity to empa-
thize with the needs of young children ale acquired within the matrix
of the family, and cannot easily be altered. UnfOrtunately,, early
parenting interventions too often are expected to compensate for
those foundations of healthy adulthood and parenthood that are
optimally acquired naturally. Further, they are expected to bring
about basic changes for which there is sometimes little support in the
current environment of the young parent."

The fact that parenting is rarely considered as a critical element in
the personal development and identify formation of the parent him
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or herself further constrains our abilit% to develop a coherent set of
policies directed toward that adult role. But even t. hen it occurs
under far from optimal circumstances, hacing a child represents (at
least for the moment) the potential for something different in one's
life. This potential must be acknowledged and responded to in the
larger framework of a young adult's life situation. All too often
however, earl) childbearing is viewed unidimensionall), in relation to
other adolescent or young adult tasks that are suddenl) made more
complicated, or to risks created for the next generation. From such a
perspective. earl) parenting intervention is doomed to appear an
unsui-e strateg). It must seem a vet-) indirect strategy to those who
cies% basic societal changein economic structures, culture, housing
patterns, prejudicesas the onl) approach likely to reduce poverty
and dependency, and enhance poor children's life chances.

Certainly, supporting and strengthening parenting is only a piece
of a much more complex puzzle that includes prevention of too earl)
childbearing, psychological and educational preparation of young
adults for decent jobs in a decent labor market, and pros isions of
basic family supports, including health care and child care to low and
moderate income working families. It is. however, a far more critical
and integral piece of the puzzle than is reflected in most current
policy debate.
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APPENDIX
INVESTING IN PREVENTION:

TOMORROW'S LEADERS AND THE
PROBLEM OF POVERTY

Report of a Study Conducted for the
Center for National Policy by

Peter D. Hart

Tws REPoiti presents the results of four meetings conducted under
a grant from the Primerica Foundation.

The first meeting took place in Philadelphia on December 12,
1987: the second, in Los Angeles on January 28, 1988: the third, in
Atlanta on April 27, 1988: and the fourth in Chicago on June 8, 1988.
At each session, ten high-level business executives (most under age
40) who are or will likely be part of America's business leadership
participated in two-hour discussions moderated by Peter Hart.

This project was undertaken on the premise that the cooperation
of the baby boom generation of corporate and community leadership
is key to establishing a broad base of public support for any significant
new efforts to reduce poserty. In particular, it was felt that the
problems of poverty- stricken children. and government efforts to
mitigate those problems. might be a natural area of concern fPr this
group of inch% iduals who are likely to have their own young children.
In addition, since corporate support for, and inythement in the
problems of pool children has been important in sustaining national
assistance efforts, it was necessary to determine whether the next
generation of corporate leaders shares the Yiews of those who have
led the cause (luring the past year or two.

The Center for National Policy deYeloped a procedure for identi-
fying target groups of respondents in Philadelphia, Los Angeles,
Atlanta and Chicago. In each case, published sources were used, as
well as contacts already established by the Center through its ongoing
prow anis Public i,f ficials of both major politkal parties were invoked
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in the process, so that a range of views and attitudes might be
represented.

A prestigious site %as selected for each discussion. and a formal
letter and printed in nation uere sent to potential participants. Sen-
ator Edmund S. Muskie, chairman of the Center. signed three of the
letters with local co-signets i)ho are well-known in their communities;
a fourth letter went from a single corporate leader.

Peter Hart, the leader of the discussions, is recognized as one of
the leading analysts of public opinion in the United States.

Mr. Hart has represented more than 35 U.S. Senators and 30
governors, and has conducted polls in every state but one.

Though best known for his work in the political realm. Mr. Hart
has undertaken important studies of the media. economic de)elop-
ment. violence in America., non - Voting and public attitudes timard
early childhood health issues. In addition. Mr. Hart recently com-
pleted a landmark study of the baby-boom generation for Rolling
Stone magazine. Mr. Hart is widely recognized for his creative and
insightful approach to focus group research.

The program for the session was divided into three parts. First.
there was a wide-ranging general discussion of concerns and prob-
lems that participants feel are Ewing the country. This part of the
discussion also sought Yiews about the general effectiveness of govern-
ment programs: perceptions about what had been (lone %ell and 1% hat
has been done poorly. Further, some effort %as made to explore the
extent to which participants intuitively see poverty as a problem, and
to identify their perceptions of its causes.

The second part of the program, conducted over dinner, 1%as a
briefing by an expert. These briefings combined a presentation of
statistics about poverty and a discussion of the effects of different
government programs. An effort was made to focus on programs
aimed at very young children, although these were not the sole focus.

Finally, the focus group participants were again asked to discuss
the issue among themselves.

The report is divided into four sections: the first two present a
summary and men lel% of the principal findings; the third elaborates
on those results; and the fourth contains representative verbatim
remarks of the panelists. The outline used to direct the discussion is
appended.

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

I. These highly cilia-Wale, thoughtful and successful young leaden expos
a deep midellying concern about the future of the country. In particular,
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they tend to worry about the long-term future of the U.S. economy
and its performance in relation to the economies of other nations.

They do not appeal to link this concern automatically with what
they see as the problems of poyerty: homelessness, poor schools and
inadequi, : job readiness.

In general, whatever their political background, the participants
initially seem to view poverty as separate from their own livesas a
community issue, certainly but one that is mostly set apart from
business, family or personal interests.

II. When asked to discuss government programs that have worked well
in the past, several participants mention the Apollo space program and
associate it with President Kennedy. A few also speak of the Head
Start project, and some cite the WIC program. By and large, though,
these participants share the skepticism about the effectiveness of
government programs that is prevalent among baby boom generation
individuals of all income levels and backgrounds. However, they are
much more likely than general poll respondents to discuss programs
systematically. They rarely use anecdotes to illustrate their points,
and generally seem very well-informed about the structure and details
of job training and other anti-poverty programs.

There was relatively little discussion about macro-economic policy.
It seems as if these participants (again. irrespective of political affilia-
tion) assume the existence of a serious structural unemployment
problem, and see it as the principal symptom of an intractable poverty
problem in the U.S.intractable because programmatic solutions are
ineffective.

III. When presented with data that detail the extent of poverty, particularly
among children, and with evidence about effective programs, participants
appear to shift their feelings on the issue of poverty from low gear into high.
There is a perceptible increase in the emotional content of the post-
presentation discussion sessions. For some, the information height-
ened a sense of hopelessnessespecially among participants in one
session that emphasized data on the extent of the problem. For others,
probably the majority, the presentations appear to provide a reason
to care more about finding workable solutions. The prospect of some
success seems to engender a greater motivation to try, as well as a
greater sense of personal involvement in the outcome of the effort.

IV By the end of the sessions, these young leaders had integrated what must
be done with how best to use public and private resources. Most express
support for government attention to the problem of poverty. Go-wrn-
ment is seen as the right institution to provide leadership and finaiu tng, while
non-government entities (or, in some cases, local government) are viewed as
the preferred service providers. These preferences diffel somewhat ac-
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cording to the political .iews of the individual, but there is general
agreement overall.

By and large, the participants were members of the private sector,
although many of them express strong public values and concerns.
They have much stronger faith in the pedimnance of the pi-is ate sector;
however, they do not see the priNate sector contributing to public
objectives without a push, pull or an assist from the government.

V. After working through the issue, many of the participants
appear to draw a correlation between health and education programs
for young children, on the one hand, and the long-term issues of job
readiness, educational success and economic well-being on the other.
In all of the groups, there is a strong tendency to make day care
programs the logical focal point for bringing together the long-range
objective of helping children do bettem developmentally with the short
term goal of helping poor adolescents and young adults find and
keep jobs.

OVERVIEW

The basic challenge is to develop a comprehensive approach that
enables young business leaders to deal with issues of the underclass
in the United States. Methods must be found both to inform and to
involve these executives, encouraging their input on feasible solutions
and their active participation in the implementation of )arious pro-
grams. As noted earlier, most of the focus group members seemed
not to have previously thought extensively about the issues that were
raised: many lacked a comprehensive view of the causes and conse-
quences of poverty, and must were unaware of the range of possible
overall solutions.

Nonetheless, these young leaders are able to pros ide valuable
suggestions when isolated problems are raised. They discuss their
opinions concerning the origins of and potential cures for poverty,
and are familiar with the variety of people who make up the poverty
ranks, such as single teenage mothers, mental patients prematurely
released from institutions and members of the winking and middle
classes who have lost their jobs and fallen through holes in the safety
net. Many of the leaders we spoke with demonstrate their compassion
when they speak of what their companies and they as indisiduals do
to try and make a difference in people's lives; several sponsor high
school "adoption" programs and fund scholarships for needy stu-
dents. Although at present pros iding indnidual charity or scholar-
ship aid is the route these leaders bane chosen, a two-fold challenge
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emerges from these sessions: to persuade our young business leaders
to acknowledge the relationship between poverty and their businesses,
and to recognize the importance of establishing a public and private
partnership to work out solutions to the problems of poverty. If
informed, these leaders will respond to a comprehensive strategy
aimed at the underclass.

The key to communicating effectively with business leaders on
issues of the poor is in understanding their perceptions about the
origins of poverty. We see two conflicting perspectives. The majority
contend that the underclass springs from a lack of education, practi-
cal job training or good role models; they believe that the people in
the lowest economic sphere would be able to improve their standard
of living if they were given the tools and training to meet the current
needs of the work force. The leaders who hold this opinion are more
likely to view the poor with compassion. Leaders arguing the less
prevalent view believe that people are responsible for their own
welfare: if they cannot support themselves, it is because of personal
failure or character flaw. These leaders will be persuaded less by
compassion and more by practical and fiscal considerations.

As the discussions with the business leaders progressed, and as
respondents began to consider their potential role in solving the
problems of the underclass, they became less apt to consider corpo-
rate answers and more likely to focus on governmental solutions.
Participants do feel they can assist in implementing change, and that
the business community's approval and support is critical to the
successful implementation of any comprehensive policy of change.
However, these executives acknowledge that their own corporations
do not currently make a connection between their corporate health
and the problems of the underclass.

The majority of our young leaders say that the business community
does not see a relationship between its own bottom line and those
who live below the poverty level, although a few say that some
corporations are beginning to recognize that the existence of an
underclass will, in the future, harm them. These business leaders
worry primarily about the growth of the underclass, sensing that if it
expands, the future could hold bad Hews for business. It is important,
therefore, that the business community be educated about the critical
nature of the situation that already exists.

After hearing the dinner speaker's statistics, most participants
express alarm at what they learned and seem more inclined to act.
They are also more willing, after listening to stories of public pro-
grams that have succeeded in changing peoples' lives, to acknowledge
the programs' validity and even to relate success stories of their own.

`;''.
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If these leaders are given greater know ledge, a comprehensiYe picture
of the policy options, and a better understanding of past successes
and then are shown that an option will work, they are s filing to spend
money to implement it.

EXAMINATION OF PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

(I) The focus gimp participants expect the mood of the nation to become
more activist over the next few years. Some participants had great hopes
for the return to conservatism of the "Reagan Revolution" and have
been disappointed; others were pessimistic from the start about
Reagan's term in office, and their fears have been realized. Most think
that this Administration has failed to find solutions to the nation's
social welfare problems. There seems to be a consensus among these
leaders that programs for the underclass have truly been cutnot
only the fat, but the meat as well. Participants say Ronald Reagan has
gone too far and they expect a reaction. A few have perceived the
changes on college campuses, as college students seem to be more
involved in social issues: "They're not all try Mg to get the best grades
to get a Harvard M.B.A. or into Harvard Medical School, and worry-
ing about how much they'll be making v% hen they get out, or which
job pays the most money. They're worrying about riots in South
Africa, the Peace Corps and things that were popular when I \vas on
a college campus."

Several speak of this return to activ ism as cyclical: "We go in cycles
in the U.S.... A new vision comes along when we're psychologically
ready ... It's like a pendulum. There was a swing to the right. Now, I
think there is going to be a correction." Several leaders seemed to
resent being reminded that they were part of the selfish "me genera-
tion" of the 1970s and 1980s; it is likely that they will be responsive
to a more activist time.

(2) Although, as noted, these young exe( utwes had not previously considered
all of the causes and amilimtunis of the existence of an American underilass,
they still secognrzrd both the heterogeneous native of the 'nobles?' and the
obligation of 0147 1ocrely to help the boos. Whatever their ideology, partici-
pants agree that the problems of the poor are extraordinarily com-
plex and must be addressed. As one participant observed, "It's a long-
term, structural problem that's difficult to solve with Band-Aids."
Indeed, participants believe that people who are better off have an
obligation to try to lessen the burdens of the underclass.

Despite a firm commitment to "do something," participants are not
convinced that the problems of poverty can be eradicated, whether
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through actions taken by individuals, corporations or the govern-
ment. Running through all the sessions was an undercurrent of
helplessness. Some panelists, however, express criticism view
that the problem is too big to handle, calling such an outlook unpro-
ductive and self-defeating: "There are too many people who believe
that nothing can be done, and that's a contagious mentality." These
leaders suggest that programs should be offered in a realistic light, in
terms of scope and what they hope to accomplish.

(3) In its approach to the problems of the underclass, this generation of
business leaders can be characterized primarily as pragmatic, and secondarily
as compassioaate. They have grown up to accept and to expect the
societal responsibility of raising the standard of living for the poor.
However, they place a premium, in all their undertakings, on effi-
ciency and financial success and make similar demands of govern-
mental efforts. Consequently, they have little appreciation for the
anti-poverty programs of the Great Society or the current welfare
system. Their criticism does not stem from any resentment or absence
of compassion, nor do they take issue with the programs' goals.
Rather, they perceive current efforts as wasteful and ineffective. As
one participant expresses his criteria for evaluating these programs,
14.

. . the question really is `Will it work?' not 'Is it right?' This type
of pragmatism pervades the focus groups.

In order, then, to persuade baby boom executives to support
proposals dealing with poverty, it will be necessary to answer the
questions, "Will it work?" and "Can it be done economically?" Com-
passion is secondary.

(4) The young business leaders have a personal desn e to do something about
the underclass, but are critical of the business community's failure to recognize
a connection between the growing group of unskilled workers and business's
need for skilled workers. They explain that business is unwilling to
commit resources to problems of the poor because the underclass is
perceived as having very little to do with corporate success or failure.
Participants conclude that, as long as this view prevails, corporate
assistance to the poor will be motivated solely by charity or a corporate
sense of social responsibility.

However, some participants recognize that companies are occasion-
ally forced to make the connection between the ever-expanding
underclass and their own future, nost notably when they have diffi-
culty filling job openings. One executive tells about how difficult it
has been to find a secretary with basic reading and writing skills.
Another notes that the inadequacy of local public transportation
makes it virtually impossible for those who cannot afford a car to
commute to areas outside the city, where many jobs are available.
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Most participants speculate that as corporations realize the growing
underclass's direct impact on business, the act. Among the ideas
mentioned are job training programs and da) care centers. Specifi-
cally cited are corporations that hate chosen to retrain their own
workers so that the) will become more productite employees. and
companies that establish on-site kla) care facilities to attract and hold
valuable employees.

Discussion participants conclude that the onl) thing that can be
counted on is a corporation's desire to act in its own finif.nciai best
interest. As one young leader observes, "There are some cases where
you might say that businesses have involvement because they have a
higher consciousness level, but I think the motivating factor with
business is the bottom line." This reality must play a critical part in
the decision-making process of designing public polic) programs that
involve the private sector.

(5) These leaders behel,e that the federal gmvanment anima do el,elything,-
in fact, they are wary of pogroms that clam to do too much. They peiceilw the
federal govemment, local goveinment and business community as each hazing
its own specific strengths. Therefbre, programs that are well-defined and
that have goals especially suited to the talents and strengths of the
program implementors, will get the most support from this group of
business leaders. One participant comments, "1 think, perhaps, that
the Johnson administration tried to do too much, too fast. And too
much of it was oriented toward the public sector." Participants tend
to see the federal government as suited to tackling macro/long-term
issues; the local government as suited to micro/short-term issues; and
the business community as best for special projects.

Business leaders explain that the federal government, b) its nature,
is able to afford a long-term view, and is thus the appropriate
resource for programs that will have delated benefits. One participant
notes, "The government can take the real long view. The government
doesn't need the immediate payback, because the government is us,
all the people, not just one corporation nu re than other corporations,
but equally spread out over everyone."

They suggest that local government is better suited, because of its
scope, to address communit) problems of nai rower breadth, such as
establishing centers for the homeless or homes for teenage mothers.

The business community is seen as ter) unlikely to be willing to
assume an responsibility for a( diessing problems of the underclass,
but it is perceived as willing to take on special projects if it gets an
incentive from the government. Participants note that the rules of
capitalism make it difficult for private entei prise to spend 'none) on
programs when the payoff is viewed as remote or intangible. Private
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companies are therefore more likel) to commit themselves to projects
that promise immediate returns.

"Fhis group IA jeal 1111 of inefficiency and huge luirrunishatia amts.
Thus, the programs most appealing to the business community emphasize
management skills and business acumen. Leaders cast serious doubts on
the federal government's ability to be efficient. The) have a much
stronger faith in the performance of the private sector, and tend to
think that anything privat business can take on, it should take on. As
one business leader comments, "There is no understanding of how to
solve problems in the government. You need goals, strategy and
tacticsthat's how you sole problems. If you give me a problem, I
can give you a solution. That's what I do." A recurring theme of our
political surveys, that voters want a pro- consumer candidate with
managerial experience. surfaces in these discussions. The (probably
unattainable) ideal for these young leaders is to find a prisate corpo-
ration with a social conscience like the gowt nment's to administer the
anti - poverty program. In describing the appeal of Ronald Reagan's
campaign message, one pal ticipant sa) s, "There is a lot of tightening
up that can be done. The problem is, the) assume it can all be done
that way. The tightening up part has got to continue."

As a solution to the problems of the government's inefficient) and
the prisate sector's unwillingness to assume responsibility, projects
emphasizing a public- prisate pal mei ship are very appealing to parti-
cipants. Not surprising!), these business leaders believe that govern-
ment-created financial incentives will be critical to the development
and encouragement of prisate seam ins ohement in projects to alle-
viate poverty.

A few participants, cynical about government's efficiency and pro-
ductiY it), suggest allowing business both to !Al mune and implement
programs, with goveinmeutal ads ism ) boards. Most see the need for
goy ernmem to establish a financial motivation to %%WI business wuld
respond: "If ,..0 want to see prisate sector invokement, then you
create the pro iwsome sort of tax credit or other incentive
but don't go t. em and ask them to provide the service on a
nonprofit basis because in 15 )ears it is going to make the world a
better place to live."

(7) In considering issues of the Pow, a mato? sticking point fin the
participant.% is whether future pato emphasis should be on the hurl -te,m or
long -term set of goals. All participants think both are important, but
they ecogni/e that limited resources and political realities can inhibit
the successful realisation of either set of goals. When forced to
pr ioritiie between short- and long-term pi ejects, participants become
frustrated, and tensions arise between those who prefer to take
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immediate action and those who want to look toward the future. One
participant, fed up w ith endless planning sessions, complains: "1 think
we sit around sometimes and create more problems just talking about
all the possible ramifications. Find them shelter, get them health care,
get them fixed up. then deal with sonic of the longer-term problems."
Another participant specifically continents, "[1 would] like to find
links between the long-term and the short-term."

These executives define short-term strategies as those that cope
with immediate problems, such as job training for working-age indi-
viduals seeking employ ment and assistant e for people w ho need food
and shelter. long -term goals include more preventive measures, such
as early childhood nutrition and education programs. This is a war
that must be fought on two fronts: the short-term involves basic
training and retraining for those already in the work force and the
long-term involves programs for the very young aimed at combating
future entries into the ranks of the impoverished.

Long-term solutions are often the first to be abandoned, because
short-term sr Iutions are easier to see and react to. People are most
likely to act in response to a crisis: for example, they are moved by
specific human tragedies portrayed in the media. Second, programs
with long-term goals unlit% ing significant social change are more
difficult to plan and require a disruption of the status quo.

(8) Child care emelges an Ulm' public pioglam bemuse a meets both
short- and long -trim goals. In the short term, child care programs help
alleviate problems faced In dual-career parents and single working
parents, allowing them to leave their homes and get jobs. They also
help families that need two incomes. The long-term benefits include
teaching children positive values; keeping them off the street; devel-
oping self-esteem in children and parents; and claw' ing health care,
nutritional food and education. Child care programs can sel ve as
models for developing other programs ,o address the needs of the
poor.

(9) Edit( ation anodic, investment ever.vone apees woithwhile.
future business leaders wide' stand that breaking the cycle of poverty
by reaching children at a very early age is critical to any long-term
strategy. Participants are w illing to spend their tax clonal s on public
schools, and they accept that the rewards will not be immediate. Their
view of education is as pragmatic as their general approach to the
problems of the underclass. Education is disc ussed in terms of pros id-
ing occupational training, life skills and a positive work ethic, not in
terms of promoting the liberal arts and higher education. As one
executive explains, "[We need] prow ams for the poor that don't focus
on just handing out welfare, that focus on cleating esteem, building
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job skills, building readiness. That !requires) focusing on education
which doesn't shoot for the mediocre, or for the average (and focus-
ing on education leads to) focusing on ... family values."

( I 0) Any group that toads 10 create «nisensus On a social agenda lot the
underdas% must Concenitale on %pleading the zewrd about Sii«e,SSC,% that
goverlinela propanis liat,e achuTed. It must counteract the negative
reactions the business community has had toward man) social well ai e
programs in the past. After the dinner briefings, in which they
learned about sonic past governmental successes. participants seemed
more optimistic about w hat can be accomplished thr.mgh gm ern-
mental programs. As mentioned calk!, the emotional edge of the
discussions also became more keen. Despite the sense of teiguation
expressed by a feu participants. the prospects of at least stunt success
seemed to spark in these leaders ,: greater motivation to make an
et fort, and a greater sense of a personal stake in its outcome.
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FOCUS GROUP QUOTES

In the next six months, either George Bush or Michael Dukakis will take the
oath of office. What do you think is the biggest challenge they face?

The total lack of a real quality public education systemwhen you
look at the issue of drugs or homelessness, it stems back to a kick of
what happened in elementary school. We are not educating our
youth. And with the money and wealth we have here, to not invest in
our future . .. FOCUS GROUP #3

I listen to these guys talk and I tend to agree with them. But I see
another problem, the issue of the creation of service-related jobs.
We're creating service jobs by the thousands overnight: People who
flip hamburgers, who sweep floors and an,' kind of occupation that
provides a service to someone else that you get minimum wage for.
And there are kids out there making thousands of dollars selling
drugs who will not accept $3.35 an hour. Kids who can make more
money in the streets will not go to school, either. There are no jobs
for graduates. They get stuck in occupations that are less than what
we had when we came out. We have more. In my business, out of 32
customer service agents, 70% have college degrees; they can't find
other work. I think it's a problem. All our wealth is going overseas.
FOCUS GROUP #3

Probably the structuring that is going on internationally is such
that we can not only get ahead, but probably more so stabilize the
situation, to be able to train, to retrain, and educate the population
so that a continually evolving economy is effectively fed with people,
and at the same time that they can get the jobs that they need to.
FOCUS GROUP # 1

People are living longer and health care is becoming more expen-
sive. I think that this is an issue that I believe we have to deal with
today. FOCUS GROUP #2.

I agree with all of the [discussion] about the economyand cer-
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tautly about foreign affairsbut I am concerned in terms of poverty,
and particularly with education, because that I think, has the seeds
of the most danger than anything else in our society. FOCUS GROUP
#2

We have, as a country, lost the articulation of a sense of responsibil-
ity to each other. In fact, now we start to look at our people as an
inconvenience. These homeless people are kind of a problem that we
are stepping over, and there is no one articulating that we have a
responsibility to one another. FOCUS GROUP #2

I'm talking about providing shelter and health care and subsistence
for the people who are in need right now, preparing the system for
the jolt that is going to hit with another recession. FOCUS GROUP
#4

I agree [with providing for the needy]. But at the same time, how
are you going fund it? There is a lot of talk on the Democratic side
about programs like that that really have disappeared under Reagan.
But at the same time, the whole economy is looking at the budget
deficit. We're in a tenuous mood and I don't think [poverty programs]
will get support. I think the economy is on a very fine line right now.
FOCUS GROUP #4

Obviously, the deficit is the number one domestic problem, but
how does [a president] cope with that, in the face of pent-up demand
for programs that . . . have eroded in the last eight years? Clearly
there is a recognized need that there is going to have to be some
involvement from the federal government. FOCUS GROUP #4

How are you going to solve these problems?

I would look to Pconomic development as the centerpiece, but it is
not related cimply to investment issues; it is related to people issues
specifically, focus on education, focus on somehow highlighting fam-
ily values. FOCUS GROUP # I

Somehow, I think you need to have programs which cause people
(particularly among the underclass) to take actions which provide
role models, that provide the environment in which the kind of values
that I think are important, and generally are important, can be
developed. That [means] programs for the poor that don't focus on
just handing out welfare, that focus on creating an esteem, building
job skills, building readiness. That [requires] focusing on education
which doesn't shoot for the mediocre or for the average; and [focus-
ing on education leads to] focusing on a whole range of issues that
spring from education, in rty view, family values. FOCUS GROUP
#1
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I think the problem . . . is one of defending the short versus the
long run. The issue of restructuring Values in the society is not just
basic education. It is not something you say you are going to change
right away. You have to start and assume that it is a very long-term
structural kind of change. FOCUS GROUP #1

I really do believe that if we address some of the basic social issues.
not just the homeless, per se, but also some of the larger issues, the
homeless issue, for instance, could be remedied relatiYely easily.
FOCUS GROUP #2

The homelessin many ways, that whole situation is our society in
two right there. Looking at all the reasons that a person ma} end up
in that situation, they all lead back to our current economic situation,
and decisions and policies that came out of the .60s, mans of them.
FOCUS GROUP #2

It seems to me that what we are saying is that government is being
run like a business. Businessmen are very shortsighted, too. They are
looking to see how management is going to stay in power and keep a
buy-out from occurring and keep the shareholders happy. There is
much too much focus on short-term issues. FOCUS GROUP #2

We spoke of people being hip. cool. square. with-it, in terms of conformity.
In 1965-75. it was a different view, a period of rebellion. Eveyytiiing 7eas
described in terms of I. mine. my. me. Are we going into a new period in
America. or is it just a continuation of the '80s yuppies; more of individual
achievements? Is there anything different we'ye going to see in terms of the
'90s?

As a nation we're drifting back to basics. I think we experimented
with different lifestyles in society. And I think that time frames, time
spans seem to hate shortened every day the time it takes us to learn
has shortened. As a result of that, as a people we tend to learn and
go through lifestyles or experimentation Faster. So I think we're
learned and decided to go back to some basics. FOCUS GROUP #3

The anti-war or civil rights movements. etc., weren't [about] "me"
or "my." I think that is epitomized in the Michael J. Fox show of the
Reagan years, where eyery thing Reagan touched turned to gold.
Meese would never be confirmed in this day and time. But Reagan
was the Teflon president, and Meese was confirmed withovf much
challenge at all. At the same time. Michael J. Fox was on TV every
night, saying how much money he was going to make. and making
fun of his parents for haying social consciences. FOCUS GROUP *3

There's a change. One thing is the college campuses are changing
again. They're not all taking courses and ti ying to get the best grades
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to get a Harvard M.B.A. or into Harvard Medical School, and worry-
ing about how mnch they'll be making when they get out, or which
job pays the most money. They're worrying about riots in South
Africa, the Peace Corps and things that were popular when I was on
a college campus. I think the real test is going to come from the
people in the generation that went through the '60s and early '70s, as
we move into more leadership positionswhether we benefited hav-
ing come from that, benefited from the quick fix of the Reagan years,
which was extreme economic gratification for those from middle class
or upper middle class backgrounds. FOCUS GROUP #3

I became more aware of social problems around high school and
collegethat time period. Now, I'm more concerned about practical
things: the need for a strong economy. While that was not at all the
case when I was younger, I'm not sure that the world has changed as
much as that I've gotten older, and now my friends !ive in the suburbs
and raise families and are more concerned with traditional values.
FOCUS GROUP #4

I see a much more pragmatic approach to things. The question
really is, "But will it work?" not, "Is it right?" The homeless are such
a problem, lying out on the street; it demands a solution. While the
ultimately more serious problems, long-termlike educationget
short shrift. FOCUS GROUP #4

There is not an attempt to bind us together as a society. In fact,
there is a glorification of the individual, which has reflected itself in
really a deterioration of our business ethics, a deterioration of com-
mon cause and certainly over the last eight to ten years there has
been a deterioration of the social fabric. FOCUS GROUP #2

Basically, there is nothing kind of pulling us together. In fact, we
are being divided. The rich are being sort of set against the poor.
Interest groups, I think the political system we have, has become
more balkanized over the last 25 years. FOCUS #2

It will be a revolutionary generation. We will make structural
changes in governance, in the way we govern. FOCUS GROUP #2

I think we'll be remembered for disasterthe generation that
couldn't deal w ith problems. All our money will go to pay interest on
the debt. It will take a crisis to make this generation change. FOCUS
GROUP #2

My pessimism says we'll be remembered as the generation that
handed our power over to the Pacific Rim countries. It will be the
decline of the American empire. FOCUS GROUP #2

Would our society be any different today tf Lyndon Johnson's ukas and I
am taking Lyndon Johnson as symbohctf those things had been done? Would
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it make any difference today to ILO Is there any way in which we reap benefits
out of equal opporunities?

I think it has tended to make this country more conservative
because, I think, there is a perception among a large portion of the
population that those sorts of spending programs were not very
successful, and were not a very efficient use of public funds. FOCUS
GROUP #1

Tue space program . . . was very .effective. I think spending
programs and national purpose programs like that tend to be very
effective when a large segment of the country views there to be a
crisis of some kind, whether it is a world war or the Russians dominat-
ing space. [If] you get the whole national will behind it, a program
like that tends to be very effective. If you look at employment-related
programs, and recognize the fact that 94% of the people in the
country have jobs, those sorts of spending programs that don't have
broad popular support just don't seem to be as effective. FOCUS
GROUP #1

Is there something about which you'll look back at your bosses or your
parents and say, "Boy, they made some really great decisions and we're reaping
the benefits of those decisions?" Or will it be the reverse"Boy, they didn't
make good decisions and we're paying for it now?"

The federal government made the decision [not inwsting enough
in education]. It's really funny, in a way, for the Reagan administra-
tion to totally pull out of the education business. And then they got a
secretary whose job it was to dismantle the Department of Education.
And now he's on the news all the time talking about how terrible
education is, but the federal government's not putting any emphasis
on it. And I believe it is a national issue; it's the most important issue
for any level of government to worry about our educational progress.
If you saw the five-year update on the "Crisis" report yesterday,
talking about how we made progress but we've still got a long way to
go . . . And those are investments in our future [for which] we won't
see a payback; it won't increase any of our take-home pay. In fact, it
might decrease our take-home pay. FOCUS GROUP #3

Johnson's decision to create the war on poverty was a terrible
decision, because the actual output of that was to take all these
talented black college graduates and put them in. Their talent, their
skillsthey wasted assay. And when the federal funds ran out, so did
they. They were gone. I think the black community today suffers
from that decision. FOCUS GROUP #3

I guess it is sort of a subtle point. I think that establishing programs
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and creating a demand, pulling everyone up through programs,
historically has not proved to be effective. It is inefficient and it tends
to be counterproductive. As a result of these programs, you tend to
set up . . . counter-incentives and you end up with results that
sometimes are counter to what the good intentions are. FOCUS
GROUP #1

I think perhaps the Johnson administration tried to maybe do too
much too fast, and too much of it was oriented toward the public
sector. There might be a role for the private sector in some of these
efforts. FOCUS GROUP #1

Tell me the two decisions that you think we have to make in terms of the next
four years, decisions that will cause your kids to tell me, when I assemble them,
"Hey, old Dad or Mom, that was a great decision."

Education, to me, is key. We discuss the homeless or the hard-core
unemployed, and we realize that in terms of the kind of jobs that
attract the hard-core unemployed who suffer from illiteracy are
dwindling so fast, and that America is proceeding to have such a small
manufacturing base as its economic base, that without education, we
are going to be absolutely no place. We can't look at everything on a
profit basis, but [we need to examine] how that profit basis turns
around and regenerates and addresses some of those socio-economic
issues of hard-core significance in the country. FOCUS GROUP #3

I want to underscore education. I also find it strange that some say
that you can't throw money, you can't throw resources at a problem
and solve it. I happen to think that you can throw money and
resources at it, and it will go a long way toward solving the problem.
FOOS GROUP #3

Society should guarantee people jobs. Without a guarantee of jobs,
education means nothing. What needs to happen is that people in
corporate America, both big and small, need to come to some type of
decision as to where the job search will be, what kind of jobs we will
need. That's the only way the education system can focus on how to
train people for jobs. FOCUS GROUP #3

Is there a program you !multifight to the death for?

WIC is probably the most cost-effective social welfare program that
exists. It is a relatively small program, but it goes back to some of the
issues that we have been raising. FOCUS GROUP #1

Are you going to use the resources available to address the most
immediate needs, such as immediate food and housing for people, or
are you going to use the money to solve the problems so that people
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can get jobs, so that they can get an education, so that they can get
into the system somehow? I think that there is a resistance in the
general population to these programs that do more than provide for
immediate relief, aid relief and don't take care of the problems. I
think that many of the programs that we are talking about take care
of immediate needs. FOCUS GROUP #1

I think everybody here agrees that there is some percentage of the
population that can't function in a modern society, and that it is a
societal obligation that those people should be taken ci.re of. I think,
conceptually, you can get conservatives, liberals, people across a broad
spectrum to agree. Again, the problem comes when you try to
translate that. It is easy to say, but you try to translate that into a
program. FOCUS GROUP #1

Define the underclass.

I would say that it is the class of people who haven't been empow-
ered, either financially or through education, or both, to be able to
take control of their own destiny. FOCUS GROUP #4

There are certain incentives that most people operate on. If I had
to define the underclass, I would say it's those people for whom those
incentives just don't count. They don't believe they have a chance at
ever making it to a level where they can get a job with good pay, or
get the car they want, or the education they want. They've just given
up on the system and quit. They might as well live on Mars as here in
terms of the things that actually go on here. There is a complete
separation from the culture and the government. FOCUS GROUP
#4

Why do we have an underclass?

Because if we didn't have one, we'd have nobody to step on. And
very simply, it gets down to the fact that we have an underclass
because when you get so busy counting all your money, you forget
about the people who don't have any. You don't even know that an
underclass exists. FOCUS GROUP #3

I think our welfare system is a reason. We have a welfare system
that ensure that we do have an underclass. FOCUS GROUP #3

The economy has a lot to do with poverty levels. Two of these other
programs, prenatal care and WIC, have a long-term, as well as a short-
term, benefit. Taking a position on return, which I like, this could be
a great place for investing money. One thing that I would like to
suggest relative to the jobs issue is funneling public funds through
private sources in this way: for a certain period of time, an employer
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will be compensated for the training and the education that they are
giving a young person that they're orienting into the workforce. Then
let that diminish over a priod of time to where they, eventually, are
funding their employee. FOCUS GROUP #1

It is politically acceptableno one is going to run and get a lot of
votes by saying, "I'm going to eliminate the underclass." One of the
things that might lead to its elimination would be something I just
read in the paper about concern regarding the work force. If every-
one is a lawyer or a commodities trader, who is going to make the
widgets? FOCUS GROUP #4

It runs counter to the American psyche that people can't reach out
of that underclass. I think the vast majority of Americans don't believe
that the underclass car.'t do :nything about their situation, that they
are trapped down there. And until Americans believe that the under-
class can't do anything about their situation, then it will be acceptable.
FOCUS GROUP #4

I think there is a difference between a lower class and the under-
class. You are talking about people who are working class, who have
opportunities to move up. By defining underclass as we do, they have
no opportunities to move up. They are an underclass and a perma-
nent underclass. FOCUS GROUP #4

We may disagree, but I just don't see (the homeless problem) as a
population explosion issue. I think that it is a social issue, an issue
much more than that. . . . I think that it is curable. I don't think that
we can erase the whole thing, but I think we can seriously change the
face of it if we dedicate ourselves to doing it. FOCUS GROUP #2

So how do we deal with it? Do we deal with tt at the governmental level, or
do we deal with it at the private level?

First you ask who is doing it, then you ask who should be doing it.
And the only reason I say it's governmental is that [government's]
influence on the private sector has been tne only way the private
sector will do anything in that arena. FOCUS GROUP #3

[I am] not saying that I want big government [when I] say the
government should do it, but the government does set the framework,
the laws and the incentives for the corporations. There are laws, and
that means it's government. FOCUS GROUP #3

The reason I say private versus government is that, to me, the
government will address these issues, solve these problems and then
it's always somebody else's responsibility. What I'm suggesting is that
it's got to be private, individual. Obviously, no one person is going to
change the welfare system, but I think this election in a sense, will
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end up being a referendum on that issue: is the government going to
solve our problems for us or are we going to do it ourselves? FOCUS
GROUP #3

I think it is a fact that economically there is enough to go around.
Therefore, it becomes an allocation problem, I guess, yy hich is sort of
the cold reality. I think to the extent that you try to mandate
allocation, you run into a natural resistance on the part of a good
segment of the population. FOCUS GROUP #1

I think the government has to play an impGrtant role, but almost a
secondary role, an assisting "ole, a propping up role, setting up the
sorts of things that need to be set up in society. And, although this is
not very specific, to allow people to feel, as I think people did feel up
until probably the last 15 or 20 years, that through their own efforts
they have a fair chance, that they can get ahead. If they are willing to
put in their effort, they can reap the rewards. FOCUS GROUP #1

It is a very big problem. I also have the sense that it feeds upon
itself and grows as far as the effect it has upon everybody else.
Therefore, perhaps [we should] change the definition of who is in
the underclass. FOCUS GROUP #4

Because the problem in a large part stems from value systems, I
think that the problem has to be handled at a much more local level.
Federal policy should provide a loose structure and guidance for local
programs, which can deal with basic things like community pride and
the work ethic. FOCUS GROUP #4

If the underclass includes a large portion of single parent house-
holds and [if] we are talking about breaking the cycle, one thing we
need to focus on is child care. If you can't get out of the house, how
can you get a job? FOCUS GROUP #4

I think it is becoming very clear to big business that they have to
take a leadership role. The largest organization of big business here
announced that they were going to push for a state tax increase for
education, provided there was reform in conjunction with that, pre-
cisely because business knows that access to an educated work force is
in their own self-interest. FOCUS GROUP #4

The private sector has a tremendous role, because the work force
is affected. I'm trying to find a new secretary. The candidates we've
received in our office from the public school system are functionally
illiterate; and it is not their fault. 'lb find someone who is competent,
with basic skills, is really tough. And business is going to be affected
by it. FOCUS GROUP #4

Business can apply pressure on the political system, and it can also
provide money, directly or through loans. Also, there are some
talented financial people who have been outplaced as a result of
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mergers. We could provide funding for a socially beneficial program
by paying outplaced people to apply their resources to the commu-
nity. FOCUS GROUP #4

Business does apply pressure to the political system. They were
partly responsible for reform of the local housing authority. They
put pressure on the city to set up a crisis management team. Business
realized that if the housing authority goes down, so does business.
Another problem is that, as the central business district grows up, it
comes up against the pnblic housing. FOCUS GROUP #4

In this society, we are asking women, and men also, to make a
choice between family or career. Economic survival depends on two
peop1.2 working. How do you juggle that, and what are the long-term
implications of that? To me that is a very real social problem. Implic-
itly, society has made a choice in favor of work right now, because of
the lack of child care services. What does that mean? FOCUS GROUP
#2

Health care for the aged ... doesn't concern me that much because
I don't think that we have the ability to solve all of the problems that
we have. My concern is more focused toward the long-term. People
are living longer, and if they can support and take care of themselves,
that is fine. I am more concerned about taking resources and devoting
them into education, for example, rather than toward health care,
national health care, when there are choices that have to be made.
FOCUS GROUP #2

I think we sit around sometimes and create more problems just
talking about all of the possible ramifications. Find them shelter, get
them health care, get them fixed up and then deal with some of the
longer term problems. FOCUS GROUP #2

There is a whole population of people like ourselves who are out
in the world where we have to really live by creating results. Yet, if you
want to participate in these problems, you can't do it with these
government people, because they are only interested in having fund-
raisers for themselves. FOCUS GROUP #2

If the mayor of the governor were to come to you and say, "What problem
do we have to correct," would you say that Mete z.s one on zvhzch you feel more
emphasis should be placed?

We talk about who the poor people are today. I think that we have
to recognize that the poor we art talking about today are not the poor
we were talking about 20 years ago. We have to forget that mind-set
of trying to address the problems of 20 years ago. [Today] we are
talking about women, and clay care is very important. I see that
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among people who are workingmuch less, among those who can't
work, who don't have jobs, who don't have the money for child care.
It is absolutely critical that any program which is going to address the
problem of wor 0.n provides extensive day care. FOCUS GROUP #1

Day care is p:obably even a larger issue than just in the poor
community. Day care is going to become, because of all the working
mothers across the country, a societal issue of how we are raising
tomorrow's children. There [should be] funding, certainly at the
lower income levels, but with some structuring and some regulation
across-the-board, of course. FOCUS GROUP #1

[Day care] is like any other program. It could be very, very ineffi-
ciently administered. Any government programs runs that risk. The
military program is being inefficiently administered, in my opinion,
but it is still there. FOCUS GROUP #1

I want to cover a few areas now. Head Start: Is it a good investment? Was
it worth the investment, and why?

It's an excellent investment, because it allows the child to come into
an environment that is healthy. . . . as opposed to . . . if' the child is
alone, a negative environment. So, it may not be a perfect program,
but like many of these programs, it helps some. FOCUS GROUP #3

There are two reasons to invest in day care, assuming that the
implementation is reasonably effective. One is that it frees up the half
of the work force that, to my knowledge, no other country in the
world has opened doors towomenand that is enormously impor-
tant. And two, assuming it's reasonably effectively implemented, it
provides an atmosphere of nurturing, one hopes, and preliminary
education for kids that otherwise might not get that, and that pays
off for years down the road. FOCUS GROUP #3

Are you saying that goz,ernment should proz,rde the bulk of the resources for
early childhood? Is that the place where you need government to provide the
resources?

There is no payoff close enough, from the corporation viewpoint.
If society agrees that those services are needed, the corporations can't
be expected to do it. They are working for their shareholders with
respect to returnnot necessarily during this quarter or next quar-
ter, but somewhere within their lifetime. The government can take
the real long view. The government doesn't need the immediate
payback, because the government is us, all the people, not just one
corporation more than other corporations, but equally spread out
over everyone. FOCUS GROUP #1
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Is it being done for the worker or for the child? It is a benefit for
the corporation, because if they offer that kind of benefit, they are
going to get the employees of the companies that don't offer that
benefit. It is strictly a competitive reason for doing it. FOCUS GROUP
#I

If you want to see the private sector involvement, you create the
profit motive, and then provide some sort of tax credit or some
incentive. Then you have the profit motive in the provision of the
service, and you are not coming to a corporation and asking them to
provide that service on a nonprofit basis because 15 years from now
it is going to make the world a better place to live. It is still a
competitive market in which the efficient provider should prevail.
FOCUS GROUT' #1

[I favor] implementation on the local level, but I still think that
there needs to be some sort of national monitoring. FOCUS GROUP
#2

I don't believe in putting just one arrow in your quiver. I would
have a combination and I would insist on accountability. The advan-
tage of local implementation is that it is closer and people feel more
part of the process, but it is impossible to do it without the federal
government. FOCUS GROUP #2

We have talked about budget deficits, drugs, a thong defense, education;
how (10 we PUI it all together and what do we do?

Fortunately, I know most of the people in here, and they're socially
responsible people. I deal with a lot of socially irresponsible people
on a daily basis, aqd I try to shed a little light. I go back to the
government point of view. There are too many people that are not
going to participate unless they're forced into participat They're
not going to give up their almighty dollar. So they've got to be forced.
Then when they're I the only thing that I have fOund effective
is strictly scare tactics: sc::re them about the street gangs, scare them
about an underclass that is going to continue to get more and more
rebellious. Although it's a sad way to have to deal with human beings,
it's the only way I've found to ;cork with a lot of the corporate people
that I deal with on a day-to-day basis. FOCUS GROUP #3

I think the solution is not all that radical, in terms of limits on
service to the government. Create an environment for the private
sector individual to work in the gmernment as well, and get this cross-
pollenization [snit ted], either fbrmally through government service
or by creating an en% iromnem where private sector individuals and
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government sit down and form partnerships, so that everyone comes
to the table with the same kinds of abilities. FOCUS GROUP #3

I think this is part of the problem of the presidential campaign,
that we have no leaders on the scene, it seems, that can put forward a
vision. In the corporate world we're dealing with current results, and
in terms of the long-range, a vision statement. Where do you start
with some kind of vision statment for society? I don't know how you
start, other than with quality of life around the people. And then,
you must begin to lay out those items underneath, in priority, that
drive toward that quality of life within our societythe fundamental
things. FOCUS GROUI' #3

It's not that hard, it seems to me. In the corporate world we can say,
"Here's our vision; here's where we want our company to be 20 years
from now." Therefore, with this particular project, if the long range
doesn't support that, cut it out. We're not getting a vision from the
national leaders about what we want this country to look like, and
why. If they do present one that happens to be rather radical, the
media comes after themdrasticallybecause the media has not
thought the whole matter through, and therefore cuts its down before
the idea gets off the ground. FOCUS GROUP #3
I kind of like the idea about the whole industrial end of it playing

a greater part of the education, to create a better society, plus the
programs that are in place that we could improve on at the other end
of the infancy level, the pre-school level. FOCUS GROUP #1
Joint public and private cooperative efforts have to be leanedon

more. I think the focus must be on both sides, both the public sector
and the private sector, in designing the programs. FOCUS GROUP
#1

I guess I am not sure I see corporate America playing much of a
role in the early childhood part. It seems to me, that is the sort of
program that can be more of a government-directed program. I think
if it is handled right, you get a shot at getting some sort of consensus
in the country that it is wise to spend a certain amount of dollars for
that. I think that the second component of it is more about jobs skills,
taking teenagers in adjunct programs, or junior high school and high
school programs, where there is a much more immediate payoff for
corporate America. FOCUS GROUP #1

Somehow you have to motivate business to get involved. If it takes
incentives, tax incentives, then that is the route to go. Whether it is
on a local level, or whether it is on a national level, something has to
happen to motivate businesses to move in that way. There are some
cases where you might sad that businesses have involvement because
they have a higher conscience level, but I think the motivating factor
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with businesses is the bottom line: if I am going to get something out
of it, then I will do something about this. FOCUS GROUP #2

Money needs to be spent on these issues, but [we have] to say, "Is it
money well-spent?" If you look at [it from] the angle of how it is
spent: administration, utilization . . . I think therc are a lot of well-
intentioned people who have no idea. Are our dollars caught up in
the bureaucracy of government? Are there bad programs? Are there
good programs? Maybe funding of programs should be halved, but
should be done better. FOCUS GROUP #4

You have to realize the underclass is not homogenous. So, helping
someone who is homeless (and therefore part of the underclass) who
was dumped out of a state mental health facility because there was
not money there for that personoby iously, that's far different from
dealing with a 16-year-old unwed mother w ho can be trained, who
can have a future. So you've got to make those distinctions when
you're talking about individual programs. [Concerning] the second
part of your question obviously I think George is all wrong on that.
Thvre has to be a reexamining of federal spending, pronto, and
there has to be attention paid to areas that have been ignored and
allowed to fester over the last eight years. I'm skeptical that you can
do that by shifting money that is already allocated within the budget.
FOCUS GROUP #4

Does anyone want their taxes raised?

There is a certain part of the Reagan message that appeals to me.
There is a lot of tightening up that can be done. The problem is they
assume it can all be done that way. The tightening up part has got to
continue. That is what appeals to a lot of people about Dukakis. He
admits that that is an important part of the agenda, but it is probably
not enough. The Democrats need to concentrate on tightening up
before they even think of raising taxes. FOCUS GROUP #4

DISCUSSION AFTER DINNER BREAK

What have you learned? What is Melon? What do we need to address?

I am left with a sense of frustration as to how we solve these
problems FOCUS GROUP #2

I guess I me away uplifted. I think that here is a relative!) affluent
group, the supposedly "me generation," and I think that there is a
reservoir of fundamental values that we all share. I really did get a
sense of a common feeling that something should be done. There
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were different levels of outrage as you read those sheets. FOCUS
GROUP #2

Clearly we differlargely because we are all so inexperienced in
how to implement the solutionsbut I think that we share a common
sense of objective. I think that we probably could articulate a common
vision of what a good society should be. FOCUS GROUP #2

In the one-and-a-half hours before dinner, pre-school and clay care
may have come up once, twice. Aft& less than a half-hour of speech,
all of a sudkn almost everyone here mentioned, "We've got to focus
on pre-schOol." So, again, to emphasize the awareness: most of us
were very surprised by these statistics. The country doesn't know. I
think if you told the country these numbers they'd have the same
reaction we did. But no candidate is up there saying, "This is what's
going on in our country." FOCUS GROUP #4

I'm somewhat overwhelmed by the data, to start with. Obviously, I
agree with the idea that the future is in the children, the education.
They have to be put in a position to receive it. FOCUS GROUP #3.

What distresses me is that it almost sounds like you have to cross
off the rest of the problem, wait till these people grow up. But what
do you do with everybody who's older? What concerns me believing
in education and everything, is that there are other problems of the
underclass, which we have not addressed. FOCUS GROUP #3

The elderly have a very, very effective lobbying group, and children
cannot lobby for themselves. And, therein is one of the real major
differences. FOCUS GROUP #3

I think there is a crisis, a crisis for the underclass. I don't think
people are really trying to sell the message that we'be got a problem
here that affects us allin the pocketbook, in one sense and in a
much greater sense. Maybe Kennedy couldn't have been elected now
because of what went on in his personal life, but [we need] someone
who can convince people that "it's not what your country can do for
you." It's not how many tax breaks it can gibe you, and how big it can
let your company get, and how rich it can let you retire, but "what
you can do for your country." FOCUS GROUP #3

I wonder if there is a better vehicle for sharing successful programs.
I wonder if people are focusing on the replication of these model
programs. FOCUS GROUP #4

It's the idea of breaking the cycle. If you can get kids away from
that atmosphere of "there is no way out at an early age, get them out
almost immediately and give them hope, you've broken the cycle. I
was amazed. I thought the American education system was not good:
I had no idea. Your statistics are frightening. FOCUS GROUP #4

The statistics that we heard tonightI was appalled. Certainly I
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had an indication that they were out there, but not to that extent. As
soon as they get filtered down through society, and things continue
to get worse, people sill begin to scream louder and louder. I just
hope it isn't too late. FOCUS GROUP #4

We need to respond and we need to think in terms of the long-term
and the short-term. We ha ..t to understand that there are diverse
needs of the underclass, and we are going to have to prioritize how
we respond. And if the way to mobilize people is around the children,
let's do it. FOCUS GROUP #4



I. Overview
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FOCUS GROUP
MODE RA:FOR' S GUIDE

A. Challenges of todayfor the United States'
I. What would you say are the biggest challenges facing
America over the course of the next five to ten years?Is our
greatest challenge international or domestic?
2. Where is America falling behind? Why are we falling

behind?
3. Let us say that the next president of the United States

comes to you and says he wants to run for office on the
slogan, "A president who prepared ahead." What would
you tell him he must do? What does the success of Bush,
Dukakis and Jackson tell us?

B. Challenges for your company
I. What do you feel is the major challenge facing your firm?

How is it different from the national challenge? (well-
trained work force)

2. Good investments your company made ten years ago?
a. How do you know?
b. How long to find out:

C. Decisions of the '60s and '70s:
Thinking about the decisions over the course of the past 15
to 25 years that have been made by the federal government
I. Which ones have helped tr and made America better?
2. Which ones were investments that paid off as we look

back?

3. Which decisions haw been the worst and have cost us in
the long run?

D. Values of the '90s:
I. What is your perception of what the mood of the '90s will

be?
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2. Will the '90s be more like the "Me Decade- or more like
the activism of the '60s?

II. The Underclass

A. Who, what, why?
1. Define the "underclass--who are they? How big a prob-

lem is poverty in the U.S.?
2. Why do we have an underclass? What is the reason for the

underclass? Is it growing or shrinking? What is the major
cause of poverty?

3. How much can America do about this pro. .em?
4. What should we be doing about this and who should be

doing itgovernment or corporations?
5. What were the smart things we have done in the past?

What were the unwise things we did in the past? What
programs work -_d? Which ones wasted money? How much
is long -term and how much is short-term?

B. A look at the government programs
1. What government human programs do you think work?

What are the success stories' VI' hem has the government
spent its money wisely?
a. Immunization
b. Day care
c. Head Start
d. Prevention of teenage pregnancy
e. Women and Infant Care programsprenatal

2. Which ones were a good idea but (lid not work? Which
ones were just too expensive for the return on the dollar
spent?

3. If you were entrusted with the respon5ibilitv of evaluating
social programs, how would you decide which ones
worked arid which ones did not What questions would
you want answered? How would ;on investigate?

4. suppose the next president turns to you and says, "Figure
out how to balance the bit, get and invest wisely in the
human program .- How would you answer the call? What
would you do on specific programs? What would be the
optimal design of a poverty reduction program?

C. Connection to business
I. What if all human programs were cut by 50% to meet

other needs. How would this affect business, if at all
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2. How do these programs help business? Does it make any
difference?

3. What is the role of business? What should business be
achieving or doing? What is their responsibility:
a. Charit
b. Corporate responsibility
c. Investment in own future

4. Three things you would recommend to your business.

D. Pre-break for Dinner
What question would you like our expert to address?

III. A review of the problem

A. What was learned
1. What are the main things you learned? What stood out in

your mind? What is important?
2. Where did you find that new information helped to

change your opinions?
3. What points did not ring true? What questions were left

unresolved?
4. Where do we get the best bang for the buck?

B. Where to go from here
1. What must be done?
2. Who should be doing it?
3. What would you do to get other businesses involved?
4. How optimistic do you feel about the future?

a. When we meet five years from now, what will be
different?

b. liventN years from now, what will Ive remember about
this generation?
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